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A b stract
This dissertation reports the theoretical interpretation of the measured 
absorption spectrum  of hydrogen atom s in crossed electric and m agnetic 
fields. Closed-orbit theory is modified from two-dimensions to three- 
dimensions to interpret the large scale structure in the absorption spec­
trum. A new com putational m ethod — a Chirped-Fourier-Transform  
— is developed to extract the closed orbits from an energy spectrum . 
A quantitative m odel is provided to calculate the continuum  absorp­
tion. We prove that the observed continuum absorption is proportional 
to the flux of electrons along trajectories which escape within a short 
time. Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK ) quantization theory is applied  
to obtain an approxim ate energy spectrum. Our results prove that 
some of the observed regular quasidiscrete states correspond to quan­
tized regular tori. This thesis also includes a new theoretical study of 
bifurcation patterns of planar closed orbits.
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C h ap ter  1
In trod u ction
T his  chap te r  provides a  road m ap  of this thesis, including a  general idea abou t 
my research a rea  (quan tum  chaos), my research problem (the hydrogen a to m  in crossed 
fields), and  my research results. T he  deta ils  of m athem atica l  derivations and  com puta tiona l 
m e thods  are  presented in the following chap te rs .  For those who want to unders tand  my 
research p ro jec ts  and contribu tions  in a  few m inutes, this ch ap te r  should provide adequate  
in form ation: for those who w ant to  know more a b o u t  my research, this c h a p te r  is also a 
good s ta r t in g  place.
1.1 W here I am
T here  are two descriptions o f  dynam ical  system s: classical mechanics and  quan tum  
m echanics. Classical dynam ics is governed by N ew ton 's  Laws and q u a n tu m  dynam ics is 
governed by Schrodinger equations. Classical system s can be classified in to  linear and 
nonlinear system s: all the  linear system s are  regular, bu t  nonlinear system s can be regular or 
chaotic . We are s tudy ing  quan tum  chaos - those q u a n tu m  system s whose classical analogue 
is chaotic . O ur  mission is to  explore the  connections between classical mechanics and
2
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Figure 1 . 1 : Research direction.
q u a n tu m  mechanics and find the  regular p a t te rn s  hidden behind the  chaos (Fig. 1 . 1 ).
A highly excited hydrogen a to m  in the presence o f  ex te rnal ,  s ta t ic  fields is an ideal 
system  to s tu d y  qu an tu m  chaos since it is theore tically  simple and  experim entally  ap ­
proachable. T h e  system  we s tu d y  in this thesis -  th e  hydrogen a to m  in a  crossed electric 
and magnetic field -  is a  good exam ple. On the  theore tical side, its exact H am iltonian can 
be w ritten  down; on the  experim ental  side, the  t ran s it ion  o f  this system  from order to  chaos 
can be observed if the  a to m  is excited to  high R ydberg  s ta te s  with n >  40 with m agnetic  
field B  =s 6 T  and  electric field F  105V / m .
The purpose of the  work reported  in th is  thesis is to  study' correlations between 
calculated classical t ra jec to ries  and the  observations of th e  absorp tion  spec trum  of this 
system . Although similar s tud ies  have been carried  o u t  for o th e r  system s [1-5]. hydrogen 
in a crossed electric and m agnetic  field provides a  more general testing ground for these
3
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connections  since it is th e  s im plest, chao tic  a tom ic  system with th ree  s trong ly  coupled 
degrees o f  freedom. To m ake  th is  thesis easy  to  follow, we first give a  quick review o f  the 
main advances in q u a n tu m  chaos since they  form th e  foundation o f  this thesis work.
1.2 T h e advances in q uan tu m  chaos
1 .2 .1  T h e  c o r r e sp o n d e n c e  b e tw e e n  th e  c la ssica l tr a je c to r ie s  an d  w ave  
fu n c tio n s
Classical mechanics describes th e  m otions o f  the  particles by classical tra jec to ries ,  
and  q u a n tu m  mechanics describes the  m otions o f  the  particles by waves. De Broglies's 
m a t te r  wave theory  unifies these  two d ifferent descriptions: the  m om en tum  p  o f  th e  classical 
m otion is related to the  wave length A o f  th e  q u a n tu m  propagation:
p - h /X .
T herefore , as a  wave p ropaga tes  a  d istance  dq a long a  classical t ra jec to ry ,  the  phase  change 
o f  a q u a n tu m  wave is given by:
dq
dcp =  27T—  =  p  • d q / h .
A
T hen  th e  phase of the  wave following a  classical p a th  is given by:
<p(q) =  S ( q ) / h  +  const .
where S (q )  =  f q p -d q  is the  classical action o f  the  classical pa th . T h e  a m p litude  o f  the  wave 
function is related to  the  dens ity  of classical tra jec to ries .  Hence an ap p ro x im a te  q u a n tu m  
wave function can be c o ns truc ted  from classical tra jec tories:
Hq)  =  y/,p(g)eiSM ' h 
4
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Figure 1.2: (a) A regular t ra jec to ry  represen ting  the  m otion of the  a tom ic  electron in 
H ( n  =  30) in a  m agnetic  field of a  few teslas, (b) T h e  exact  q u a n tu m  wave function | 0 ( ? ) | 2 
correlated  with the  t ra jec to ry  in (a).
where p(q)  is the  density  o f  the  classical tra jec to ries  as  a  function of q. Details a b o u t  
the construc tion  o f  wave functions from classical t ra jec to ries  are  presented in [6 ]. Fig.
1 .2  provides an exam ple  of th e  correspondence  between a  regular tra jec to ry  and a  wave 
function. Both the  t ra jec to ry  and  the  wave function a re  calculated  for an  electron in a  
hydrogen a to m  in a  m agnetic  field B  ss a  few teslas. T h e  t ra je c to ry  moves in a  certain  
region o f  configuration space; th e  boundaries  o f  the  t ra je c to ry  are  called caustics. T he  
wave function occupies the  sam e region o f  space  as the  classical tra jec to ry , and waves 
p ropaga te  in the  sam e directions along which the  classical t ra je c to ry  goes. Four traveling 
waves pass th rough  each point in the  space  and  th e  interference o f  th e  four waves produces 
a  s ta n d in g  wave. Due to th e  tunneling  effect, th e  s tand ing  wave slightly spills over the  
classical boundary .
5
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Figure 1.3: For a  harmonic oscillator, th e  t ra jec to ries  in phase space a re  ellipses, o r  “one- 
dimensional to ri" .  The action variable for each to rus  / pdq, is the  a rea  inside the  ellipse, 
and it is proportional to  the energy. For a  continuous range of energy, the  tori form a 
continuous family. Q uan tum  s ta te s  correspond to  a  discrete set o f tori  having quantized 
values of the  action.
For an n-dimensional system , a  regular t ra jec to ry  fills up an n-dimensional to rus  in 
‘2n-dimensional phase space. An n-dimensional to rus  is an object which can be described 
by n angular  %ariables varying from 0 to  '2~ and n cons tan t  action variables. O n the  torus, 
we can find n independent closed loops c, and the  n action variables a re  defined by:
/, =  p -  d q / 2 -  ( 1 . 1 )
Jc,
Classical tori form continuous families defined by values of the  action variables, and in these 
families lie a  discrete set of tori whose action variables are appropria te ly  quantized  -  either 
integer o r  haif integer (see Fig. 1.3 and  Fig. 1.4). We call these quantized  tori eigentori.
6
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X
Figure  1.4: For a  two-dimensional ha rm on ic  oscillator, th e  t ra jec to r ie s  in ( x ,p x) space 
and  in (y, py ) space form ellipses, and  th e  com bined m otion  is a  two-dimensional to rus . 
In (x .y )  space, each t ra jec to ry  fills a  rec tang le  with corners  on th e  equipoten tia l curve 
E  =  ^ k x x 2 yy 2. A t each to ta l  energy, th e  o rb i ts  form a  con tinuous  family of rectangles 
w ith  varying am plitudes  o f  x and  y oscilla tions, and therefore  varying action variables. 
Q u a n tu m  s ta te s  correspond to  tori o f  qu a n tiz ed  actions I x =  j z  f Cx px dx  =  (n x +  1/2) and  
I y =  ~  Pydy  =  (n y +  1 / 2 ) where cx is a  horizontal line which goes from the  left side 
to  th e  r igh t side of the  rectangle and  cy is a  vertical line which goes from th e  top  to  the  
b o t to m  side o f  th e  rectangle.
i
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T he Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (E B K ) quan tiza t ion  theory s ta te s  t h a t  each eigenstate  
for an .V dimensional regular system  co rresponds  to  an eigentorus with n q uan tized  action 
variables
I, =  n t +  m / 4 .  (1.2)
T hen the  phase change o f  the wave a ro u n d  the  closed loop c, is:
A d  = £  p  - dq =  (n t +  / q / 4 ) 2~  (1.3)
Eq. (1.3) implies th a t  each closed loop should  conta in  an integer num ber  o r  half integer 
num ber of waves. T h a t  is. each e igens ta te  corresponds to an n dimensional to ru s  which can 
s u p p o r t  a s tan d in g  wave along each d im ension . T he  additional half  in teger phase /z ," /2  
results  from q u a n tu m  tunneling and /z, is the  M aslov index which is th e  num b er  of the times 
t h a t  th e  closed loop touches caustics. A deta iled  discussion a bou t  the  d e te rm in a tio n  o f  the 
//. is provided in [7].
1 .2 .2  T h e  co rresp o n d en ce  b e tw e e n  th e  la rg e  sca le  s tr u c tu r e  in  th e  q u a n ­
tu m  sp e c tru m  and  th e  p e r io d ic  o r b its
Fig. 1.5 shows energy levels o f  a  typical model H am iltonian sy s tem , defined in 
A ppendix  A. We see tha t  the q u a n tu m  s ta te s  are  clustered, th a t  is. the  dens ity  o f  q u an tu m  
s ta te s  is varying with respect to  the  energy. Periodic O rb it  T heory  relates th e  variation in 
the  density-of-sta tes  to classical periodic o rb its .  Each periodic o rb it  p roduces  one  sinusoidal 
oscillation in the density p[E)  as a  function o f  energy. The sum of all con tr ibu tions  from 
periodic o rb its  with period Tk < Tm gives the  q u a n tu m  spectrum  with resolution A E  = 
2 - h / T m .
p ( E )  = po{E)  +  Posc(E) = Po(E)  +  ^ 2 a k { E ) s in [ S k { E ) / h  +  <pfc]
k
8
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Figure 1.5: Energy sp ec tru m  o f the  model H am iltonian in append ix  A. Units a re  no t defined 
for this model.
where po{E)  is a  sm ooth  ‘'background” density, which is proportiona l  to the  volume in phase 
space. T he  oscillatory te rm s arise from periodic classical o rb its .  T h e  coefficients a.k(E) are 
related to the  density  of th e  classical tra jectories  near  the  periodic orbits. Sk  is th e  classical 
action associated with the  k th periodic orb it , and Ok is an additional phase c o n s ta n t .  T he  
detailed derivation of Periodic Orbit  Theory is discussed in [8 ].
1 .2 .3  T h e  c o rr e sp o n d e n c e  b e tw een  th e  la rg e  sca le  s tr u c tu r e  in  th e  ab ­
so rp tio n  sp e c tr u m  and th e  c lo se d  o r b its
Experim ents  m easure  the  oscillator s t r e n g th  density  with finite resolution. The 
oscillator s tren g th  density  is proportional to the  ra te  o f  the  production o f  a to m s  in excited 
qu an tu m  s ta te s .  T he  m easurem ent of the  abso rp tion  spec trum  of the  hydrogen a tom  in 
a m agnetic  field shows large scale oscillatory s t ru c tu re  a t  very high energies [1] ( indicated 
by an arrow  in Fig. 1.6). In 1988, Du and Delos estab lished  a  Closed O rb it  T heory  to 
in te rp re t  this large scale s t ru c tu re  (Trajectories which s t a r t  and  end a t  the  origin are  called 
closed o rb its ) .  They found th a t  each closed o rb it  p roduces  one sinusoidal oscillation in the  
absorption spec trum  and the  sum  of the  con tr ibu tions  from th e  closed orbits  results  in the
9
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Figure 1.6: T h e  measured absorp tion  sp e c tru m  o f  the  hydrogen a to m  in m agnetic  field.
oscillatory s t ru c tu re  in the  absorp tion  s p e c tru m  [1 , 2 ].
Abs (E )  =  Abso(E)  +  ^  C m,kms in {T mkmE  +  A mfcm)
Again we have a  sm oo th  background A b s o (E )  plus a  sum  o f  sinusoidal oscillations. This 
theory  is different from Periodic O rb it  T h eo ry  because it provides a  q uan ti ta t ive  form ula  for 
the  abso rp t ion  spec trum  which can be com pared  with the experim en t directly. T h e  original 
purpose o f  the  closed o rb it  theory  was to  in te rp re t  the  m easured  absorption sp ec tru m  of 
the  hydrogen a to m  in a  s trong  m agnetic  field, b u t  with some modifications, it also has been 
successfully applied to  o ther  system s [2-5]. Usually it has been applied to  sys tem s having 
cylindrical sy m m e try  in which the n u m b er  o f  degrees of freedom is reduced to  two.
In th is  thesis, we ex tend  and m odify th e  closed o rb it  theo ry  and  apply it to  a  system  
with th ree  degrees of freedom -  the  hydrogen a tom  in crossed electric and m agnetic  fields.
10
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Figure 1.7: T he  hydrogen a to m  in crossed electric and  m agnetic  fields
1.3 T hesis ob jectives
1 .3 .1  T h e  cro ssed  fie ld s s y s te m
We define coord inates  so t h a t  the  electric field. F,  is along th e  + x  d irec tion  and the 
m agnetic  field. B .  is along the  + z  d irection (see Fig. 1.7). We assum e t h a t  th e  proton is 
s ta t io n a ry  [9j. T he  Ham iltonian function for th e  electron in the  field of th e  p ro to n  and the 
applied fields is given in a tom ic  units  by:
P 2 1 R - R 2
H  = ^ r - \  +  F x  + - L s +  ^ - ( x 2 +  y 2) (1-4)
2  r  2  8
Due to  the  electric field force, th e  electron may escape from the  p ro ton  and  due to 
the  s tro n g  magnetic  force, the  m otion  o f  th e  electron may be chaotic . Hence o u r  system 
a d m its  both  chaos and field ionization.
1 .3 .2  E x p e r im e n ta l m e a su r e m e n ts
M easurem ents  of the abso rp t ion  sp ec tru m  of the hydrogen a to m  in crossed electric 
and magnetic  fields were done by the  Bielefeld group in G erm any  [10].
11
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T hey  excited deu te r iu m  a to m s  to  high energies in two steps: In the  first s tep , D {l s )  
abso rbs  a  photon and  goes to  D ( ‘2p) using an excim er-laser-pum ped dye-Iaser, frequency 
tripled to  121.6 n m , with Ai/i =; 1. S G H  z.  In the  second step , D(2p)  abso rbs  a  photon and 
goes to a  high R ydberg s ta t e  D ' ( n .  mi  =  0) by an excim er-laser-pum ped dye-Iaser. seeded 
by a  single-frequency Ti-Sa-laser, frequency doubled to  A2 ~  365nm . with ~  ISOM H z .  
Both  lasers are  linearly polarized along the  magnetic-field axis, which we call the  c-axis.
E lectrons from a to m s  prom ptly  ionized within the in terac tion  region (short-lived 
s ta te s )  are  prevented from E x B -d r i f t  by tu rn in g  off the electric field a b o u t  120ns after 
exc ita t ion ; after  t rap p in g  th em  for a b o u t  3.5p s  they are  guided by th e  ring-electrodes to 
the  de tec to r ,  arriving the re  a b o u t  3.5 — IS p s  a fter  the  laser pulse. M eanwhile D ‘ a tom s in 
lo n g - l iv e d  s ta te s  are con tinu ing  to  move a t  therm al velocity, and  they  arrive a t  the  grid 
a b o u t  30 — ISO/is after  the  laser pulse. T he re  they  are  detec ted  via e lectrons created  by 
field ionization.
In the  process o f  sw itching off the  electric field, the long-lived neu tra l  a tom s evolve, 
p resum ab ly  adiabatically, from crossed-field s ta te s  to  pure-magnetic-field s ta te s .  Long-lived 
neu tra l  a to m s  were crea ted  a t  negative energies, and  presum ably  rem ain  a t  negative energies 
while the  field is switched ofT. and therefore  they are  s tab le  after  1 0 0 ns.
We say, then , t h a t  th e  “p rom pt"  electrons are  those which a re  excited to  s ta te s  
having lifetimes less th a n  o r  of o rder  100ns. T he  “delayed" e lec trons therefore  arise from 
crossed-field s ta te s  having lifetimes g rea te r  than  or o f  order 100ns. T h e  to ta l  absorption 
s p ec tru m  is the  sum  o f the  signals associated with p rom pt and delayed electrons. Spec tra  
were m easured over a  wide range (-195 to  + 5  c m - 1 ) a t  1 K V / c m ,  and  then a t  higher 
resolution over a  narrow range (-138 to -112 crm~l ) a t  B  =  6.002T ,  F  =  750 to 1000 V / c m  
in s tep s  of 50 V / c m .  (see Fig. 1 . 8  and  Fig. 1.9)
It is difficult to  know w he the r  the  overall de tection efficiencies o f  long-lived and short-
12
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Figure l.S: T h e  m easured  p rom p t and  delayed absorp tion  spectrum  a t  B  =  6.00'2T .  F  = 
IOOOV'7cm. T he  d o t te d  line marked E s is the energy of the  saddle point ( — 193cm-1 ).
lived s ta te s  are  exactly  equal. To tes t  this, we sm oothed  the  two d a ta  sets  and summed 
them  to see if the  sm oo thed  to ta l  absorp tion  is reasonably independent of energy. The result 
suggested th a t  we should  multiply the  delayed-electron signal by 1.-13 before comparing it 
with the p rom pt-e lec tron  signal. We have done this in all o f  ou r  calculations.
1.3 .3  T h e s is  o b je c t iv e s
T he main goal o f  this thesis is to  in terpret the  m easured absorption spectrum  of the 
hydrogen a tom  in crossed electric and  m agnetic fields discussed above. We are particularly 
interested in unde rs tand ing  the following observations:
•  In Fig. 1.9, th e  wiggly line is th e  convoluted spec trum . T he  oscillatory s truc tu re  
in th a t  line ind icates the  oscillations in the  absorp tion  spec trum , and we call it the 
large scale s tru c tu re .  We want to  understand the  correlation between the large scale 
s tru c tu re  and the  classical tra jectories.
13
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F'igure 1.9: T h e  measured to ta l  a b so rp t ion  spec trum  a t  B  =  6 .002T1, F  =  lOOOVycm. T he  
wiggly line is a  convolution of the  m easu rem en t:  its f luc tuations  are  correlated  with closed 
orbits . T h e  o ther  curves are  ca lcu la tions based on a  model for con tinuum  absorption, dis­
cussed in chap te r  4. From lowest to  h ighest, they  have Tent =  15 ,20 and  25TC(respectively 
long-dashed line, do tted  line and  solid line). Light arrow: sadd le  energy  E s ( —193c7n- 1 ). 
Heavy arrow: vicinity of fuzzy th resho ld  for con tinuum  abso rp t ion  [—140, — 135]cm_1.
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•  In the  p rom p t signal (Fig. 1.8), the  lower envelope of the  spec trum  is the zero axis 
a t  low energies near a, and it s t a r t s  to  rise a t  energies near b. As we continue to 
increase th e  energy, the  lower envelope keeps increasing near  c and  finally f lattens out 
a t  very high energies near d. YVe call the  lower envelope ^continuum  absorp tion"  and 
we w ant to find how it is co rre la ted  w ith  t ra jec to ries  th a t  escape from the a tom .
•  In the  delayed signal (Fig. 1.8), a t  low energies near a  and b. th e  s ta te s  are very 
dense. As we move to  the  region near c, individual s ta te s  s ta r t  to  be visible and  as 
we reach the  region near d. th e  sp ec tru m  show s a  regular p a t te rn  -  th e  s ta te s  are  well 
s e p a ra te d  and fall into a  sequence with nearly equal spacings. We w an t  to unders tand  
the  regular  pa tte rn  near d.
1.4 T h esis  contributions
T he  m ain  results of th is  thesis a re  sum m arized  in following:
•  In te rp re ta t io n  of the  large scale s tru c tu re :  YVe have ex tended , modified and applied 
Closed O rb i t  Theory to  in te rp re t  the  large scale s tru c tu re  in the m easured  absorp tion  
s p e c tru m  of the crossed field sy s tem . We have proved th a t  the  observed large scale 
s t r u c tu r e  is correlated with s h o r t  closed o rb its ,  and each closed o rb i t  produces one 
sinusoidal oscillation in the  a b so rp t ion  sp ec tru m . To e x tra c t  the closed o rb its  from the 
a b so rp t ion  spectrum , we developed a new com puta tiona l  m ethod  -  a  Chirped-Fourier-  
T ransfo rm  (C F T ) . We have applied  this C F T  to  ano ther  system , and  th e  result proves 
t h a t  C F T  is a powerful way to  e x t r a c t  sinusoidal waves with both  varying am plitude  
and  wavelength.
•  In te rp re ta t ion  of the  con tinuum  abso rp tion : we produced a  rnodei to  calcu late  the 
con tinuum  and showed th a t  th e  in tensity  o f  th e  continuum  abso rp t ion  is proportional
15
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to  tlie flux of ou tgoing  electrons t h a t  escape within ‘20-25 cyclotron times.
•  In te rp re ta tion  of the  regular s tru c tu re  in the  delayed signal a t  very high energies near 
d in Fig. 1.8: we applied EBK quan tiza tion  theory  to find the s ta te s  which correspond 
to the  3-dimensional regular tori w ith  quan tized  action variables. We found th a t  the 
regular s ta te s  in the  delayed signal correspond to a  g roup  of quantized regular tori 
lying close to the  xy plane (perpendicular to the  m agnetic  field).
•  In add ition , we have studied properties  o f  closed orbits  t h a t  are not directly  visible in 
the  m easurem ents: we studied the  p a t te rn s  o f  creation and split ting  o f  p lanar  closed 
o rb its  and  identified an orderly sequence o f  bifurcations. A “tangen t  bifurcation" cre­
a tes  one closed o rb it  th a t  splits into two; subsequently , one of them  becomes periodic, 
and splits  by a "pitchfork bifurcation" into two periodic o rb its  and one closed orb it .  
We crea ted  a model Hamiltonian to give a  simple in te rp re ta t ion  of this sequence of 
bifu rcations.
1.5 T h esis ou tlin e
In ch a p te r  2, we present tran sfo rm ations  we m ade on th e  Ham iltonian -  rescaling 
and regularization. Regularization is a  m ethod  to get rid of th e  C oulom b singularity. This 
requires expanding  the configuration space from th ree  dimensions to  four dimensions. We 
also give a  brief discussion a b o u t  the  in tu ition  we obtained  a b o u t  o u r  system  by M onte-Carlo  
sim ulation . Since we use a tom ic  units  for all the  theoretical derivations and com puta tions ,  
we ta b u la te  th e  values o f  the atom ic units  of the  different quan ti tie s  in te rm s of familiar 
units  in this chap te r  as well.
In chap te r  3, we focus on the in te rp re ta t ion  of the large scale s truc tu re .  We modify 
and ex tend  Closed O rb it  Theory  from a ‘2-dimensional system  theory  to a 3-dimensional
16
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system theory. We provide the  schemes to im plem ent th e  theory  in a  4-dimensional space. 
Most of all. we discuss the new com puta tional m ethod  -  Chirped-Fourier-Transform  (C F T ) 
which was de%'eloped to  e x trac t  the  closed orb its  from th e  m easured absorption spec trum .
In c h a p te r  4. we provide a  model to in terp re t  th e  con tinuum  spectra  and discuss the  
s tra tegy  used to carry ou t the calculation.
In ch a p te r  5, we review the  Fourier transform  m ethod  invented by M artens  and 
Ezra [1 1 ] which we use to  quantize  3-dimensional tori. Also we apply the theory to  obtain  
the s ta tes  observed in the  delayed absorption spec trum  near region d in Fig. 1.8.
In c h a p te r  6 , we s tudy  the  bifurcation p a t te rn s  o f  the  p lanar  closed o rb its  and 
illustrate the  p a tte rn  in the  sequence of the b ifurcations. We present a  model Ham iltonian 
to help unders tand  the  new sequence.
In ch a p te r  7. we sum m arize  the contribu tions an d  discuss the  remaining problems 
for our fu tu re  work. T he  com puta tional m ethods involved in this thesis are sum m arized  in 
appendix E.
17
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C h ap ter  2
T h e H am ilton ian  and M onte-C arlo  
sim u lation
This chap te r  is devoted to  the  t ransfo rm ations  o f  the  H am ilton ian , including rescal­
ing and  regularizing. We also present som e in tuition  a bou t  the  crossed field system  obtained 
by M onte-Carlo  sim ulation.
As s ta ted  in chap te r  1. th e  system  we are  s tudy ing  is the  hydrogen a to m  in crossed 
electric and m agnetic  fields, and  th e  H am iltonian is given by:
P 2 1 R - R 2
^ = T " r F i + 2i: + ~F(f2 + g2) (2-1}
where / / .  F. B  a re  th ree  pa ram ete rs .  According to the classical rescaling law, we can rescale
the  variables and the p a ram ete rs  to e lim inate  one of the  pa ram ete rs .
Due to the  C oulom b in te rac tion , th e  Hamiltonian is s ingu lar  a t  th e  origin. This
s ingularity  results in a  num erical problem  in t ra jec to ry  calculations: when the  electron
approaches the  origin, the  large Coulom b interaction produces s h a rp  bends o f  the  orbit. To 
accura te ly  follow the  sha rp  bend, we have to  use many small s teps  to  do  the  in tegration near
18
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the  origin. T he  cost is th a t  t ru n c a t io n  and  round-off error result in poor  numerical precision. 
We apply a  Kustaanheim o-Stiefel(K S) t ran sfo rm ation  [12] to  get rid o f  the  singularity.
The Ham iltonian has reflection sy m m e try  with respect to th e  xy plane (which is 
perpendicular to the  magnetic  field d irec tion ), and  therefore the  t ra jec to r ie s  which initially 
s t a r t  and move in the  xy plane s ta y  in the  xy plane forever. We use a  Po incare  surface of 
section to s tudy  this group of m otions by M onte-C arlo  simulation, and ob ta in  som e intuition 
a b o u t  the crossed field system .
2.1 T he rescaling o f  th e  H am ilton ian  and th e  sym m etr ies in 
the H am ilton ian
Based on the  classical rescaling law, we transform  variables a n d  p a ram ete rs  to  new 
variables and pa ram ete rs  which a re  defined as th e  original ones m ultiplied by some power 
of the pa ram ete r  we want to  e lim ina te . Here we w ant to rescale eve ry th ing  by the  magnetic 
field, therefore we transform  th e  variables and  the  param eters  in the  following way:
/  =  F B a . £ =  E B P o r  H  =  H B p , r  =  rBP.  P  = P B " 
where / .  t are the rescaled electric field and  energy. H  is the rescaled H am ilton ian  and r . P  
a re  coord inates and m om enta . Inserting  the  transfo rm ations  into the  H am iltonian  (2.1). we 
o b ta in  a new Ham iltonian in th e  rescaled variables and param eters :
H = B 3~2v—  -  B 3+', -  +  B p - a ~', f x  + B p - r,- ' ,+ lL : -I- -  B p ~ 2~,+2 ( x 2 +  y 2)
2  r  8
Since we want to  eliminate the  p a ra m e te r  B  from the rescaled H am ilton ian , we set all the
exponen ts  of B  to  zero, and solve for a ,  (3. 7 , r7:
a  =  - 4 / 3 ,  (3 = - 2 / 3 .  7  =  2 /3 .  r, =  - 1 / 3 .
Therefore, we have
/  =  F B _4/3, c =  E B " 2 / 3  o r  H  = H B ~2/ 3, r  =  r B 2/ 3 , P  =  P B ~ 1^
19
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which leads to  the  scaled Hamiltonian H :
H  =  ^  -  -  +  f x  -P l- L ;  +  i ( x 2 +  y 2) (-2.2)
I  r I  o
This  rescaling tells us t h a t  the  classical p roperties  o f  th e  tra jec to ries  are similar for all 
the  values in E ,  F, B  which lead to  the  sam e  rescaled c and / .  i.e. the shapes  of the
tra jec to r ie s  depend only on c and / .  and the  size varies with B  such th a t  the  classical
action is p roportiona l  to  B ~ 1/ 3.
YVe know th a t  the  Hamiltonian has two sy m m e try  properties  which put som e re­
s tr ic t ions  on the  classical tra jectories  [15]:
•  T he  reflection sy m m etry  of the system  with respect to  the  xy plane (z  —r —r) results 
in two consequences: (a) any tra jec to ry  with initial position and velocity in the  xy 
plane s tays  in the  xy plane forever: therefore we can use a Poincare surface of section 
to  s tu d y  tra jec to ries  in the xy subspace: (b) any t ra je c to ry  which moves in the  three 
d im ensional space m ust have ano ther  sibling o rb i t  which is the  reflection of the  t r a ­
jec to ry  with respect to  the xy plane. Based on th is  property, we only need to  s tudy  
the  tra jec to ries  launched in the upper half plane to  s tu d y  the  orbits.
•  T h e  sym m etry  o f  reflection of the  system  with respect to  the  xz plane toge the r  with 
tim e  reversal (y  —>• — y . t  —>• - t )  results in a consequence: any closed orbit s ta r t in g  and 
ending  a t  the  origin is either sym m etric  with respect to  the  x z  plane, or has a n o th e r  
sibling closed o rb it  which is the tim e reversed reflection of the  closed orbit with respect 
to  the  x z  plane. P ictures of such orb its  a re  shown in Fig. 2.1: the  siblings a re  drawn 
in the  sam e g raph  with different colors.
20
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Figure  2.1: We show four pa irs  o f  th e  sibling tra jec to ries . T he  siblings are  d raw n in the  
sam e g raph  with different colors
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2.2 T h e regularizing o f  th e  H am ilton ian
A transform ation  for " regularizing” this system  (eliminating th e  s ingu la ri ty )  was 
invented by Kustaanheim o and Stiefel [12]. T h e  transform ation  m atr ix  is defined  as
M f\S  =
Ul - u 2 - u 3 u4
u2 Ui - u 4 - U 3
U3 u4 Ui u2
U 4 - U 3 u2 - U i
C2.3)
with ( u j . u 2 . u 3 .w4 ). the coord ina tes  in P 4. Then  the coord ina tes  ( x . y . x )  in the  three- 
d im ensional physical space are ob ta in ed  as
(2.4)
T he  variables [ut . u2, U3 . u4] de te rm ine  [z, x ,  y] uniquely, but the  converse is n o t  true . Since 
one of u 's  is arb itrary , we set u4 in itially  to  zero, then let its t im e-deve lopm en t be governed 
by equa tions  of motion defined below.
In particular, the  radius in the  3-D space  equals
- “ 1
2 2 0 1 2 Uj — U2 — U3 4- u4
X V)U:II
u 2
—
2 uj u2 — ‘2 u 3 U4
y u3 2 u ju 3  -F 2 u2 u4
0 u4 0
r  =  x 2 +  y2 +  z 2 = u \  + u\  +  u\  +  u\ .
T he m o m e n ta  {pi-Py.Pz)  of  the  initial phase  space P 6 are expressed in te rm s  of coord inates  
( u j . u 2. U3 . u4) and conjugated m o m e n ta  (p t , p2 ,P 3 , p 4) in R& as
P- Pi
Pr A-Ik s P2 1
Py
2 r
P3
2 r
0 P4
u  1 P i  U2 P 2 ~  U3 P 3  +  U4 P 4 
U2P1 +  U1P2 -  U4P3 -  u 3p 4 
u 3 P l  +  <i4p 2 +  U 1P 3 +  U2p 4 
U4 p j  -  U3p 2 +  U2p 3 -  U t p 4
(2.5)
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with
P 2S + P i  + P? = (p2 + p ' l + p l +  p l ) / i  4r)
One of the p ’s is a rb itra ry . It can be shown from th e  equa tions  of motion th a t  th e  quan ti ty  
uaPi — “3 P2 +  U2 P3  ~  u \Pa  is conserved. We choose the  initial value of p4. such th a t
“ 4 P 1 ~  “ 3 P 2  +  “ 2 P 3  -  P a  =  o  ( 2 . 6 )
Using the  KS form ula (2.4) and (2.5) to g e th e r  with condition (2.6), we can  express
the  angu lar  m om entum
L = r x P
in the  3-space in te rm s  o f  R s :
L : = nips -  u3p 2 (2.7)
L t  =  ( “ 2 P a  +  « 3 P i  -  “ i P 3  -  « 4 P 2 ) / 2  (2-S)
Ly =  {'iip2 -r U3p4 -  U2pi -  uAp3) /2  (2.9)
T he  KS transfo rm ation  is canonical in th e  sense th a t  the Poisson b rackets  [xa . P$] 
and the equa tions  of motion i a . Pa calculated with ( u t . u2, u3. u4) and (p\ , p2, p3. Pa) all 
have the canonical form [16].
We s u b s t i tu te  the  formula (2.4) and  (2.5) in to  the scaled Hamiltonian in (2.2) and 
regularize it by m ultiplying both sides by 4 r .  W e have
4 =  p2/ 2  — Au2c — S f { u 2u x — u^u3)u2
+2{u2p3 -  u3p2) u 2 +  2{u l  u \ ) { u \  -I- u2)u2 (2 . 10)
with p2 = pi  + p2 + p3 + p2 and u 2 =  u\  -f u \  -f- -f- u\.  This regularization is equivalent
to defining a  new “fictitious t im e” variable s  such th a t
■7“ =  4 r  (2.11)
as
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After rescaling, the H am iltonian becomes a  c o n s tan t  and the  rescaled energy e becomes a 
param eter.  The equations o f  motion in KS space a re  given by
u\ =  pi
u'2 =  p 2 -  2u3u 2
u3 =  p3 + 2u2u2
u'4 =  pA
p'j =  8 u i C  +  S f u 2 U2 +  l 6 f ( u 2 Ui  -  U4 U3 ) Ui  
- 4 { u 2p 3 -  u 3p 2) u i  -  A u i { u \  +  u l ) u 2 
— 4 ( u |  +  «3) ( +  U4) U1 
p 2 =  S u 2e +  8 / u i u 2 1 6 / ( u 2ui — u4 u3 ) u 2
- 2 p3u 2 -  4 ( u 2p3 -  u3p2) u 2 -  4 u 2(ui +  n \ )u 2 
- 4 ( u |  +  u§)(i/i +  u \ ) u 2 
p3 = Su3e — 8 / ua u2 +  16 f ( u 2ui  — ua u3) u3
4-2p 2 u2 -  4 ( u2p3 -  u3p 2 ) u 3 -  4 u 3( u 2 +  u2) u 2 
—4 (u 2 +  u3){u\  -f u \ ) u 3 
p \  =  8 u4e — 8 f u 3u2 4- 16/ ( u 2 u i  — u4u3 ) u 4 
- 4 (u 2p 3 -  u3p 2) u 4 -  4 u 4 ( u l  4- u l ) u 2
—4(u2 + u3) ( u2 + u2)ua (2.12)
All the differentiations are  with respect to the fictitious time s.
The  lo%vest-order te rm s  in (2.10) or (2.12) correspond to harmonic oscillation. Thus
we have eliminated the singular behavior a t  the  origin. T he  KS transform ation  is the
classical expression of the  close relationship between the  3-dimensional hydrogen a to m  and 
a four-dimensional harm onic  oscillator. In em bedding  the  system in a four-dimensional
24
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space, the  K S-transform ation so m e w h at  com plicates calculations. However, the  reward 
is sm o o th e r  behavior and m ore a c cu ra te  c om pu ta tions  than  ob ta in ed  from the original 
H am iltonian.
2.3 M onte-C arlo sim u lation  — Poincare surface o f  section
O ne of the  effective ways to  ob ta in  in tu ition  abou t a  nonlinear system  is calculating 
the Poincare  surface o f  section. In this section we use a  Poincare surface o f  section with
M onte-C arlo  simulation to  s tu d y  the  g roup  o f  motions which explore the  xy plane.
2 .3 .1  T h e  red u ced  2 -D  H a m ilto n ia n
In the  rescaled H am iltonian (2.2), if we set z =  0. the  reduced 2-D H am iltonian is 
given by [13, 14]:
with p =  \ / x 2 -j- y 2.
For this H am iltonian, we can m ake a  canonical t ran sfo rm ation  to get rid of s ingu ­
larity w ithou t lifting the co o rd in a te  space to  a higher dimension. T h e  transfo rm ation  is the 
sem iparabolic  coord inate  t ra n s fo rm at io n .
(2.13)
(2.14)
We su b s t i tu te  this into Eq. (2.13), and  m ultip ly  by U 2 + V 2. and the  H am iltonian becomes:
This  transform ation  corresponds to  using a  fictitious time:
d t / d s  =  U 2 + V 2.
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Now the  I '  axis is "uphill*1 while the  V axis is "downhill" for the  electric  field. 
Fu r the rm ore ,  we rescale the variables via a n o th e r  t ran sfo rm ation :
U  =  u /y / t J  Pu  =  ■p-u.y/u.
V  = v / y / u  P v  =  pv \ f c -  (2-16)
T he  H am iltonian  changes to:
§  =  ^ ( p 2u + P ^ ) T ^ 2 +  ^ )  +  ^ 3 ( ^ - ^ )  +  ^ ( ^ - f P u ) ( u 2 +  f 2) +  ^ ;;T(u 2 +  e2 ) 3 (2.17)
with w- =  y / —I t .  T he  equa tions  of m otion a re  given by:
/u + v 2)
f
V
1 ,  2 
=  Pu +  —4 w + v2)
( 2/  3 1
Pu =  - U ~ ^ 3 U ~ J .2 P' 4w
/ , 2/ 3j l
Pu =  ~ V + Z 5 V + 4 ^ P‘ 1 +  1,2) ~  2 ~ 5 v (uPv ~  vPu) ~  i +  L'2)2 (2 -18^
All the d ifferentia tions are  with respect to  th e  fictitious tim e s.
T h e  coord ina te  tran sfo rm ations  (2.14) and (2.16) toge the r  m ap  the whole xy plane 
to the  ha lf  (u, u) plane. Therefore, we only need to consider the  t ra jec to r ie s  launched with 
u1 > 0  or  v‘ >  0  to  s tu d y  the m otions in the  xy plane.
2 .3 .2  P o in c a re  su rfa ce  o f  s e c t io n
T h e  Poincare  surface of section is defined in [17, 18]. For a  physical sys tem  with n 
degrees o f  freedom, th e  phase space has 2n dimensions. Since the  energy is conserved . we 
can reduce by one dimension. Usually we use n coord ina tes  and n-1 m o m e n ta  to represent 
the energy shell in phase space. In th is  (2n-l)-d im ensional energy shell, we can select a  2n-2 
d im ensional surface o f  section S .  Ideally, all t ra jec to ries  will a t  som e t im e pass th rough  this
26
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of th e  Poincare surface of section
surface transversely, and  no tra jec to ry  will ever  touch  the  surface tangentially. We define 
a Poincare  m ap  P  which m aps S  to  itself a n d  is ob tained  by following the tra jec to ries  
from one intersection with  S  to  the  next. If €  5  denotes the  kth intersection, then  the 
Poincare  m ap  is defined by
x k+ 1 =  P { x k)-
T he 2n-2 dimensional surface and the  Poincare m ap  toge the r  are  called the  Poincare  surface 
of section (see Fig. 2.2).
T h e  Poincare  surface  of section is useful and  practical to  s tudy  both  regular and 
chaotic m otions o f  a  two dimensional system . It condenses m any tra jec to ries  o n to  a  two 
dimensional surface, and  converts the regular m otions into sm ooth  curves and chao tic  mo­
tions in to  sca t te red  do ts .  It converts periodic o rb i ts  into fixed points  which m ight be easily 
located. Here, we use a  Poincare  surface of section  to  obtain  the  evidence th a t  th e  crossed
27
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field system  is a  generic system , %vith order and  chaos mixed.
To obtain  the Poincare surface of s e c t io n  we first choose the  surface as v =  0, and 
random ly  pick initial values ( u , , p Ui). Then we in p u t  v =  0, ut , p u, into (2.17) to calculate
pVi. T h e re  are two solutions and  we pick up th e branch th a t  gives v' >  0. We use those as
initial values, and in tegrate  the  equations of mc?ti°n (2.18). W henever the  t ra jec to ry  passes 
through the surface with v'  >  0 , we record u a fid  Pui and make a d o t  in th e  ( n ,p u) plane. 
We in it ia te  tw enty  tra jec to ries  and  in tegrate  eac h ° f  them  until it  m akes two hundred dots  
on the  surface to  obtain  Fig. 2.3. \Ne have the  following observations:
•  T h e re  are two fixed poin ts  ( 5 + ,5 _ )  whieh a re two fundam en ta l  periodic orbits  [13]. 
We draw  them a t  various energies in Fig- 2.4. S+ is a s tab le  periodic o rb it  -  as we 
increase the  energy. S + changes in size. bu t  it s tay s  elliptical: S _ is s tab le  a t  very low 
energies and becomes unstab le  a t  high ene rg ies- *^ s we increase the energy, the shape 
o f  £ _  d ram atically  changes: it is e l l ip tic^  a t  very low energies (curve 1 in Fig. 2.4.
As energy increases, it first develops a c u p P on the  negative x  axis (curve 2), then the
cusp  becomes a loop (curve 3 ) and finally a n o th e r  cusp on the  positive axis appears 
(curve 4).
•  T hese  two fundam enta l periodic orbits  ac t  as “organizers o f  the  xv-plane motions. 
T h e  s tab le  periodic o rb it  organizes the  s t a ble tra jec to ries . All the  tra jec to ries  around 
S+ are  regular tori a t  the  energies we s tudy . T h e  tori a round  S -  a re  regular a t  low 
energies. As we increase the  energy, the  tori which are  the  closest to  5 _  go chaotic 
first, and more and more tori around S ^ become chaotic as we continue  to  increase 
the  energy. T he  chaotic tra jec tories  launched in the  white space in Fig. 2.3 go to 
ionization in a short  time.
Hence we conclude th a t  our  sys tem  has a  m ix tu re ° f  o rder  and chaos plus ionization. Chaos
28
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Figure ‘2.3: A collection of surface of section a t  th ree  different energies with fixed external 
fields B  =  6 T ,  F  = 1000V / c m :  (a) E  =  —'2o0cm~l . (b) E  — — 190cm- ! . (c) E  — — 1-lOcm- 1
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s+
o.o
-0.5
°-1 X 0.6-0.4
1.0
0.0
- 1.0 0.0 1.0- 1.0- 2.0
Figure  2.4: T w o  e lem entary  periodic  o rb its  a t  different energies w ith  ex te rna l  fields B  =  6 X, 
F  =  1000V / c m  : E  =  —250, —210, —190. —140cm-1 from curve  1 to  4.
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increases as we increase the energy and m any of the  orb its  in the  large chaotic  zone go to 
ionization in a  sho r t  time.
2.4 T he atom ic units
In this thesis, we use a tom ic units  for all the  theoretical derivations and numerical 
com puta tions .  Therefore  in this section, we define the meaning o f  the  a tom ic  units for the 
quan ti ties  involved in this thesis and ta b u la te  the values of the  a tom ic  units  o f  the  different 
quan ti ties  in te rm s of familiar units.
1 . T h e  a tom ic  unit of  charge is the  charge of the  electron:
4. T h e  a tom ic  unit o f  length is the  radius of the lowest o rb it  o f  th e  electron in a  hydrogen
e =  1.60218 x 10- l9 C
2 . T he  a tom ic  unit of  mass is the  mass of the electron:
m c =  9.10939 x 10~3lkg
3. T he  a tom ic  unit o f  angu lar  m om entum  is the  Plank cons tan t :
h = 1.05457 x 10 34 J s
a tom :
=  5.28927 x 10- 1 I m
5. T he  a tom ic  unit of  t im e is the  tim e to  go lao a t  the  speed o f  the  electron in the lowest 
o rb it .  Since the speed in the  lowest orbit is e2/ h .  the  tim e to  go l a 0 a t  this speed is:
ciq /t3
=  2.41660 x 10-17s
e2/ h  m eeA
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6 . The a tom ic  unit o f  energy is defined as twice the  lowest energy o f  the  electron in a  
hydrogen a tom :
=  4.36388 x 10-18J  =  27.2372eV.
h 2
Also we can express it in wave num ber. Spectroscopis ts  m easure  wavelength of light 
em itted  in a  transition  from one s ta t e  to a n o th e r  and  repo rt  K  =  1/A. Since =  
hu = h c /X  =  h c K ,  w ave-num ber is an effective energy unit:
•  T he  a tom ic  unit o f  energy expressed in w ave-num bers  is:
27 .2372e V /hc  = 2 .19682 x 105 c m _1.
7. The a tom ic  unit o f  electric field is the  electric field felt by an electron a t  l a 0 from a  
proton:
=  5.14951 x 10n r m - 1.
h A
S. The a tom ic  unit o f  the  m agnetic  field can be derived from the  known atom ic units . 
It is the  field which ac ts  upon th e  electron m oving a t  an a tom ic  unit  speed with an 
atom ic unit  force. Since the a tom ic  unit of the  force is the  force felt by an electron a t  
l a 0 from a  p ro ton  which is the  a tom ic  unit  o f  the  m agnetic  field is
- =  2.35274 x 10 5 r .
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C h ap ter  3
T h e large scale stru ctu re  in th e  
ab sorp tion  sp ectru m
In this chap te r  we first give a brief discussion a b o u t  the  modified closed orb it  theory  
for the  crossed field system . T he  detailed  m athem atica l  deriva tion  of th e  closed orb it  
theory  and  its im plem enta tion  are  presented in appendix  B. As we m entioned  in c h a p te r  1 . 
a modified form of closed o rb it  theory  can be used to  describe the  large-scale s t ru c tu re  of the  
abso rp t ion  spec trum  of hydrogen a tom s in crossed electric and m agnetic  fields. Then  the  
d irec t com parison o f  the  theoretical and experim enta l  abso rp tion  sp e c tru m  with the  sam e 
resolution is discussed in section 3.3. In o rd e r  to  com pare  the  theo re tica l  and  experim ental 
results  in the  tim e dom ain , we develop in section 3.4 a  new c o m p u ta t io n a l  m ethod called 
a  C hirped-Fourier-T ransform  (C F T )  and apply  it to e x tra c t  th e  closed o rb its  from the 
m easured absorp tion  sp e c tru m . A nother  application  of C F T  can be found in append ix  A.
T h e  closed o rb it  theory  originally was established by Du and  Delos [l] to  in terp re t  
the  large scale s tru c tu re  in the  m easured absorp tion  spec trum  o f  th e  hydrogen a to m  in a 
s tro n g  m agnetic  field. It relates the abso rp tion  spec trum  o f an  a to m  to closed classical
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orbits  of th e  electron -  o rb its  which go ou t  from an a to m  and later return.
W ith  som e modification, closed-orbit theory  has been successfully applied to many 
o th e r  a tom ic  sys tem s [2-5]. All these sys tem s have cylindrical symmetry, such th a t  these 
system s possess ju s t  two coupled non-integrable degrees of freedom. The crossed field 
system  we are  s tudy ing  in this thesis is the first system  with three non-integrable degrees of 
freedom. Hence we need to  extend and modify the  closed orb it  theory from two dimensions 
to three dimensions.
To elim inate  the  singularity a t  the origin, we have lifted our system from a three  
dim ensional C ar tes ian  space to a  four dimensional KS space. We will address the schemes 
of im plem enting  the  closed orb it  theory  in the  KS space. Since each closed orbit produces 
one sinusoidal oscillation in the absorp tion  spec trum , we t ry  to ex trac t  individual sinusoidal 
oscillations to  ob ta in  signals of the closed orbits . In previous systems, ordinary  Fourier- 
T ransfo rm ation  converted  oscillations into well separa ted  peaks. T he  Fourier-Transform of 
the  abso rp t ion  spec trum  is called the  recurrence spec trum , and the peaks in the recurrence 
spec trum  provide a  wealth of information a b o u t  the  closed orbits . In the curren t system , 
the  o rd ina ry  Fourier transform  fails. We develop a  new com putational technique called 
Chirped-Fotir ier-T ransform  to ex trac t  the oscillations produced by the closed orbits. We 
also show th a t  this C F T  has more general applications in d a ta  processing.
3.1 C losed  orbit theory
In this section, we give a  qua li ta t ive  exp lanation  of closed-orbit theory  and a  dis­
cussion o f  th e  differences between the  modified closed o rb it  theory for the  crossed field 
system  and  the  closed o rb it  theory  for the  m agnetic  field only system . For more details, see 
append ix  B.
T h e  closed orb it  theory  was invented by Du and  Delos [1] to interpret the  oscillatory
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s truc tu re s  in the  absorp tion  spec trum  of hydrogen a to m s  in a  s tro n g  m agnetic  field. T he  
oscillatory s truc tu res  can be unders tood  by reviewing the  absorp tion  process of an a tom  
in external fields: the a tom  initially in a  low R ydberg  s ta te  is excited by a  laser (see ( 1 ) 
in Fig. 3.1). T he  excitation produces C oulom b waves, which p ropaga te  ou tw ard  in all 
directions (see (2) in Fig. 3.1). W hen the  wave p ropaga tes  to  the  region far from the 
nucleus (>  50ao), the  propagation  of the  wave follows the  classical tra jec to ries  (see (3), (4) 
in Fig. 3.1). Finally, the tra jec to ries  tu rn  a ro u n d  and  the  waves re tu rn  tow ard  th e  a tom  
(see (5). (6 ). (7), (8 ) and (9) in Fig. 3.1). A round  50ao, the  re tu rn ing  wave con tinues  to 
p ropaga te  inward as a  Coulom b wave (see (10) in Fig. 3.1). T he  re tu rn ing  wave overlaps and 
interferes with the  outgoing wave near the a to m . T h e  interference produces th e  oscillations 
in the  absorption spec trum  (see (11) in Fig. 3 .1).
Closed o rb it  theory  says t h a t  the oscillations in the  absorp tion  spec trum  a re  corre­
lated with the closed orbits  which s ta r t  and end a t  the  origin. Each closed orb it  produces
one sinusoidal oscillation, and the  sum  of the  c o n tr ibu tions  from the  closed o rb its  gives the
oscillatory s tru c tu re  in the  absorp tion  spec trum . O u r  derivation o f  the  closed o rb i t  theory  
for the crossed field system  closely follows the  m e th o d  used in [l]. T h e  only difference is 
th a t  the  approxim ations they  m ade  due  to the  cylindrical sym m etry  in m agnetic  field do 
not apply in crossed fields, so we discard those app rox im ations  in ou r  derivation.
T he  quan ti ta t iv e  form ula for the  absorp tion  spec trum  in crossed fields is given by:
D f ( E )  =  D / o ( £ )  +  £ C J ( £ ) s m A J (E ) .  (3.1)
j
It is a smooth background plus a  sum  of oscillatory con tr ibu tions  from the closed orbits . 
T he  smooth term  is the  sam e as Eq. (5.10) in [ l]b . In the  oscillatory term , the  phase is 
given by
A J = S J ( E ) / h - ^ fiJ . (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Physical p ic tu re  o f  th e  abso rp t ion  process. ( 1 ) T he  a to m  initially  in a  low energy 
s ta te  is excited by a  laser; (2) T h e  exc ita t ion  produces zero-energy C ou lom b  waves, which 
p ropaga te  o u tw ard  in all directions; (3) For d istance  g rea te r  th an  50<zo, waves p ropaga te  
along the  classical tra jec to ries ;  (4) A ray o f  tra jec to ries  p ropaga tes  ou tw a rd ,  encounters  
a  caustic  (5), a  focus (6 ), and  a n o th e r  caustic  (7), then tu rn s  a ro u n d  an d  re tu rn s  toward 
the  a tom . A round 50 ao, the  incoming wave continues to  p ropaga te  inw ard  as an  incoming 
Coulom b wave. T h e  interference between th e  incoming and  ou tgo ing  wave produces  the  
oscillatory s t ru c tu re s  in the  absorp tion  sp ec tru m .
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a n d  t h e  a m p l i t u d e  i s  g i v e n  b y
C ,  =  ( E  -  E l)29/ \ r ^ / \ ; c\/ \ A J (qi et)y ' ( e Jret.OJrct) rA e L t . o Jout) (3.3)
with
y (0 ,o )  =  ^ ( - l ) ' 7 ( n . / , / i ) i ; , , m y'(im (fl,o)
[\1TL
W hen we com pare  th e  C 3 here with in Eq. (5.13a) o f  [l]b, there are  th ree  differences:
1. Cj  is much sm aller than  Because o f  the  cylindrical sym m etry  in pure  m agnetic
field case, each closed o rb it  s tands  for a family with the  sam e polar angle and different 
az im utha l  angle in the region [0 .2 jt]. However, in the  crossed-fields sys tem , each term 
comes from the  contribu tion  of an isolated closed o rb it .  Hence the effect of each closed 
orb it  is much weaker in crossed-fields than  in a  pure  m agnetic  field.
2. C’j depends on both polar and azim uthal angles. In con tras t ,  again because of cylin­
drical sy m m e try  in a  pure magnetic field, C m.km only depends on polar angle.
3. C'j includes the  sum over both I ( the  m agn itude  o f  the  angular m om entum ) and m  
(z com ponen t of the angular m om entum ). In th e  pure  m agnetic  field case, since the 
z com ponen t  o f  angular m om entum  is conserved, m is fixed, and only includes 
a  sum  over /.
3.2 T h e calcu lated  absorption  sp ectru m
Applying the  s tra tegy  discussed in appendix  B. we can search for th e  closed orbits  
system atically . In Fig. 3.2, we show the twenty sho rt  closed o rb its  we found. Fifteen of 
them  lie in the  xy plane and are labeled Pt (p lanar):  the  remaining five o f  them explore 
three dimensional space and are  labeled by S\  (spa tia l) .  As we mentioned in ch a p te r  2, if a
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xy plane closed o rb it  is asym m etric  with respect to  the  xz plane or x axis, the time-reversed 
reflection of the  closed orbit with respect to the  x axis is a closed orb it  as well. We call these 
two closed o rb its  a  pair. (P4, P5 ), (Ps, Pg), ( P u ,  P 1 2 ), ( P 14, P is)  d raw n in Fig. 3.2 are  some 
examples. Due to the  z  reflection sym m etry , corresponding  to  each spatia l closed o rb it  with 
initial z'  > 0. we have another  spatial closed o rb it  with initial z '  <  0. These two o rb its  are 
reflections of each o ther  th rough the xy plane. Here we show only the  spatial closed orbits  
with initial z '  >  0 .
We first calculate the  classical action S : { E ), classical am plitude  A : (E)  and Maslov 
index H j(E )  o f  each closed orb it  a t  energies which go from —195 to  + 5  c m ~ l with stepsize 
I c m - 1  where B  =  6 T  and F  =  1 K V / c m .  T h en  we inpu t the  S } ( E ). A j ( E )  and f i j {E )  
into (3.1) to calculate  the  absorption produced by the  j th  closed orbit. Since the  p lanar  
or spatia l pairs have the sam e classical action, classical am plitude  and Maslov index, we 
only calculate once and double contribution to  the  absorp tion . In Fig. 3.3, we show the 
contributions from the  first two in-plane closed o rb its  labeled by P i .  P2 and the first two 
spatial closed o rb its  labeled by S i . S 2 individually and the sum  of the contribu tions from 
the twenty closed orbits  draw n in Fig. 3.2. T h e  num ber of the  tra jectories  included in 
the spectrum  calculation is determined by th e  resolution we w ant to  achieve. Here, tw enty  
trajectories  are  enough to achieve the resolution 2 c m - 1 .
T he  calculated absorption spectrum  sharp ly  rises near the  bifurcation points where 
either a  closed orb it  d isappears or a  new closed o rb it  is c rea ted . In general, the oscillations 
produced by each isolated closed orb it  a re  weak, and  the ir  wavelengths and am plitudes  
mostly decrease as the energy increases. These  character is tics  o f  the  oscillations produced 
by the closed o rb its  c reate  a  new challenge for us to  e x tra c t  them  from the  experim ental 
signal. We will discuss this challenge and o u r  solution in section 3.4.
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5 2 S 3
Figure 3.2: T h e  tw e n ty  sh o r te s t  closed o rb its  we found. Fifteen of them  lie in th e  xy plane 
and we label th em  by P,; the  rem aining five o f  them  explore xyz space  and  we label them 
by Si.
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Figure 3.3: T he  individual absorp tions  p roduced  by P l? P2, S i , S 2 closed o rb its  and the total 
absorp tion  associated with the twenty closed o rb i ts  shown in Fig. 3.2.
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3.3 C om parison betw een  th e th eo retica l and exp erim en tal 
ab sorp tion  spectrum  w ith  th e  sam e resolution
We can com pare  theory and experim ent by tw o m ethods  (see Fig. 3.4):
1. C om pare  the  theoretical absorption spec trum  to  the  measured absorp tion  spectrum  
with the  sam e resolution.
Ideally th e  m ore closed orbits  we include in th e  absorp tion  spec trum  calculation, 
the  b e t te r  resolution in the  calculated sp e c tru m  we will get. However, searching for 
long closed o rb its  is time consum ing and un rew ard ing . Therefore instead  of trying 
to achieve b e t te r  resolution, we convolute bo th  m easured and calculated  absorption 
spec trum  to  achieve the sam e resolution, then  m ake th e  comparison.
2. C om pare  the  theoretical recurrence spec trum  to  the  m easured recurrence spectrum .
T he  Fourier-Transform  of the m easured ab so rp t io n  spec trum  is called the  recurrence 
spec trum . T he  Fourier-Transform converts  each oscillatory term  in the  absorption 
spec trum  into a  sha rp  peak, and  the  location of the  peak tells the  re tu rn -t im e  of the 
closed o rb it .  Therefore the recurrence sp ec tru m  dra%vn with the tim e axis going from 
0 to Tmax provides information a b o u t  the  closed o rb its  with re tu rn -t im e  up to Tmax. 
Hence we only need to include those o rb its  to  d o  the  calculation. T h is  m ethod has 
been proved to  be an effective way to  make the  com parison .
T h e  com parison by m ethod  I is presented in th is  section , and  the comparison by m ethod 2 
will be presented in the next section.
T he  theore tical calculation includes co n tr ib u tio n s  from the 20 sh o r t  closed orbits  
shown in Fig. 3.2, which produce the  largest-wavelength  oscillations. We convolute both 
this theoretical absorp tion  spectrum  and the  m easu red  absorp tion  spectrum  to ex tra c t  the
41
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[ Absorption spectrum: FT Recurrence spectrum: |
measurement measurement |
. .  4 
: (1) ! (2) *
f  Absorption spectrum: 
| closed orbit theory
FT Recurrence spectrum: j 
closed orbit theory j
Figure 3.4: Tw o ways to  make the  com parison between theory  and e x p e r im e n ta l )  C om ­
pare  th e  theoretical and  experim ental energy spec trum  directly; (2) Fourier-Transform  both  
theore tical and experim ental  spec trum , then  com pare  th e  theoretical and experim ental  re­
currence  spec trum .
large-scale s tru c tu re .
T h e  convoluted spectrum  is defined as:
C s ( E o ) =  r  A b s ( E ) G s ( E  — E 0) d E  (3.4)
J —CC
where .465(E) is the  signal and Gs  is a  G aussian  function
J  P- E 2/2SG S{E) = 2
V277P
T he  m ean ing  of the  in tegration in (3.4) is th a t  we replace each signal a t  each point E  
by a G aussian  function, and then the  value of the  convoluted spectrum  a t  E q is th e  sum 
of the  con tr ibu tions  from all these G aussian  functions. T h e  pa ram ete r  6 d e te rm ines  the 
resolution o f  the  convoluted spec trum . In Fig. 3.5. we show the  theoretical convoluted 
spec trum  (dashed line) and the experim enta l  convoluted spec trum  (solid line) bo th  with 
the resolution 6 — 2 crn~1. To m atch  the theoretical curve with the  experim enta l  curve, 
we m ultiply the  convoluted experim ental sp ec tru m  by the  ra t io  of the  average value of the 
theoretical abso rp tion  and the average %-alue o f  the  m easured  absorption. This  m ethod 
works well only if we include many closed o rb its  in the  calculation. Mostly, the  locations
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Figure 3.5: T h e  dashed line is the  theoretical a b so rp t ion  sp ec tru m  including 20 closed orbits  
and  the  solid line is the  experim ental s p e c t ru m . B oth  have been convoluted with S =  2 
c m - 1 . T h e  experim en t  spec trum  was m easured  by Bielefeld g roup  in Germany.
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of peaks and valleys in theory  and experim ent line up. bu t the  heights are  not entirely 
consisten t.
3 .4  C om parison  betw een  th e  th eo retica l and experim ental 
recurrence spectrum
3 .4 .1  T h e  c o n v e n tio n a l F ou rier-T ran sform  an d  its  fa ilu re  in th e  crossed  
fie ld  s y s te m
Closed o rb it  theory  tells us th a t  the  large scale s tru c tu re  in the  absorp tion  spectrum  
results from the  superposition  of sinusoidal oscillations produced by the  closed orbits . If 
the  sinusoidal com ponen ts  a re  sine waves with c o n s ta n t  or nearly c o n s tan t  wavelength and 
am plitude ,  the  Fourier-Transform  converts each c om ponen t  into a sh a rp  peak well separated  
from o the rs .  T h e  Fourier-Transform is defined as
Abs(T)  = [ E2 A b s ( E ) e ~ lTE/hd E .  (3.5)
J E ,
Fig. 3.6 shows th e  Fourier-Transform of some ideal absorp tion . Recurrence sp ec tra  allow 
us to e x tra c t  the  inform ation  about the  closed orb its :
•  T h e  location o f  the  j th  peak tells th e  re turn  t im e T} o f  the  j th  closed o rb it .  Since the 
classical action  of a  closed orbit is related to  th e  re tu rn  time o f  the  closed orb it  by [1]
d S J ( E ) / d E = T J.
th e  phase o f  the  absorption is related to  the  re tu rn  tim e by
S j [E)  = T j E .
If the  re tu rn  time o f  the  closed orb it  is nearly c o n s tan t  as energy changes, then the 
Fourier-T ransform  converts the oscillation produced  by the closed o rb it  into a  sharp
44
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Figure 3.6: T w o  sine waves and their sum: (a) s i n ( T i E ): (b) s in ( T 2E ): (c) s i n ( T \ E )  +  
s in ( T 2E ) .  T he  abso lu te  square  of their Fourier t ran sfo rm s  are  shown on the right.
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peak at T  =  Tj.
•  The height o f  the  j th  peak is proportiona l  to the  classical a m p litude  correlated with 
the j th  closed orbit.
This  method has been successfully applied to  o th e r  system s [2.4]. bu t  it fails for this d a ta  
se t .  The waves produced by the  closed o rb its  in the crossed field system  are  chirped waves 
whose wavelengths and am plitudes  d ram atica l ly  change with energy. T he  Fourier-Transform 
converts  chirped waves into a  m ounta in  range o f  peaks (see Fig. 3.7). and  we cannot e x trac t  
information a b o u t  the  closed o rb its  from these m ounta in  ranges. Therefore  we need a  new 
com pu ta tiona l  m ethod  to  convert chirped waves into sh a rp  and  well-separated peaks.
3 .4 .2  T h e  b a sic  id ea  o f  th e  C h irp ed -F o u r ier -T ra n sfo rm
Considering th a t  the  waves produced by the closed o rb its  a re  chirped waves, we 
multiply the chirped wave by an o th e r  chirped wave whose phase  changes in the  sam e way 
as the original wave and  whose am plitude  changes opposite  to the  original wave. Then we 
in teg ra te  to change the  variable from energy E  to  t im e T .  For exam ple, in Fig. 3.S. the  
chirped wave (a) is given by
A b s ( E )  =  e - ' {E- Eo)s in [T0( E  -  E 0) +  a { E  -  E 0)2]-
where E q is the  cen te r  point of the  energy range E q  =  (E \  +  £ 2 ) /2  and  To is the re turn  
t im e o f  the closed o rb it  a t  E  = E q .  We m ultip ly  it by a n o th e r  chirped wave (b) to do the  
t ransform ation :
Abs{T)  = ( E2 A b s { E ) e ^ E - E° ' > e - ^ E - E^ E ~E^ d E .
JEi
where E\  is the  lower bound of the  energy range and Zr2 is the  upper bound of the energy 
range. This is equivalent to  first m ultiplying the  wave (a) by
e-,(£:—£o )e - > M £ —Eo)2]
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Figure 3.7: T w o  chirped waves and their  sum: (a) e~~,^E ~Eo^s in [ T i (E  — E q )  + a j  { E  — E q ) 2]: 
( b )  t  s i n \ T 2{E  — E q )  - F a 2 { E  — E q ) 2]: (c)  the sum  of (a) and  ( b ) .  T he  absolu te  square
o f  their  Fourier transfo rm s  are  shown on the right. T\  =  0.38, T 2 =  0.75. Qj =  9.-1 x 10- 4 . 
Qo =  1.4 x 10-3  and  =  0.006.
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Figure 3.S: (a) A chirped wave: exp(  —-y(E -  £o)].si7i|To(E — £o) -f a ( E  -  E0)2]: (b) the  
com plem en tary  chirped wave, for use in the  C F T :  e x p ( —~f(E — Eo)]exp[—i ( T { E  — E q) 4- 
a ( E  -  E 0)2)]: (c) s i n ( T { E  -  E0);(d) Chirped-Fourier-T ransform  o f  (a) with T0 =  0.38, 
E 0 = —65 and a  =  9.4 x 10- 4 .
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to convert one o f  the  exponen tia l  term s in the chirped sine wave (a) into a  perfect exponential 
wave (c):
to do the t ran sfo rm ation . T h is  transform ation  produces a  sh a rp  peak a t  T  = T0 (see Fig. 
3.8(d)). Following this idea, we develop a new c o m pu ta tiona l  m e thod  called the Chirped- 
Fourier-Transform (C F T )  to e x tra c t  the closed o rb its  from  the  absorp tion  spectrum .
3 .4 .3  T h e  th e o r y  o f  th e  C h irp ed -F o u r ier -T ra n sfo rm
Definition of C hirped-Fourier-Transform : Suppose we have a  signal .4(w’) which is a 
superposition of chirped waves:
Wo define Tk{~)  =  O S k { ^ ' ) / d ^  and call .4(u;) a  "frequency s p e c tru m " .  In ou r  case, lj 
corresponds to  E .  .4(u>) corresponds to the absorp tion  sp ec tru m  as a  function o f  energy. 
/fc(w)C* corresponds to  th e  recurrence am plitude of a  classical o rb i t ,  and Sk{~)  corresponds 
to the action of the  classical o rb it .
Suppose the  functions  Sk{^' )  and /*(<*/) are known, bu t  the  constan t coefficients Ck  
are not known, and  Tk(us) and  T j (u )  are "well-separated" in a  sense th a t  will be defined 
below. Then to d e te rm ine  the  coefficients C*-, we m ultip ly  the  signal by some chosen 
fu nction.
exp[iT0( E  -  Eo)],
then multiply (c) by
e - i T { E - E 0 )
.4(w) =  ^ e x  p [ i S k ( ^ ) } f k ( ^ ' ) C k (3.6)
k
g{uj)cxp[-ir(u;:p)]  
where p is a collection o f  pa ram ete rs .  Let us define the  in tegral
(3.7)
(3.8)
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W ith  a p p ro p r ia te  specification o f  g(u;) and  r(u;:p).  this in tegral is w h a t  we call the  Chirped- 
Fourier-Transform  (C F T ) .
Several s tra teg ies  are  available to  specify g{uj) and  r(u;; p ):
M e t h o d  A: Let the  p a ra m e te r  p  be a  multiplicative c o n s ta n t ,  p  =  a. let r(u;:a) = 
a S j  ( ~ ) .  g { w) =  - S^ ~ / a nd  assum e /,(u ;)  0  in the  observation  range, then
R (a ) =  Y L  f  expi{aSj{ui)  -  S k M ][-- J ]f k (a;)C kd u
Jj  j
T his  is th e  form used by B onm assa r  and  Schw artz  in [19]. T h e  te rm  with k  =  j  is
fSmaz
R j i a ) =  /  e x p [ i ( a -  l )Sj (u; )]C jdSj
=  Cjexp[i (a  -  1 ) 5 ] ^ ^ ---------------------------------------------- (3.9)
a  — 1
where S  =  {SmaT +  Sm,-„) /2  and  A S  =  5 max — 5 min. T herefore
where
r / x s in 2 ^
M u =  1 — T~ T J U *
which is a  widened d e l ta  function with the  properties:
£jlTTlr^ ^ 00Srj{t‘u'j — 0  u ^  0
L i m n ^ ^ S r j i  0 ) ->• oc
/ 8jj(u)du =  1-OC
T herefore  the  term  k  =  j  by itself produces a  peak a t  a  =  1 . T h is  is the  “physically 
in teresting"  peak: we chose r ( i s : a )  to  m atch the  oscillations in th is  te rm . T he  height of 
this peak is p roportional to ( A S ) 2, while its width is p roportiona l  to  ( A S ) - 1 .
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T he  te rm s  with k  ^  j  give
RkyLj =  C k [  expi[aSj(u:)  -  (^’)] d S : )
We w ant these te rm s  to be small. They m ay give significant con tr ibu tions  in two cases:
Case I: For som e k  =  Ar0 , there exists a value a =  a0 such th a t  a0Sj{~j) — SkoO"') ^  
const, over the  whole range o f  integration, t h a t  is, Sk0 ^  ao S j (u )  — const. We app rox im ate  
~  c o n s ta n t  =  C j^ . Then the term  with k  =  k Q is
Rk0*j  =  C£0 e _lConst' f SmaI e ,(a~a°)s j(~')dSJ (i*),
\ R ^ A 2 = I C ' ^ A S S ^ s i ^ p - ) .
and we get a  "physically uninteresting" peak a t  a =  a 0. At least we would like the  unin­
teresting  peak to  be “well-separated" from the  in te res t ing  one. T he  condition a 0 S ; (w) % 
Sk0 (~-) -[-const, implies
a 0 =  Tko{u-)/Tj{uj) =5 c o ns tan t  
We need aQ to  be sep ara ted  from 1 by more th a n  th e  width o f  the ^-function.
If this condition holds, the  uninteresting peak may be large, b u t  a t  least it  is well-separated 
from the  in teresting  one a t  a =  1 .
Case 2: For some k = k i .  the  integral has  a  s ta t io n a ry  phase point, and can be 
evaluated  by the  s ta t io n a ry  phase approx im ation . Typically, there  exists  a  range o f  a 
values such th a t  for any a =  a[ in this range, there  exists a  frequency a: =  uq  in the dom ain 
of in tegration  such th a t
ai =  Tkt (uJo)/T'j (*jo)
Then R k i^ j  can be rew rit ten  as:
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R k l* j  =  C kl H ai c x p i i a S ^ )  -
'Wmin /  iV^J
~  Cfc, e x p i [ a \ S j (u>'o) -  S kl ( ^ o ) ] ^  (-u)
Jj  V'~'0 J
/■“"»«  ,ra Ir J (u.-0)/ -  r ^ p o j ' ,
• /  e x p i [  =!------------------------  ( u ; - u ; o )  j d e
■*,min
~  C ^czpi[at5j(u;o) -  5 t , (u,-o)]Tj(c~’o)
2 jt
'la^cJoJ'-Tfc, M))'!1/2 
•ex p (i^ sp n (a 1r j (cJo)' -  Tjt, (u;0)')
where C’j  ^ =  C kl ^ j x^ )  - Again, we get a "physically un in te res ting  '' peak, now a t  a =  a t . 
The height of the peak  is:
!«*,(<■ =  “ >)l- =  l a . r , ^ )  , %  , t ; | * .
\a l i j { ^ o )  — u-, (~o) I '
Such peaks might be su b s ta n t ia l ,  but typically they will not be as large as those th a t  occur 
in case 1. In case 1. th e  phase of the exponential is practically  constan t over the whole 
range of the  in teg ra t io n ,  while in case ‘2 . there  is only an  isolated sta tionarv-phase point 
in the range of in teg ra t io n :  therefore case 2  gives peaks having heights independent of the  
range of in teg ra tion  A S .
O f course, such  un in teresting  peaks are  troub lesom e only if they occur too near to
a = 1 .
We use the  w ord “aliasing” to mean the  presence of “false" (i.e. physically uninter­
esting) peaks in | / ? ( a ) | 2 overlapping with the  in te resting  peak a t  a =  1 . It is clear th a t  the  
C hirped-Fourier-T ransform  can give significant aliasing. For the  system  we are s tudying in 
this tiiesis. we found t h a t  a  different m ethod gives b e t te r  results.
M e th o d  B :  By change of origin, let >*?tt =  —u Choose g{u) =  1 let p
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represent the set of three pa ram ete rs  (t , a , $ ) ,  and  let r(uj,p) =  t~  4- ol~j 2 4- 3uP\  then
R[t; a, /3)  =  ^  f exp i[Sk {u) -  [tu: 4- a J 2 4- /3u;3)]
k  Juj«
g ( u ) f k ( u ) C kdu; (3.11)
Let's focus on the term  k = j .  We expand  S_,(u;) in a  power series
S j ( o j )  =  S j  4- Tju! +  c tju ;2 4- /Jyut3 4- r/j ( ^ )
where is equal to  the  rem ainder  of Taylor series, i.e. i t  is the  difference between the
3 -jet ( term s up to 3 rd order) and  the  exact  5j(u^). We presum e <7j (^ ')  is small. Then the 
term with k  =  j  is
J us a
-  r - c ‘5? r ,'(Tt~<):jSin^ ^ ^ Aa;— c ; e e T _(
2
| Rj{t:  Qj.  d j ) | 2 =  C ] x A u ; 6 ^ { ( T j  -  t ) / 2) (3.12)
where u  - {uJi+uja )/'2 and  Au; =  u t  — u>a. As before, we get a  w idened delta-function. now 
centered at t =  T} . We call R ( t ; a , 3 )  the  (a ,/3 )-ch irped  t im e-spec trum  o f the  signal.
To look a t  aliasing, we exam ine  a  term  with k  j .  Any te rm  with k  ^  j  is
R k^ j  0 ! j  1 3 j )
— C k e l^°k f  c ' ( T k - ‘ )-> + (ak—n , ) u 2 +(.d,-3>c)-^3 +Q, ( ^ )
It has a  s ta t ionary  point when
(Tk — t) 4- 2(a<: — O j)^- 4- 3(,dj — 3 k)u:2 =  0.
For example, when t =  T k. there  is a  s ta t io n a ry  phase point a t  u; =  0. Suppose the 
cubic term  is negligible and again C kf k ( u j ) / ss const.  =  C k\ th en  the  integral can be
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T h e  height, of the  main peak  increases in proportion  to (A w )2, b u t  th is  peak does not. If 
a t  and cij are  well s e p a ra te d  and  \C k /C j \  ~  0 ( 1 ). then th e  “false" peaks are  smaller than 
the  "real" peak.
For th e  two exam ples  we give in this paper ,  this m ethod  B w orks b e t te r  th an  method 
A. The reason is the  following. It is a  p roper ty  o f  the o rb its  in ou r  sy s te m s  th a t  if Tk ~  aTj.  
then o k ~  a d j .  3k  ~  a3j :  therefore  Sk — a S j  ~  cons tan t  over the  observed  range. If we use 
M ethod A. case 1 f requently  occurs (phase is c ons tan t  over the  whole range) and the  "false" 
peaks are as large as the  physically in te resting  one. In c o n tra s t ,  w hen we use Method B. 
the  undesired in tegrals have only isolated s ta t io n a ry -p h ase  poin ts ,  and  the  "false" peaks 
are usually smaller th a n  th e  physically in te resting  peak.
We use M ethod  B in all of the  ca lcu la tions  reported in this sec tion . For certain  orbits 
we include an additional p a ra m e te r  7 , with = e x p ( —7 ~ ) .  T h e re  a re  th ree  m ethods to 
de te rm ine  the  p a ra m e te rs  (d . 3 .~-).
M ethod 1 : E xperim enta l  m e thod
Suppose  we are  analyzing  experim en ta l  d a ta  w ithou t  prior knowledge of the  param ­
eters  ( d . S , y )  of an o rb it .  T h en  we would search  in the  p a ra m e te r  space  to  maximize the 
height of a  peak a t  t =  Tj in th e  C F T .  We first set /?, 7  to  zero, a n d  gradually  ad just a  to 
m ake the  peak a t  t =  Tj a s  high and  narrow  as possible. A fter we reach the  optim al a ,  we 
then tu rn  on p .  and finally tu rn  on 7 . T h a t  would give an  ex p e r im en ta l  de term ination  of
M ethod 2: Taylor expansion
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Suppose  by som e m eans such as theoretical calculations we know the values of T: . 
dTj /d ^ ' .d rT j /du ;2 a t  som e part icu lar  u?o within the  in tegra tion  range. Then we may set: 
a  =  \dTj/<Lu and  /3 =  \ d 2Tj/<Lj2.
M ethod 3: Nonlinear Least-Squares fit
Suppose we have determ ined  theoretically th e  q u a n ti ty  over the whole m ea­
sured range of u .  T hen  we can choose (a ./? )  by a  nonlinear Ieast-squares fit over the  range.
It should be evident th a t  the  more a priori inform ation we have about (T j . a j . 3 j . j j ). 
the b e t te r  the result will be: the  physically-interesting peaks will be higher and narrower. 
Obviously one can go to higher-order term s in a  Taylor series, or  even fit S,(u?) to some 
other kind of function. In ou r  calculations, a th ird -degree  expansion is sufficient.
3 .4 .4  T h e  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  th e  C h ir p e d -F o u r ie r -T r a n s fo r m  to  th e  crossed  
field s y s t e m
In this section, we use m ethod B to  e x tra c t  the  closed o rb its  of the crossed field 
system from the  m easured  absorption spec trum . According to closed orbit theory, the  
oscillations in the  abso rp tion  spectrum  are given by:
D f osc{E)  = Y . C j { E ) s i n ( S j { E ) / h  -  j t ^ / 2 ). (3.13)
J
Here j  labels the  closed o rb its  and their repetit ions . S j ( E )  is the  classical action of the j th 
closed o rb it ,  which satisfies
d S j { E ) / d E  = Tj ( E)  (3.14)
where T j ( E ) is the  re tu rn -t im e  of th a t  orbit.
In Fig. 3.3, we show the contribution o f  the  sh o r te s t  closed orbits to the  absorption 
spectrum , as ca lcu la ted  from theory  [Eq. (3.1)]. As a  function o f  energy, C \ { E )  gradually  
decreases while S \ ( E ) increases nonlinearly, so we ge t  a  chirped sine-wave. We represent
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the  re tu rn -t im e  of eacli closed o rb it  as a Taylor expansion in energy,
T j ( E )  =  T j { E 0) -1- 2 a j (E  -  E 0) +  3 t3j(E -  E 0 ) 2 
and app rox im ate  the  a m p li tu d e  C j ( E )  by an exponentia l function.
(3 .1 5 )
C j ( E )  = C J( E 0) e x p [ - l j ( E  -  E 0)/h] .  (3.16)
T h e  corresponding  C h irped-Fourie r-T ransform  (C F T )  is defined as: [19]
D f ( T : a , 0 ; y )
_  f E* Q j - ( £ j e - i[T(E-Ea)+a{E-Eo)2+0{E-Eo)3]/h-i-^(E-Eo)/fi({ E  (3-17)
J E X
where E q is some point in th e  middle o f  the  observed range.
Fig. 3.10 displays the  C hirped-Fourie r-T ransform  o f  the  energy spectrum  as a func­
tion of T  with various selected values of a .  3  and 7 . T h e  dashed  lines indicate the  re tu rn  
tim es of the  three  sho r t  closed o rb its  in Fig. 3.9. as d e te rm ined  from t ra je c to ry  calculations. 
In Fig. 3.10. the  b o t to m  g rap h  (a) is the  o rd inary  Fourier transfo rm , with a.  3.  7  all set 
to  zero. We see hardly any rela tionship  between the m easu rem en ts  and  the  known closed 
orb its .  Following the  leftm ost dashed  line up from the  b o t to m , we gradually  increase a  until 
we reach q ,  =  6  x 1 0 - 4 , (curve d) and  we see th a t  a  peak  ap p ears  there . F urther  increase 
of a  would disperse th is  peak again . N ext we tu rn  on 3: a t  first it  weakens the peak, until 
we get near the  correct value (curve f), where the  peak is s t ren g th en ed .  Finally, tu rn ing  on 
7  (curves g and h), the  C F T  gives a  s h a rp  peak a t  the  r ight location, labeled “ 1” .
For the  second and  th ird  closed orb its ,  we find t h a t  the  am p litudes  do not change
much with energy, so we vary only a  and  ,3. Again the  op tim al values of these pa ram ete rs
give clear well-resolved peaks in the  correc t locations (labeled “2“ and "3"). Now the 
s h a rp  peak in the  C h irped-Fourie r-T ransform  recurrence sp e c t ra  tells us several pieces of 
inform ation ab o u t  the  closed o rb it :
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Figure 3.9: T h re e  shortes t  closed o rb i ts  identified in Fig. 3.10 for B  =  6 7 \  F  =  1/v \ / c m .
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F'igure 3.10: M easured and  calculated  recurrence s p e c t r a  for B  =  G T . F  = I h ' V / c m .  T im e 
is m easured in units  o f  the  cyclotron t im e a t  6.0027"’ (5.95 x 10- 1 2  sec.). T he  dashed  lines 
represent the  re tu rn -t im es  o f  the  first th ree  closed o rb its ,  a ,  (3, are the  coefficients in 
the  C h irped-Fourie r-T ransfo rm ation  and  they are in un its  1/ c m - 1 , cyc lo t ron l im .e s /c m ~ l , 
c y c l o t r o n t i m e s / c m ~ 2. a.(3,~/  should be multiplied by 10- 4 , 1 0 _G. 10~ 3 respectively: thus 
for exam ple  the  ca lcu la ted  and observed value of cvj is 6  x 1 0 - 4 .
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•  The location tells us the  return  tim e of the closed o rb it  a t  E  =  Eq which is the middle 
point of the  in tegration energy range.
•  The height of the  peak tells us the  classical am p litude  associated with the closed orbit 
a t  Zf =  Eq.
•  T he  optim al a  and 3 tell the  first derivative and second derivative of the  return time 
of the closed orbit  with respect to  the  energy respectively, and the optim al 7  tells the 
decay rate  of the  classical am plitude  of the closed o rb it  as the  energy increases.
We use three m ethods in troduced above to de te rm ine  the  pa ram eters  (q . p . y )  and list 
the  values of T, a .  3 .  7  for five o f  the  sho rtes t  orbits  in th e  crossed-field problem in Table 3.1. 
T  is in cyclotron time and is the  r e tu rn —time of the  closed orb its  a t  E  — —95cm -1 . a.  3,  7 
are  in the units of cyclotron t im e s /c m - 1 , cyclotron t im e s /c m - 2  and / c m - 1  respectively. It 
is evident th a t  these m ethods all give consistent results.
The experim ental and  theoretical results agree well with each o ther .  This consis­
tency confirms the validity and  applicability of the  ap p ro p r ia te  closed-orbit formula for this 
system . More im por tan t ,  we can say th a t  the observations give measured values of a.  3  to 
within uncertainties less th an  ± 1 % ,± 5 % .  In m any poten tia l  applications of closed-orbit 
or periodic-orbit theory, the  scaled-variable m ethod will be impossible to  use. The chirped 
Fourier transform  gives a  new way to  ex trac t  classical inform ation  from a  quan tum  spectrum  
w ithou t using scaling laws [20]. In Appendix A, we show- a n o th e r  application of C F T .
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Table 3.1: The {a, 3 , 7 ) values of five closed orbits
orbit parameters Taylor NLLS Expt.
M1Or—HX8 0.06 0.07 0.07
1 ,J(xlO"6) 17.0 20.0 20.0
7 ( x l 0 - 2) 0.80 0.80 0.80
T 0.34 0.34 0.34
a ( x l 0 - 2 ) 0.12 0.12 0.12
2 /3 (x l0 " 6) 1.88 1.95 2.00
T 0.68 0.68 0.68
a ( x l 0 - 2 ) 0.22 0.22 0.22
3 / 3 ( x l 0 - 6 ) 3.40 3.55 3.33
T 0.80 0.80 0.80
a ( x l 0 - 2 ) 0.30 0.30 0.30
4 / ? ( x l 0 - 6 ) 3.13 3.03 3.20
T 1.82 1.82 1.82
a ( x l 0 - 2 ) 0.17 0.17 0.17
5 / 3 ( x l 0 - 6 ) 2.82 2.87 3.33
T 1.96 1.96 1.96
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C h ap ter  4
T h e con tin u u m  ab sorp tion
We call the  lower envelope of the  abso rp t ion  spec trum  the u continuum  abso rp t ion" .  
From Fig. 4.2. we observe  th a t  the con tinuum  abso rp tion  s tays  nearly zero a t  low energies 
and  s ta r ts  to  rise n ea r  the  energy E  ^  — 140cm - 1 . T h is  energy defines the  con tinuum  
"threshold" . As the  energy  increases, the  con tinuum  increases and  finally f la t tens  ou t  at 
high energies. In th is  chap te r ,  we first give a  qua li ta t ive  in te rp re ta tion  o f  the  con tinuum  
threshold, then p resen t a  quan ti ta t ive  model for th e  calculation of the  con tinuum  intensity.
4.1 T h e con tin u u m  threshold
Let us review th e  correlation between th e  p ro m p t  signal in Fig. 4.1 and th e  con­
tinuum  in Fig. 4.2. N ea r  b, where the  p ro m p t  signal becomes significant, the  con tinuum  
in the to ta l abso rp tion  spec trum  s ta r t s  to  se t  in. This  region gives a fuzzy threshold  for 
continuum  absorp tion  m arked by a  heavy a rrow  in Fig. 4.2. Near c, where more and more 
signals en ter  the  p ro m p t  signal channel, th e  in tensity  o f  the  continuum  increases. As the  
energy approaches th e  region d where a lm os t  all the signals become p ro m p t ,  a lm ost all 
the  quasidiscrete s ta t e s  d isappear  into th e  con tinuum . This  correlation ind icates t h a t  the
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Figure 4.1: T h e  m easured p rom p t and delayed absorp tion  sp e c tru m  a t  B =  6.002T .  F  =  
10001’/ cm. T h e  d o t te d  line m arked E s is the  energy o f  the  sadd le  point ( —193cm- 1 ).
con tinuum  is corre la ted  with sho rt  lived s ta tes ,  or  with classical t ra jec to ries  th a t  escape 
a fte r  a  s h o r t  time.
Consider the  threshold  of con tinuum  absorp tion  in a  s im pler system  -  a hydrogen 
a tom  in a purely electric field (B  =  0). T he  electric field points  to  the  positive x direction 
and pulls the  electron in the  direction opposite  to th e  field, so we call the  electric field 
d irection (-Fx) the  “uphill" direction and the opposite  direction — x the  "downhill d irec tio n " . 
T he  po ten tia l  energy of the system  is V' =  i  -f F x .  This  po ten tia l  energy has a  local 
m axim um  V’max =  —2 F 1^ 2 a t  x s =  —1 /  y / F . We call E s =  Vmax the  saddle energy and  
x s the  saddle  point. For energies below E s , the  classical t ra jec to rie s  are bound forever: 
for energies between E s and zero, some o f  the  tra jec to ries  are  bound and some of them  
may pass over the  saddle  point and become free. T he  free m otion represents ionization, so 
the saddle  energy gives a threshold  of classical ionization. In [22], it is observed th a t  the  
threshold  o f  con tinuum  absorp tion  in a pure electric field is the  saddle  energy. Hence the  
con tinuum  threshold  corresponds to the  ionization threshold .
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E(c m ')
Figure 4.2: T h e  measured to ta l absorp tion  sp e c tru m  a t  B  =  6.002T ,  F  — 1000V / c m .  The 
wiggly line is a  convolution of the  m easurem ent:  its fluctuations are  correlated  with closed 
orbits . T he  o th e r  curves are calculations based on a  model for continuum  absorp tion , dis­
cussed in ch a p te r  4. From lowest to highest, they  have Tcrlt =  15,20 and  25Tc(respectively 
long-dashed line, d o t te d  line and solid line). Light arrow: saddle  energy E s (—193cm- 1 ). 
Heavy arrow: vicinity of fuzzy threshold for con tinuum  absorp tion  [—140, — 135]cm“ l .
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Figure 4.3: A collection of surfaces o f  section a t  B  =  6 T ,  F  =  lCPV'/m with varying energy. 
From left to r ight, E  =  —193cm-1 (saddle energy), —150cm - 1 , —140cm- 1 . and  —135cm - 1 . 
[—140. — 135]cm-1 is th e  range for ionization threshold .
Now let us consider the  b o unda ry  o f  the  con tinuum  in the crossed fields. In Fig.
4.2. we pu t a  heavy arrow  a t  E  % ( —140, — 135)cm -1 to  ind ica te  a reasonable location of 
this fuzzy boundary . This  boundary  is subs tan t ia l ly  higher th an  the saddle  point energy  
( — 193cm - 1 ), so we m ay  say th a t  the  m agnetic  field stabilizes th e  classical m otion. W hen th e  
energy lies between th e  saddle energy and  th e  b o u n d a ry  of th e  continuum , the  t ra jec to r ie s  
which would escape  in a pure electric field m ay tu rn  a round  and stay  bound in crossed 
fields. We get an  in te rp re ta t io n  of the  con tinuum  threshold  by looking a t  m otions in th e  
plane pe rpend icu la r  to  the  m agnetic  field. Fig. 4.3 show s som e surface o f  section (SOS) 
ca lculations [23]. We use sem iparabolic  coord ina tes  (u, u) in th e  plane perpend icu la r  to  B  
as we defined in c h a p te r  2: u =  ( r - f - x ) 1/ 2, u =  ( r  — x ) 1/ 2. T h e  u-axis coincides w ith  th e  
positive x-axis (uphill) and the  c-axis coincides with th e  negative x-axis (downhill). To 
obtain  the surface o f  section we plot (p u, u ) when v — 0, v' > 0. So the p u axis in this figure 
corresponds to  th e  location of the  nucleus ( the  origin o f  coord inates), and  pu = 0  m eans  
th a t  all the energy is "in the  v d irec tion", i.e. downhill.
These ca lcu la tions  show a  regular region on th e  right, where the  t ra jec to rie s  are
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bound forever, and  a  chaotic  zone on the left, where electrons s tay  for a while before escap­
ing. as well as a  “w hite  hole" on the left, where electrons escape rapidly. We find th a t  the 
chaotic and  escape zones increase rapidly in size as the  energy is increased above the  saddle 
energy. However, electrons th a t  s ta r t  from the  nucleus] u =  0) rem ain on regular, bound 
orb its  until the  chaotic  zone touches the m om en tum  axis. W ith  fu r th e r  increase of energy, 
an increasing portion of the  m om entum  axis lies within those zones, which m eans th a t  elec­
trons  s ta r t in g  from th e  nucleus in a  range o f  d irections escape. T h e  observed boundary  of 
the con tinuum  is the  energy a t  which the chao tic  zone first touches the m om en tum  axis, 
which m eans th a t  the  tra jec to ries  launched a t  the  origin m ay go to  infinity within a  short 
time. T h u s  we are  seeing a  threshold for chaotic  ionization a t  the origin.
M easurem en ts  and calculations a t  o th e r  electric fields also su p p o rt  this in te rp re ta ­
tion: the observed fuzzy threshold of the  con tinuum  corresponds to  the energy a t  which 
the chaotic  zone begins to touch the m om entum  axis, i.e. the  energy a t  which some of 
the e lectrons launched from the  origin go into the  chaotic  zone and  escape. This  energy is 
significantly higher th a n  the  saddle energy.
4.2 T h e con tin uu m  in tensity
P a p e r  [22] proves th a t  the  intensity o f  continuum  absorp tion  is p roportional to the 
flux o f  ou tgo ing  electrons th a t  escape directly:
Dfcont.{E)  =  4 ( E  -  Ei)  f  \Y{e .  o ) \2 s \n 0 d 0 d d  (4 . 1 )
Jescape
where [Y'(0,<p) | 2 is th e  angu la r  d istr ibu tion  o f  ou tgo ing  waves, and  the  integral is carried 
out over the  escaping sector.
A ccording to  [22], there  is a sha rp  boundary  between bound and escaping orb its  
for a pure electric field system . T he  sh a rp  boundary  is defined by a  critical angle 6C =
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Figure 4.4: T h e  boundary  between bound and  free m otions in the  electric field only.
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orcco.s(l -  E 2/ 2 F )  (see Fig. 4.4 from [2'2]). As energy  increases from E s to 0. this critical 
angle moves from the  downhill to the uphill d irection  until no stab le  bound m otion is left. 
The sector with ejection angle from 9C to  ~ is called the  escape sector  and the  sector with 
ejection angle from 0 to  6C is called the bound sec to r .  E lectrons ejected in the  bound sector 
are bound forever, while electrons ejected in the  escape sec to r  pass over the  saddle, then 
escape. T herefore  the  in tegration in (4.1) is an in tegral with 0 from Qc to ~ and  o  from 0 
to 2 rr.
After we tu rn  on the magnetic field, the  b o u n d a ry  between bound and  free motions 
becomes fuzzy. In Fig. 4.5. we show the escape t im e  of an  electron as a function o f  its angle 
from the downhill d irection. We observe a  bound sec to r  with angle o  from 120° to  180° and 
a quick escape sector  with o  from 0 to 60°. Between the  bound and escape sector, there  is a 
m ixture sector  of the  bound and escape m otions with  6  from 60° to  120°. T h e  s tru c tu re  in 
the m ixture  sector  is com plicated  and grows ever m ore com plicated  when calculations are 
carried ou t to  higher resolution. We seem to be seeing here some so rt  of fracta l boundary  
between bound and  free motions.
This  m ix tu re  of bound and free m otions forces us to  calcu late  the  in tegral (4.1) by 
com puting  the  escape tim e a t  discrete values of 0, and o t . At each (#,. O,). if the  escape 
time is less th an  som e chosen Tcrit, we include th e  increm ent |Y'(0,, p t ) | 2 sin 6t A0,  A o , in 
the integral; o therw ise  th a t  increment is excluded. Therefore, the  im plem enta tion  of the 
calculation requires an app rop ria te  choice of Tcrl t . a  clear definition of the  lifetime and a 
scheme to ca lcu la te  the  lifetime of the t ra jec to rie s .  We address  all of these points  in this 
section.
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Figure 4.5: T h e  ionization tim es o f  th e  e lectrons which move in th e  plane perpendicular to 
the  m agne tic  field show m ultifrac ta l s t ru c tu re  in the  range <p =  95° — 110°.
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Figure  4.6: T h e  m easured absorp tion  spectrum  over the  small energy  range is shown to 
identify the  m axim um  width of the  quasidiscrete s ta tes: A E  s; 0 .2 5 c m - 1 .
4 .2 .1  E s t im a t io n  o f  th e  cr it ica l t im e  T crtt
We e s tim a te  Ta-u by exam ining the spectrum  a t  high resolution, and in terpre ting
the  spec trum  as quasidiscrete  lines superposed on continuum  abso rp t ion . We ask ourselves, 
w h a t  is the  broadest s t ru c tu re  th a t  we might in terpret as a  "quasidiscrete" line? Exam ing 
Fig. 4.6. we would not claim th a t  this question has a unique, unam biguous  answer, but 
we will propose an answer and examine its consequences. We suggest  t h a t  m ost of the 
broad quasidiscrete  s tru c tu re s  in Fig. 4.6 have widths com parab le  to  t h a t  of the  marked 
peak whose full-w idth-at-half-m ax is ab o u t  0.25 c m ~ l . If we t ra n s la te  th is  into a  lifetime 
accord ing  to  the  relation T  =  2 i r h / A E ,  we get a  time o f  a b o u t  1.3 x 1 0 - I o sec. or abou t  2 2
cyclotron tim es a t  B  =  6 T .  Therefore, we did our calculations with several values of
between 15 and  30 cyclotron times.
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4 .2 .2  D e f in it io n  o f  th e  l i fe t im e  o f  a t r a je c t o r y
As we mentioned before, with the  electric field only, the  potentia l energy of the 
system  has a  local m axim um  called saddle energy E s = —2 y / F  a t  x ,  =  — l / y / F .  W hen the 
magnetic  field is included, we find th a t  an o rb it  can go past the  saddle point and return . 
However, numerical experim ents  show th a t  in crossed fields, if a  t ra jec to ry  goes past 2 x s . 
it does not re turn  to  the  a tom  [9]. Therefore, we define the  lifetime as the  tim e taken for 
the t ra jec to ry  to go from the  origin to x  = 2 x s .
4 .2 .3  C a lc u la t io n  o f  th e  l i fe t im es  o f  th e  tr a je c to r ie s
We sam ple the tra jec tories  with uniform probability  for any equal solid angle or 
any equal a rea  on a  sphere  centered a t  the  origin with radius R.  Fig. 4.5 tells th a t  there 
is no clear cu t  boundary  between the bound and  free motions. However there  is a clear 
boundary  between the  bound and mixed sectors. T ra jec to ries  launched in the  bound sector 
are bound a t  least for very long times. We set the ir  lifetimes as infinity w ithou t  calculation. 
T rajectories  launched in the  mixed sector can be bound or free. T he  free m otions in both 
the mixed and the  free sectors escape a t  various tim es t h a t  depend on their initial directions. 
Therefore, we calculate the  trajectories  in these two sectors to  de term ine  their  lifetimes.
•  T he  boundary  between bound and mixed sectors
In a pure electric field, bound and free m otions are  well separa ted .  Calculations show 
th a t  when we tu rn  on the  magnetic field, the  bound m otions still s tay  bound for a long 
time, and som e of the free motions are  s tabilized by the  m agnetic  field. Therefore, part 
of the  escape sector in the  electric field is tu rned  into the  mixed sector. Therefore, we 
may safely take  the boundary  between bound  and escape sectors in th e  pure electric 
field to  be a  boundary  bet%veen bound and mixed sectors in crossed fields.
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Figure 4.7: T he  tran sfo rm ation  from (x . y . z ) to  ( x ' . y ’. z ' )  by ro ta t in g  x z  90° counterclock­
wise a b o u t  the  y axis.
We already  s ta ted  (below Eq. (4.1)) th a t  in the  pure electric field, the  boundary  
between bound and free m otions is given by a  critical angle
0C =  cos- I ( l  -  E 2/ 2 F ) .
We prove this in append ix  4 .A. Tra jec to ries  launched outside  of this cone have long 
lifetimes, and  we set the ir  lifetimes as "infinity".
•  Calculation of the  lifetimes of the  t ra jec to rie s  launched a t  the  origin
T he  tra jec to ries  launched outside  of the  cone in Fig. C.'2 are  bound and we sot their 
lifetimes as infinity. T h e  lifetimes of the  t ra jec to rie s  launched inside the  cone are 
varying and need to be calculated.
We first ro ta te  the  space  (x, y. ; )  90° a b o u t  the  y axis to  ob ta in  the new coord inate  
space ( x ' . y ' . z ' )  (see Fig. 4.7).
Then  the m om enta  in ( x . y . z )  space are  related to  the  m om en ta  in ( x ' . y ' . z ' )  space 
by:
K  =  - P z ,
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p' = py l y
Pi =  PXT
Therefore, we can find the  ejection angles (0. o)  for a  t ra je c to ry  in (x. y.  z) space  from 
the  ejection angles (O'.o ') in { x ' . y ' . z ' )  space.
In { x ' . y ' . z ' ) .  the  cone is sym m etr ic  a bou t  th e  z '  axis and is defined as O' €  
with  6'min =  2 a r c s i n { - E / 2 \ / F )  and o '  €  [0 , '2 tt] where (0 ' ,  <■>') are  the  polar  angle 
and  az im uthal angle in { x ' , y ' , z ' )  space. We sam ple  the  angles {O'.o') such th a t  the 
tra jec to ries  go o u t  with  uniform probability  for any  equal solid angle o r  any  equal 
a re a  on a sphere  cen te red  a t  the  origin with rad ius  R.
T h e  area centered  a t  z'  axis o r  O' =  0 with increm en t  A 0 ' and  o'  € [0.27r] is approx i­
m ately ~ { R A 0 ' ) 2. We launch one t ra je c to ry  in th is  area . T h en  in an a re a  a t  O' with 
increm ent A # ' and o '  €  [0 , 2 :r], the  num ber o f  th e  t ra jec to r ie s  launched is :
S { 0 ' )  =  2 - R 2s i n 6 ' A 0 ' / - R 2A 0 n  =  2 s in 0 ' /  A O '.
We s ta r t  O' from O' =  0'mtn and  increm ent it  w ith  AO' =  1°. T hen  random ly  pick an 
initial o'- and  then  increm en t  o ' uniformly from  0  to  2~.  w ith  -V(#') points  covering 
the  interval. T hen  we d e te rm in e  the {0 ,o )  in { x . y . z )  from {O'.o').  A fter  th a t  we 
calculate th e  lifetime T  o f  th e  t ra jec to ry  launched  a t  {0 .6)  and  record ( r  — 0 , 6 - T ) .  
T h e  result is shown in Fig. 4 .<S. Each po in t  {{~ — 0)cos6,  {~ — 0 )s in6 )  s ta n d s  for a 
t ra jec to ry  launched along  (0 , o)  a t  the origin. T h e  color ind icates the  lifetime T  of the  
t ra jec to ry :  T  < 15TC (black); T  < 20Tc (g reen): T  < 25T c (red): T  <  o0Tc (yellow): 
T  < 100TC (blue): T  > 1007^ (brown) where T c is the  cyclotron time.
T h e  sy m m etry  we see in th is  g raph  results  from the  x reflection sy m m e try  of the 
crossed field system . T h e  mixing of d ifferent colors show s the  complex boundary  
between bound and free m otions.
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-3.0 '--------------!--------------  '-------  '---------------------------- 1
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
6COS<$>
Figure 4.8: T h e  lifetime of the tra jec to ries  in th e  cone defined by the  rough escaping region 
a t  E  = — 1 1 0 c m - 1 . B =  6 T  and  F  =  1000V/cm.  Each point ( ( r  — 8)coso. (tr — 8)sin&) 
s tands  for a t r a je c to ry  launched along ( 8 , 0)  a t  the  origin. T he  color indicates the  lifetime T  
of the  t ra je c to ry :  T  <  15Tc (black): T  < 20T c (green): T  <  25TC (red): T  < 50T c (yellow): 
T  < l O O T c  (blue): T  > 1 0 0 7 c  (brown).
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4 .2 .4  C a lc u la t io n  o f  th e  co n t in u u m  a b so r p t io n
We replace the  integral (4.1) by a  d iscrete  sum  to ca lcu la te  the continuum . Each 
point in Fig. 4.8 with lifetime T  < 7 ^ , f con tr ibu tes  one  term  in the  summ ation:
D f cont . ( E ) =  1(Zr~2 Ei) E  (# '.  o'k) \2 sin # 'A 0 'Ao(. (4.2)
1 T < T crtl
with A = 1° and  Apt- =  2~/Ng> =  ~ / sind'y
To com pare  with the  measured spec trum , we norm alize  th e  measured spectrum  such 
th a t  its average corresponds  to
D f 0 = 4 { E  -  Ei) J \ Y ( 0 . 6 ) \ 2s in 0 d 6 d 6
~  4 ( E  -  E i )  E O k t f s i n d j d d j d o i ;  
j .k
Fig. 4.2 show s our  normalized calculated con tinuum  absorption for th ree  selected 
values of Tcrit ( 1 5 .2 0 ,2 5 Tc). together with the m easured  to ta l  absorption spectrum . It is 
clear from the figure th a t  continuum -absorption in th is  system  can be in terpreted  as the  
flux of electrons t h a t  escape within 20 - 25 cyclotron times.
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C h ap ter  5
T h e lon g-lived  regu lar  
q u a sid iscrete  s ta te s  in  th e  
a b sorp tion  sp ec tru m
In the  m easured  delayed abso rp tion  spec trum  o f  Fig. 1.8, we observe a regular 
sequence of narrow  a b so rp t ion  lines near d . In this c h a p te r ,  we apply  the  EB K  quantization  
theory  to show th a t  those  lines correspond  to  a  regular fam ily o f  quasiperiodic  o rb its  which 
oscillate a b o u t  a  s tab le  periodic orb it  S+ th a t  we discussed in c h a p te r  2 .
According to  E B K  q u a n tiz a t io n  theory, each q u a n tu m  s ta t e  corresponds to  a  torus 
having classical ac tions  res tr ic ted  to  certa in  integer o r  half-in teger values. T h e  main chal­
lenge involved in EB K  q u a n tiz a t io n  is th e  d e te rm in a tio n  o f  th e  action variables which are 
defined as the  in teg ra t ions  a long  the  independen t loops on th e  torus. So we need to  de te r­
mine the independen t loops. For sys tem s with one o r  tw o  degrees of freedom, caustics [24] 
or Poincare surfaces of section [25] provide convenient loops. For sys tem s with dimension 
th ree  or higher, these  m e th o d s  become difficult [26].
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In this ch ap te r ,  we a d a p t  the  Fourier transform  m ethod  developed by M artens  and 
Ezra  [7. 11] to ob ta in  the  independent loops o f  a  three d im ensional (or a four-dimensional) 
to rus . T he  key point o f  this m ethod is to  obtain  the  angle param eterized  torus from a 
numerically  in tegrated  regular t ra jec to ry  by Fourier t ran sfo rm ation .
5.1 T h eory  o f  th e Fourier transform  m eth od
T he main them e o f  the  Fourier transfo rm  m ethod can be sum m arized  in three  points:
1 . T he  tim e d ependen t  Fourier series o f  the  variables o f  a  regular t ra je c to ry
By in teg ra t ing  the  equa tions  of m otion (2.12), we can o b ta in  numerical d a ta  for 
[u ,(s). p i { s ) , t(s)]  for a  regular tra jec to ry .  By inputing  [ut , p t] into the  KS-transform ation 
in (2.4). we can convert the  KS variables [u,(s), p ,(s) ,  f (s)] to  th e  C artes ian  variables
[g.-(s)- p i(s )] o r  [?i(0* ^ ( O j -
Since regular m otion is quasiperiodic with three independen t fundam en ta l  frequencies 
^  =  ( ^ i . uj2. ujz) in the  physical space, the  variables in the  six-dimensional physical 
phase space can be expressed as [ I 1]:
q ( 0  =  ^ q k e x p [ f k -  (u>t + / 3 ) ]  (5.1)
k
p( t)  =  ^ 2  p kexp[fk • (<2>f +  (3)] (5.2)
k
or
q (s )  =  ^2 q k c x p [ ik  - (u>s +  (3)\ (5.3)
k
P(s ) =  Pke*p[*'k • (w s  +  Z3)] (5 -4 )
k
where k  =  (Aq, k 2, Aq) is a  vector o f  in teger com ponents , and (3 =  Pz) is a  vector
of initial phase. In ou r  system , coord ina tes  expressed as functions of s  vary more
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(b) |
0.0
- 0.0 ^  
5.0 0.0 140.070.00.0
(d)|
0.0
- b .o  l -
3.0 0.0
- 1.0 140.070.00.0
Figure 5.1: Behavior of variables for the t ra jec to ry  d raw n in Fig. 5.2. (a) and (b): x(f) and 
its Fourier transform , (c) and (d): x (s)  and its  Fourier t ransfo rm . x( t )  has ra th e r  sharp  
cusps when th e  electron comes close to th e  nucleus, so its Fourier transform  has many high 
harm onics. x (s)  is sm oother, so its Fourier transfo rm  has fewer harmonics.
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sm ooth ly  th a n  those expressed as functions of t (Fig. 5 .1(a).(c)): it follows th a t  the 
Fourier series in the variable 5 are  simpler and have  b e t te r  convergence than  those in t 
(Fig. 5 .1 (b ) .(d )) .  Therefore, we Fourier-transform  the  numerical d a ta  of the  variables 
in 5  to  d e te rm in e  the  fundam enta l  frequencies, th e  am plitude  of each oscillatory term , 
and the initial phase. T he  detailed numerical p rocedure  and num erical techniques are 
sum m arized  in the  nex t section.
2. T he ang le-param eterized  to rus  from a  regular t r a je c to ry
Regular m otion  a d m its  action-angle variables (0 , / )  with  properties  th a t  th e  actions 
I =  ( / 1 , 12 • I3 ) a re  c o n s ta n t  and the  angles 0  =  ( # i . # 2 - 0 3 ) evolve linearly in time:
0(s)  =  u j s  -i- (3 (5.5)
Therefore, the  Fourier series of the variables can be in terpre ted  as the transfo rm ation
equations  from  { 0 ,1 )  to  (q , p) with actions fixed:
=  l ^ q k ( I ) e x p [ r k - 0 ]  (5.6)
k
p(0 .1 )  =  ^ p k (I )e x p [ i 'k -0 ]  (5.7)
k
This gives us th e  angle-param eterized torus.
Since q  and  p  m ust  be real, qk  and p^ m ust sa tisfy :
qk* =  q - k
Pk* =  P - k
Let qk =  I q k k '^ k  and  pk =  | p k k ‘c’Plt: then we can rewrite th e  angle-param eterized  
torus eq u a tio n s  as
q ( 0 i , 0 2 , 0 3 ) =  qooo +  2 |q k ic o s (k -0 - t -< ? qJ  (5.S)
k
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p ( 0 i . 0 2 . 0 3) =  Pooo +  ' 2 ^  | p k |c o s (k  • 0 +  o Pk) (5.9)
k
where the  primed s u m m a tio n  sum s over th e  te rm s  w ith  k  • u> >  0  only.
3. Three  independen t  loops and actions along the  loops
Three independen t  loops can be defined as loops with one  angle variable varying from 
0  to 2 ~ and o th e r  tw o  angles fixed. We show th ree  in d ep e n d e n t  loops C,  in Fig. 5.2. 
which are  loops w ith  0 : varying from 0  to  2 ?r and  0 j ,  equal to  zero:
q(0s) =  qooo+  2 ^  |q k |cos(A*,0t +  o qk) (5.10)
k
t
P (0 .) =  Pooo +  2 ^  | p k | cos ( M l  +  Op J  (5 -11)
k
Actions along the  loops are
/, =  1/ 2 tt ® p  • dq
J C,
=  1/2,7 i , p  % d e ‘ ( 512)
S u b s t i tu ting  th e  loop  functions (5.10.5.11) into this eq u a t io n  and  perform ing the in­
tegra tion  yields:
/, =  2 ] T  *•'. I q k  I ! P k  I cos (pqk -  o Pk) (5.13)
k
The ac tions  d e p e n d  on k  not only th rough  the  a m p li tu d e s  q k and  p k b u t  also the
phases o f  q k and  p k . T h is  is different from Ref. [7, 11] where th e  actions depend on
the k  only th ro u g h  the  am plitudes  q k . T h e  d e te rm in a t io n  of phases requires high 
precision in th e  d e te rm in a t io n  of the  fundam en ta l  frequencies. A way to  achieve 
precision of 10 —' in the  frequencies is discussed in th e  nex t section. E xam ing Fig.
5.2. we renam e th e  loops (C [ ,C ’2 ,C'3 ) as (C p+<j,  C#, C'=), and  the  corresponding  action 
variables as (/p+^>. /^ >, fz)-
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Figure 5.2: T h e  torus explored by the  t ra jec to ry  launched a t  E  =  — 110cm - 1  or e =  
—0.5779. 6  =  87° and o  =  140° a n d  th e  th ree  loops C, with i =  (1 .2 .3 )  used to  calculate 
th e  ac tions . In (a), (b). we show th e  loops and  the  t ra je c to ry  in tw o  dimensional spaces 
x y  and x z ,  th en  show all of  th em  in a  th re e  dimensional g raph  below (a) and  (b). (Note 
the  small range of z  m otion) T h e  first loop C \  touches tw o caustics , and  includes one loop 
of angu la r  m otion and one  loop o f  radial motion: th e  second loop C 2  is a  loop o f  angular 
motion an d  it touches no caustics: th e  th ird  loop is one loop o f  z  m otion, touching two 
caustics.
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5.2 T h e com pu tation al p rocedu re and techniques o f  EBK  
quantization
However we have a  "param agnetic"  term  in the  H am ilton ian . Therefore, p, is not equal to 
<fu,/ds. and Pt is not equal to dqt/d t ,  and  so the  Fourier series for ut {s) does not directly 
give the  Fourier series for p ,(s) .  Hence we have to  ob ta in  the  series for bo th  u ,(s) and 
p,(s)  via Fourier transform ation . F u r the rm ore ,  o u r  actions in Eq. (5.13) depend on not 
only the  m agn itude , but also the phases o f  th e  Fourier series. Because the  determ ination  of 
the phases requires high precision in the  d e te rm in a t io n  of th e  frequencies, we combine two 
types o f  Fourier transform  (Fast-Fourier-T ransform  and  Q uadra tu re-Fourier-T ransfo rm ) to 
achieve precision of 1 0 ~” in the de te rm in a tio n  of the  fundam en ta l  frequencies.
Below we sum m arize our  numerical p rocedure  and  com pu ta tiona l  techniques.
•  In itia l c o n d it io n s  for  t h e  c la s s ic a l t r a je c to r ie s
In c h ap te r  2, we pointed ou t th a t  th e  variables in KS space de te rm ine  the  variables in 
C ar tes ian  space uniquely, but the  converse is not true .  We also presented a  method 
to in itia te  the  tra jectories a t  the origin in th e  KS space. Here we describe a  method 
to in itia te  the  tra jectories from o th e r  places instead o f  the  origin in KS space.
For the  crossed field system , there a re  two e lem en ta ry  periodic o rb its  (S + . 5 _ ) .  which 
are well s tud ied  by F lo tm an  and Welge [13]. S+  is a  periodic o rb it  which goes around
In the  preceding section, we gave a  general sketch  o f  the  Fourier-transform  method 
for calculating and  quantizing tori. Here we give add it ional  details  of the  procedure. The 
reader who does not need these details can skip  to  section 5.3. T he  p r im ary  problem is tha t  
M artens  and  E zra  [7, 11] considered H am ilton ians  in the  form:
(5.14)
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in a  right hand sense relative to the  m agnetic  field B .  On this orb it , both the C oulom b 
force and the  Lorenz force point inward. T h is  o rb it  is stable  and quasielliptical in the 
whole energy range we study. L e t’s label the  coo rd ina te  of the  crossing of 5 +  on the 
positive x  axis as  x r . With B  =  6 .002T an d  F  =  1 0 0 0 V'/cm. we numerically calculate  
x r a t  different scaled energies c and find a  relation o f  x r and c by least-square  fit:
x T =  a0  +  b0e +  c0 ( 2 (5.15)
We launch tra jec to ries  a t  x =  x r (e),y =  0 and  z  =  0 a long directions defined by polar 
angle Q and az im utha l  angle o.  If we define
=  € +  l / x r — f x r (5.16)
then the  m om en ta  in the physical space a re  given by
pr = s inOcoso
p y = V' le 's inOsi i io  
p .  =  \Z'2 c’cos6
Now we c o m p u te  the  initial conditions for ua and  pQ(a  =  1,2, 3. 4) from
2 „ 2  _  1 /  , _  xui +  yu* _  yu i ~  xu*“i = ^ ( r - h z ) , u 2 = r + z . u 3 =
and
Pi =  2 (uip~ +  u 2 px +  u 3 py)
p2 =  2  { - u 2 p z +  u i p x +  uApy)
p3 =  2 { - u 3 p z -  u4 pr  4- u ip B)
p 4 =  2 {u4 p z -  u 3 px +  u2 py )
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T aking  initially u4 =  0. the  initial conditions are:
u 2 =  Ui.
u i  =  \ J x r / 2 .  P i  =  2 u i  ( p z  - r  p r )
u lr P-2 =  2 u 2 ( - p ;  +  p r )
u4 =  0 ,
u3 =  0 . p 3 =  '2.V. i P y  
Pa  =  2 u 2 p y
•  N u m e r ic a l ly  in te g r a te d  t im e  s e r ie s  o f  c o o r d in a te  a n d  m o m e n tu m  v a r ia b le s
From  now on. we use (qr,-. P : ) with (t =  1 .2 ,3 )  to  label the  coord ina te  and m om entum  
variables in physical space  and (ut , p,) with (z =  1 .2 , 3, 4) to  label the coord inate  and 
m o m e n tu m  variables in KS space.
We in it ia te  a  t r a je c to ry  in the way described above  and  in teg ra te  the equations of 
m otion  given by (2.12) until we ob ta in  130000 records o f  the  tim e series ut (s) with 
s te p  length Ss  =  0.01. If the  tra jec to ry  does no t pass close to the nucleus, we can 
convert  th e  KS variables [u , ( s ) .p , ( s ) . / ( s ) ]  to th e  C a r te s ian  variables [q,(s). P,(s)] or 
[</,(/)■ P U )] -  T hen  we ca rry  out the  subsequen t ca lcu la tions  in the  C artes ian  space. 
However, if the  t r a je c to ry  passes close to  the  origin, we are  forced to  carry  ou t  the 
ca lcu la tions  of ac tions  an d  angles in KS space, and  la te r  transform  the  action variables 
in KS space  back to  ac tion  variables in C a r te s ian  space.
As shown in Fig. 5.1. coordinates expressed as functions  of s  vary more sm oothly  
th a n  those  expressed as functions of t .  so Fourier t ran sfo rm s  are simpler and have 
b e t te r  convergence. Therefore, we use t im e series in s  for all of  ou r  calculations.
•  D e t e r m in a t io n  o f  t h e  fu n d a m e n ta l f r e q u e n c ie s
1 . If the  t ra je c to ry  does  not pass near the  origin, we do  the  calculations in Cartesian  
space, where th e re  are  three fundam enta l  frequencies.
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In our system , we need to  ob ta in  the frequencies with very high precision, so we 
use two Fourier transform  m ethods together: a  Fast-Fourier-Transform  (FFT) 
and a  Q uadra tu re-Fourier-T ransform  (Q F T ). T h e  F F T  beats  the Q F T  in speed. 
If we m easure  speed in th e  tim e complexity (a  m easure  of the  num ber of opera­
tions needed), the  F F T  is 0 ( N l o g 2. \ ') while the  Q F T  is 0 ( :V 2), where N  is the 
num ber o f  the  d a ta  points. For example, in ou r  calculation with :V =  130000. 
the  Q F T  is a b o u t  11000 slower th an  the F F T .  However, the  Q F T  beats  the F F T  
in precision because F F T  genera tes  o u tp u t  a t  fixed points . W ith  the Q F T , we 
can select the  o u tp u t  points  in a  small region with sm all steps, and this achieves 
be tte r  precision and avoids redundan t  calculation if we know the  approximate 
positions of frequencies. In ou r  m ethod, we first use F F T  to identify approxim ate 
positions of the  fundam enta l  frequencies, then we use Q F T  to obtain  two hun­
dred Fourier transform  o u tp u ts  near each fundam en ta l  frequency with a small 
s tep  of 10~4. After th a t  we fit these two hundred poin ts  to  a Gaussian function 
by a  nonlinear least-squares routine. The centers of th e  peaks are  the  fundamen­
tal frequencies. We te s t  this m ethod in the  de te rm ina tion  of the  fundamental 
frequencies on the S+ fundam en ta l  periodic orb it  because we can numerically 
in tegrate  the  periodic o rb it  to  find the  exact frequency of the periodic orbit. O ur 
test shows th a t  this m ethod  calculates this frequency to  an accuracy of 1 0 ~ ‘ .
As M artens  and Ezra  did in [11], we multiply the  t im e  series of x(s) and c(s)
with a Blackm an-H arris  window function B(s ) ,
3
B ( s ) = Y L ( ~ i y aJcos('2~3s / S )-
j = 0
where ao =  0.40217. Oi =  0.49703. a 2 =  0.09392, a3 =  0.001 S3, and S  is the 
length of the  tim e series, then  we Fourier transform  th e  p roducts  x(s )B{s )  and 
x(s)£?(s) to  ob ta in  the fundam enta l  frequencies. T h e  window function sharpens
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Figure 5.3: T h e  Fourier transform  o f  a r(s ) .z (s )  for th e  t ra jec to ry  draw n in Fig. 5.2(a): 
the  Fourier transform  of x (s) :  (b) the  Fourier t ran sfo rm  of r (s ) .  T he  three  fundam en ta l  
frequencies are  labeled as wi. j j 2 and CJ3 . N um bers  given are  in scaled units  defined by Eq. 
(2.2) and Eq. (2.11).
the peaks and gets  rid o f  side bands.
A calculated Fourier transfo rm  is shown in Fig. 5.3. Now we should identify 
the  fundam enta l frequencies. T hey  are  neither necessarily the  smallest frequen­
cies nor the ones with largest am plitudes . We should identify three  frequencies 
(u q ,^ ’2 ,w’3 ) such th a t  every frequency u: in th e  spec trum  is some com bination  of 
uq, w'2 - and u;3, t h a t  is oj =  A r x + k 2 u 2 +  £3 ^ 3 , where k \ ,  k 2 and A:3 a re  integers 
(see Fig. 5.3).
2. If th e  tra jec to ry  passes near th e  origin, we d o  the  calculations in four dimensional 
KS space. In this space the re  a re  four fundam en ta l  frequencies.
T h e  KS transform ation  gets  rid of the  s ingu lari ty  in ou r  Hamiltonian a t  th e  cost 
of lifting our system  to a  space  with one m ore degree of freedom. For example, 
the orb it  S + is periodic, and explores a  one dimensional curve in physical space. 
However, in KS space, it is quasiperiodic  with  two fundam enta l  frequencies, and
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it explores a  two dimensional to rus  (Fig. 5.4). T h e  p ro jec tions  of the  to rus  in 
( u i, U4 ) and (u 2 , u3) subspaces show t h a t  the  m otions along U[ and u.( are  nearly 
resonan t and u 2 and  1x3 are nearly resonan t.  As a  result, th e  t ra je c to ry  fills a 
disc in e ither  o f  these spaces. However, when plotted in (u i . u o )  o r  in (u3, u4), 
the  m otion is nonresonan t,  and the  t ra je c to ry  fills a  parallelogram .
J u s t  as the  one dimensional periodic orb it  fills a  to rus in KS space, so a  three 
dimensional to ru s  in physical space  becomes a  4-dimensional to rus  in KS space. 
Then  there are four fundam en ta l  frequencies. We find t h a t  for typical orbits, 
if we get a  good Fourier transform  in both  spaces, then we can identify four 
fundam enta l  frequencies in KS space (_•'. i =  1 .2 ,3 ,4 )  and  th ree  fundam ental 
frequencies in physical space i =  1 .2 .3 ) .  We find th a t  they  are  related by 
(Fig. 5.5):
^  =  2 ^
1
U, 2 — u ,2
  /  , .1
^ 3  — <^1 ~r  ~ 3
Using this in form ation , we com pu te  and quan tize  add it iona l  tori in KS space 
-  in part icu la r  th e  tori for which th e  o rb its  t h a t  come close to  the  nucleus. 
T h e  advan tage  o f  calculation in physical space is the  lower dim ension, while the 
advan tage  of calculation in KS space is th a t  we can more easily calcu late  orbits 
th a t  come close to  the nucleus.
•  D eterm in ation  o f  th e  am p litud es
In de te rm in ing  the am plitudes , we use an o th e r  window function H '(s )  which is pro­
vided in [1 1 ].
m s )  -  (2 h / s ) s in [ 2 7 r K { s / s ~ 1/2)]
2 i r K { s / s _ l / 2 )  •
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Figure 
spaces. 
(<M- u 4)
U.
U2  “ 2 43
5.4: T h e  S + periodic o rb it  a t  E  — — 1 1 0 c m - 1  is d raw n  in different space. In xy 
it is periodic: in KS space, it explores a  two d im ensional to rus. The motions in 
o r  (uo, U3 ) a re  resonant,  bu t the  motions in ( u i . u 2) or (u 3 ? u*») are  nonresonant.
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Figure 5.5: (a) The Fourier transform  of x(s)(fine line) and x(s) (Bold line), and (b) the 
Fourier transform  of u i (s )  for the  t ra jec to ry  d raw n in Fig. 5.2. T h e  Fourier transform s of 
x(s) and ^(s) have three fundam enta l frequencies: cji =  36.964077, u>2 =  5.949679, u;3 =  
34.708708: the Fourier transform  o f  Ui(s) has four fundam ental frequencies: =  18.482038.
u.-2 =  5.949679, cj'3  =  16.226670. — 0.088140. Numbers given a re  in scaled units  defined
by Eq. (2.2) and (2.11).
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Again 5  is the  length  o f  the  tim e series. T h is  window function fla ttens the  peak and 
makes the a m p litudes  nearly  cons tan t  over the  frequency width A ~ K / S .  Therefore, 
we can reduce e rro r  in de te rm in a tio n  of th e  am plitudes . T he  specific s tep s  are:
1 . I ’se the  fu n d am e n ta l  frequencies to  find the  frequencies o f  the  harm onics:
Q =  k o >  (5.17)
where k  =  (Aq, £3 ) in physical space  or k  =  (Aq, Aq, k 2. Aq) in KS space. A-t 
is restric ted  to  som e finite range chosen to obtain  a d e q u a te  convergence o f  the  
Fourier series. In o u r  case, |Aq| <  15, |Aq| < 8 , |A-3 | <  5 and  |Aq| <  1.
2. M ultiply the  t im e  series with B ( s )H '( s )  with K  =  3. then  Fast-Fourier-T ransform
7,(.s)13(s)lT’(s) a n d  Pi{s)B{s) \V(s)  to  ob ta in  the am plitudes  <7k and  p^ a t  each
harm onic. T h e  techn ique  to  de te rm ine  the  am plitudes  th rough  the  o u tp u ts  of
Fast-Fourie r-T ransform  is discussed in the  appendix  of [7]. T he  only difference
in our  m ethod  is th e  line shape  function given by:
3
F ( 6 ) =  ^ b t6 ' (5. IS)
i = 0
with 60  =  0 .994325177. 6 t =  -1 .7 5 0 9 0 0 1 6  x 10“ 6. b2 =  -3 .S 4542243  x 10“ 3. 
63  =  —1.38388465 x l O '4.
• C lassical actions o f  th e  torus
Once we ob ta in  the  am p litu d es  a t  each harm onic , we in p u t  them  in to  Eq. (5.13) to 
calculate actions. If we ca rry  o u t  the  ca lcu la tions  in KS space, we have four actions 
I[ with i =  (1 .2 ,  3, 4). By com paring  the  ac tions  in physical space and  the  ac tions  in 
KS space for those t ra jec to r ie s  which do n o t  pass through  the  origin, we found their  
relationship:
/ P + 0  =  / i  =
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r* =  h — i '  — f '—  I 2 ‘ 4 (5 .1 9 )
/ ,  =  / 3 =  ^3 1 4
T hen  with the  actions in KS space, we can ob ta in  th e  ac tions  in physical space.
5.3 S em iclassica l en ergy  spectrum
Since we are  only in terested  in the  energy eigenvalues, we do  not need to  com pute  
every e igentorus. We caicu la te  the  actions (/,,+«,, /©, I z ) o f  t ra jec to r ie s  with various initial 
conditions a t  various energies, and  we fit the  d a ta  set ( / p+©, /©. E )  to  a sm oo th  function.
E  = aQ -h a i I p + 0  -f- a 2 I0  -1- (I3 I -  -f 4- a.jl~ -r a$Iz
0-71p+o Io T  Ip-i-O E + a9 I0 [: (5.20)
de le rm in ing  the  coefficients a0 ...ag by using a nonlinear Ieast-squares  fit routine. Then 
we inpu t  a pp rop r ia te ly  quantized  values o f  the actions /  to  find th e  corresponding  energy 
eigenvalue [25]. In our  calculation, the  maximum e rro r  of o u r  fit function (5.20) is less 
than  10- 2 c m - 1 . Therefore  the  numerical precision o f  o u r  ca lcu la ted  semiclassical energy 
eigenvalues should be a b o u t  1 0 ~2 c m - 1 .
According to  EB K  quan tiza tion  theory, the q uan tiza t ion  conditions  for Ip+e,  /©. / -
are:
Ip-rO — Rp+O T
Io =  n0 .
E  = n . +  1 / 2 .
where the  half-integer results from the fact tha t  the loops C 'p + 0  an d  C’~ each touch caustics 
twice. We also define a  principal action I  as
I  — Ip+© +  E .
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So tho q u an tiza t io n  condition for I is
I = n =  n p + 0  + n z -i- I.
We call n the  principal q u a n tu m  num ber. Since there  is a  one-to-one  correspondence be­
tween the  eigentori (whose actions satisfy the  quan tiza t ion  condition) and the  quantum  
s ta tes ,  we can use (np + n 0 . n : ) or  (n , n c . n : ) to  label the  s ta te s .  Here we use the  latter.
O u r  ca lcu la tion  shows th a t  the  s ta te s  we identified all have n -  equal to  zero: they 
have only "zero-poin t” motion o u t  of plane. Therefore  we only use ( n . n 0) to  label the 
s ta te s .  In Table  5.1. we list the  semiclassical energy eigenvalues with the  q u a n tu m  numbers 
of the  ac tions. We also list the  experim ental values and th e  values ob ta ined  by a  quantum  
mechanical m ethod  [27] for com parison. T he  accuracy  of th e  experim en t  is 0 .007cm -1 .
We m ark  the  identified s ta te s  on the m easured abso rp t ion  sp ec tru m  graph  (see Fig. 
5.G). T he  s ta te s  in the  energy range near d in Fig. 1.8 fall in to  different sequences. The se­
quences a re  d istinguished  by the principal q u a n tu m  num ber and the  m em bers o f  a sequence 
are d istinguished by th e  q u a n tu m  num ber n 0 . Hence we have proved th a t  the  regular qua­
sidiscrete s ta te s  in the  absorp tion  spectrum  correspond to  regular tori which s tay  close to 
the  xy p lane and  oscillate around the s tab le  periodic o rb it  S+.
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Figure 5.6: T h e  measured delayed absorp tion  spec trum  a t  F  =  1000V’/ c m  and B  =  6 .002T . 
The quan tum  s ta te s  are organized by the principal q u a n tu m  numbers n and the  angu lar  
quan tum  num ber t i,*, corresponding to  the  principle action and the azim uthal ac tion . T he  
s ta te s  with the  sam e quan tum  num ber n belong to the  sam e  sequence and the  s ta te s  in the  
same sequence are  distinguished by the q u a n tu m  num ber n 0 .
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Table 5.1: List of the energy eigenvalues: E exp. E exact, E semi
n n0 Eexp(cm~[) Eexact (cm *) EEBi<(cm~l)
26 9 -118.66132 -118.62790
26 10 -115.71537 -115.73 -115.71750
26 11 -112.77931 -112.79 -112.78747
26 12 -109.86435 -109.86 -109.83005
26 13 -106.96499 -106.97 -106.96124
26 14 -104.11635 -104.10 -104.09301
26 15 -101.23860 -101.23 -101.22536
26 16 -98.27655 -98.30 -98.25884
26 17 -95.37632 -95.39 -95.34356
26 18 -92.48411 -92.51 -92.54291
26 19 -89.92901 -89.94 -89.95688
27 4 -119.83373 -119.82059
27 5 -116.74612 -116.80 -116.75103
27 6 -113.66907 -113.71 -113.69182
27 7 -110.61467 -110.64 -110.60441
27 8 -107.57874 -107.61 -107.58828
27 9 -104.57000 -104.59 -104.57163
27 10 -101.59217 -101.25 -101.50445
27 11 -98.61679 -98.65 -98.61998
27 12 -95.70321 -95.72 -95.65637
27 13 -92.80433 -92.82 -92.80165
27 14 -89.65549 -89.65 -89.71642
27 15 -87.07754 -87.09 -87.07008
27 16 -84.26893 -84.26 -84.27282
27 17 -81.47313 -81.46 -81.47466
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C hapter 6
O rgan ization  and B ifu rca tion s o f  
planar closed  orb its
As we m entioned in chap te r  3. each closed o rb it  p roduces a  sinusoidal oscillation in 
the  absorp tion  sp e c tru m  as a  function o f  energy, and  it p roduces  a peak in the recurrence 
spec trum . As the  energy  changes, new closed o rb its  are  c rea ted  via bifurcations, so new 
peaks a p p e ar  in the  recurrence spec trum . Therefore, the  p a t te rn s  of b ifurcations and the 
organization of closed o rb its  are  of fundam ental in terest for u n d e rs ta n d in g  of the spectrum . 
These have been s tud ied  experim entally  and theoretically for R ydbe rg  a to m s  in a  magnetic 
field [‘2S. 29] or in an electric field [30.31] separa te ly  as  well as in parallel electric and 
magnetic  fields [32,33].
In [34], G ao  organized the closed orbits of pure  electric field sys tem  by their  winding 
ratio. In this in tegrable  system , all o rb its  form tori, and periodic o rb its  correspond to tori 
with rational winding num bers. Each such rational to rus  is filled by a  family of periodic 
orbits  with fixed ac tion  variables and varying relative phases. Each o rb it  t h a t  is closed at the 
nucleus is one of these periodic orb its . Therefore, G ao  showed th a t  we can understand  the
94
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closed o rb its  by unders tand ing  the rational tori. As the  energy increases, a  rational torus, 
together  with its associated closed orbit, bifurcates ou t of the  "downhill" orbit, evolves to 
an uphill o r ien ta tion , and then d isappears by merging with the  “uphill" orbit.
T h e  crossed-field system  is completely different. F irst , p a r t  of phase space is filled 
with chaotic  o rb its .  However, a t  low energies, regular o rb its  dom ina te ,  so we can gain 
insight by first focusing our a tten tion  on these. For simplicity, we also restric t our  attention 
to  o rb its  which lie in the plane perpendicular to  the  m agnetic  field.
We find th a t  because this system has lower sym m etry  th a n  th e  parallel-fields system, 
closed o rb its  do  not in general correspond to  periodic orbits . Therefore , none of the well- 
developed theory  of bifurcations of periodic o rb its  can be applied . We get new pa tterns  
of creation and  sp lit ting  of closed orbits. Some of these p a t te rn s  a re  sufficiently similar to 
the  p a t te rn s  seen in bifurcations of periodic o rb its  th a t  we can use the  sam e names. We 
will refer to  a  " tangen t  bifurcation" and a  "pitchfork b ifurcation". However, it must be 
rem em bered th a t  we are dealing here with a different phenom enon.
In this chap te r ,  we first present an  "observed" sequence o f  bifurcations of closed 
orbits  (obser%red by numerical experim ent).  T hen  we define a  half-Poincare  m ap which we 
use to  in te rp re t  observations. We c rea te  a  simple model H am ilton ian  to model the  half­
m ap and  i l lu s tra te  the sequence of bifurcations of closed o rb its .  Subsequently, we show 
th a t  b ifurcations o f  the closed orbits  in th e  crossed field system  fall into the  sam e sequence 
as th a t  in the  model Hamiltonian. Finally we present a  way to  organize the  p lanar closed 
o rb its  (where " p l a n a r  means xv plane) in to  families and assign each family a family name 
and each m em ber o f  a family a  given name.
"Closed" always means closed a t  th e  nucleus: typically the  electron leaves the atom 
in one direction and  returns from ano ther ,  and  the  orb it  is no t  periodic. However, as we 
will see below, som e orbits  are both closed and periodic.
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6.1 T h e ob served  sequence o f  b ifurcations o f the c losed  orb its
We have observed two typical sequences of b ifurcations of closed o rb its .  O ne is 
shown in Fig. 6 . 1 . In a  region of phase space where the re  is no closed o rb it ,  as the  
energy is decreased , ab ru p t ly  a  closed orb it  appears . We nam e this one C'2 .3 : the  names 
will be explained as  we develop the theory. This  closed o rb i t  imm ediately splits  into two 
closed o rb its  (C*^3 , 0 ^ 3 ). This  creation of a  new closed o rb it  and the  sp li t t ing  o f  this 
orb it  into two closed o rb its  we call a  tangen t  bifurcation. As the  energy increases further, 
each of these closed o rb its  changes its  shape, and  in pa rt icu la r ,  evolves until a t  some 
energy it becomes both  closed a t  the  nucleus and periodic. We then call it P2 .3 - T hen  
two o ther  periodic .orbits (Po+3, ou t  ° f  F 2 .3 . while P2 .2  returns to  being closed bu t
nonperiodic. We call the closed o rb it  C T 3 - Therefore, we observe th a t  the closed o rb its  
appear  in a  g roup  of four in an orderly sequence. We call th is  the "norm al sequence" of 
bifurcations o f  closed orbits .
A different sequence is shown in Fig. 6.2. A closed o rb it  exists a t  very low 
energies. As energy  increases, it evolves into one periodic o rb i t  P3-s first, then  becomes a 
nonperiodic o rb i t  5 ,  and two periodic o rb its  ( P 3 5 T  P 3 5 )  are  created . Here, we observe 
th a t  the closed o rb i ts  a p p e a r  in a  g roup of th ree  in an orderly  sequence. We call this the  
" truncated  sequence" o f  bifurcations of closed orbits .
T h e  pu rpose  o f  th is  chap te r  is to  unders tand  these sequences of creation and  sp li t ting  
of closed o rb its .  We first give more detail a b o u t  the  crossed-field system , then  we c rea te  a 
simple model. T h is  simple model has sequences of b ifurcations of closed o rb its  which are  
analogous to th e  "norm al sequence" and the " tru n ca ted  sequence” o f  b ifurcations in the  
crossed-field sys tem .
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Figure G.l: An exam ple  of th e  norm al sequence o f  b ifu rca tions  of closed orb its .  A single 
closed orbit is c rea ted  which sp lits  in to  two ( tan g en t  b ifu rca tion ) . One o f  them  becomes 
periodic, and then  splits  ofT tw o periodic orbits , becom ing  again  closed b u t  nonperiodic 
(pitchfork bifurcation).
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Figure 6.2: An exam ple  of the  t runca ted  sequence o f  bifurcations. T h e  orb it  C 'J- exists 
very low energies, and as the  energy is raised, it undergoes a  pitchfork bifurcation.
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6.2 T w o e lem en tary  periodic orb its and their role in th e or­
gan ization  o f  planar m otions
T he regularized Hamiltonian for p lanar  m otions is given by:
-  =  ^ ( p ' u + P ? ) - r ^ ( u 2 -r';2) +  ^ 3 3 ( “', - L-', ) +  ^ 2 ( ' iP v - i ;P u ) ( u 2 +  i--2) +  ^ Tr( n 2 +  L-2)3 (6.1)
with v*.- =  y j —2e. e is th e  rescaled energy, and /  is the  rescaled electric field. In ch ap te r  2, 
we showed th a t  there  a re  two fundam ental p lanar  periodic o rb i ts  5 + and S _ .  and  they are 
the "organizers" of the  p lanar  motions.
Fig. 6.3 shows th e  surfaces of section ca lcu la ted  in two different ways a t  various 
energies. T h e  surfaces o f  section on the left are defined by u =  0 with u' >  0 and the 
surfaces of section on th e  right are defined by v =  0 with  v' >  0. T he  sm ooth  curves on the 
surface of section (SOS) correspond to  regular tori and  th ey  are  organized into two groups: 
one is centered a t  S + and  another is centered a t  S - .  However, there is no fundam enta l 
distinction between these  two groups, since they are  not se p a ra te d  by an uns tab le  periodic 
orbit with a separa tr ix .
T h e  origin in coord ina te  space (u = 0. v =  0) d irec tly  corresponds to th e  pu or  pv 
axis on the  SOS, so o rb its  th a t  are closed a t  the  nucleus are  o rb its  th a t  begin and  end on 
the m om entum  axis pu o r  pv on the SOS. We m ay focus o u r  a t ten tion  on the  behavior of 
the loops on the  left-hand-side of each SOS -  the loops su rro u n d in g  S + on the  u =  0  SOS 
or the  loops su rro u n d in g  S _  on the v =  0 SOS.
6.3 P oin care half-m ap
T he conventional full Poincare m ap is com m only  used to s tu d y  bifurcations of the 
closed periodic o rb its  [34]. On the surface o f  section (SOS) genera ted  by the  full Poincare
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Figure 6.3: The collection of the  sos a t  three different energies with fixed ex ternal fields 
B = 6 T .  F  =  1000V / c m  or /  =  0.2587: (a) E  =  - 2 5 0 c m - 1 o r  t =  -1 .3 1 3  and u; =  1.620: 
(b) E  =  - 1 9 0 c m -1 or e =  —0.99S and u; =  1.413; (c) E  =  — 140cm -1 or c =  —0.736 and  
-/ =  1.213.
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m ap. periodic o rb i ts  show up as fixed points , so they can be easily located . However, since 
m ost of the  closed o rb its  in the  crossed field system  are  nonperiodic, the  full Poincare m ap 
is not so helpful. In this section, we define a  Poincare half-map, which is more useful.
6 .3 .1  Full P o in c a r e  m a p
C hoosing  th e  surface qi =  0, we define a  m ap (qjQ,p]0) —> ( < )  by s ta r t in g  
th e  t ra jec to r ie s  on th e  surface  qi  =  0  with q t >  0 , in teg ra ting  the  ( q i { t ) , q j ( t ) , p i ( t ) , p j ( t ) )  
eq u a tio n s  and s to p p in g  whenever they pass through qi =  0  with qi >  0  again, then recording 
( q j , P j ) .  This  is called the  Po incare  full m ap  M p . We deno te  th e  pair o f  variables (q : . p j ) as
z  = {qj-Pj)- (6 .2 )
and  the  m app ing  is abb rev ia ted  as
=  M p (=0 : c . f ) .  (6.3)
where i and  j d en o te  different canonical pairs o f  spatial coord ina tes  and  m om enta .
T h e  i te ra t io n s  of th e  Poincare  full m ap  give us the  conventional Poincare SOS. Each 
fixed poin t on the  SOS corresponds to a  periodic orbit of the  differential equations.
T h e  surface selected above has its d raw back  th a t  the  t ra jec to r ie s  do not always pass 
th rough  the  surface  and  m ay be tangen t  to it. This d raw back  results  in discontinuities of
th e  m ap . However, we found th a t  the  m ap  defined in (6.3) is con tinuous  in substan tia l
regions, hence we can use it to  discover orderly  bifurcation p a t te rn s  o f  closed orbits .
6 .3 .2  P o in c a r e  h a lf-m a p
T h e  sym m etr ie s  of the  system  allow us to define a  kind of "half-m ap“ . If we begin 
tra jec to r ie s  a t  qt =  0  with qt > 0  and s to p  immediately when they  re tu rn  to q, =  0  with
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<7, <  0 , we call th is  m a p  M +{zo; t ,  f ) .  Similarly if we s t a r t  with <7, <  0 and  s top  a t  <7, =  0 
with <7, > 0 , we call th is  m ap  M_(-r0: £ , / ) •  Clearly the  full Poincare  m ap is then
M p(z0 : E s . f )  =  A f_(M + (z0; £, / ) ) •
In append ix  D, we will show th a t  because of the sym m etr ies  of this system , the  maps Si+ 
and M _  are  re la ted  by
M - ( z 0; e, / )  =  - M + ( - z 0 ; £, / ) •  (6.4)
Therefore.
A/P(-o: £. / )  =  M - M + ( z 0: e. f )  =  -  A/+ ( - A/+ (z0: c. / ) ) .  (6.5)
th a t  is to  say, A /_A /+ =  ( — A/+ )2. We define — M+ as  th e  Poincare  half-map.
6 .3 .3  P e r io d ic  o r b its  o f  th e  P o in ca re  h a lf-m a p  an d  th e  w in d in g  ra tio  o f  
th e  p e r io d ic  o r b its
• T he corresp on d ence b etw een  periodic or closed  orbits o f  the Poincare half­
map and period ic  or closed orbits o f  th e  dynam ical sy stem
T h e  Po incare  half-m ap is defined as — M +(z0, e, / ) .  S ta r t in g  from any point we
m ay i te ra te  th e  m ap  —M+  as many tim es as we wish,
r ',  =  - M + (z0 . e . f )
z '2 =  —M+{z[.  e, / )
z' =  - M + (z'2 , e , f )
z'4 =  — M + ( z '3 , c , f )  ( 6 . 6 )
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Dynamical system 
Periodic orbits — 
Closed orbits ~
Half-map 
Periodic orbits 
Closed orbits
Figure 6.4: Every periodic orb it  of  th e  dynam ical system  (defined by the  differential equa­
tions) th a t  goes through  the  surface o f  section (u  =  0  o r  a lte rnative ly  v = 0 ). is a  periodic 
orbit of  some i te ra te  of the  half-map. T he  converse is not necessarily true. Every o rb it  of 
the  dynam ical  system  th a t  is closed a t  the  origin (u =  0 , v  =  0 ) is also a  closed o rb it  of 
some i te ra te  o f  the  half-map. T he  converse is also true .
We define an periodic orb it  o f  the half m ap  as the  se t  o f  points (c0, z [ , z '2. .... z'm) 
genera ted  according to Eq. (6 .6 ) such t h a t  th e  m -th  iteration re tu rns  to the  initial 
point z'm = z q . We define a  closed orbit o f  the  half-m ap as an o rb it  such th a t  q'm  =  
<7o =  0. (Here, as usual, "closed” means closed a t  the  nucleus.)
Ever}' periodic orb it  of the dynam ical system  th a t  goes through the surface of section 
is also a  periodic o rb it  o f  some iterate  of the  half-m ap. Every closed orb it  of  the 
dynam ic  system  is a  closed orb it  of the half-m ap. and  vice versa (see Fig. 6.4).
• T he w inding ratios o f th e periodic orb its o f  th e  P oincare half-m ap
We focus on the  loops around S+  on the  u  =  0 surface  to  s tudy  the closed orb its . In 
the  regular region, S+ is su rrounded  by sm o o th  curves, and  each curve corresponds to 
a  regular to rus  in phase space. To show how th e  t ra jec to rie s  wind around the  central 
periodic orb it , we apply the  half  m ap to  a  horizontal line to  get Fig. 6.5. We have 
the  following observations:
1 . Points on the  SOS wind a round the periodic o rb it  S+ . and we may say th a t  they 
wind in a  clockwise sense.
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0.5
0.0
-0.5
- 1.0
-1.5 0.40.0-0.4- 0.8- 1.2- 1.6
V
Figure 6.5: T he  first 20 i te ra t ions  o f  th e  horizontal line a t  E  =  - 9 5 c m - 1  with external 
fields B  =  6 T  and F  =  lOOOVycm. T h e  5 /7 ,  2 /3  periodic o rb i ts  a re  m arked by dots  and 
labeled by 7 and 6 . We use bold 0, 1 ,2 ,3  to  label the  initial hor izontal line and the first, 
second and  third i te ra t ion  o f  th e  initial line respectively.
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2. T he  winding ra te  decreases as we go fa r th e r  from the  cen tral  periodic orbit S+.  
(ff we travel ou tw ard  from S+ on a  curve, o u r  pa th  bends to  the left.)
3. Since the  o rb its  are  regular, we can relate  th e  winding ra te  a (e ,  / ;  vQ, p Vo) to  the 
fundam en ta l  periods o f  the  tori, which we call / :  uo, p Vo)- The  winding 
ratio  o f  th e  points, defined as the ratio  o f  th e  periods of u to  v motion is:
Tu(c, / ; t ’o ,p ^ )  _  a (c ,  f \ v Q, p V0) -  z  
Tt/(e, / ;  Vo, p„0) z
In the  nu m era to r ,  we su b tra c t  z  because th e  half-map incorporates  a reflection 
(e —>• —v , p v —► — pv ) which we regard as an  advance of -  upon each return. In 
the  denom ina to r ,  we divide by "  instead o f  2 ”  because each return to u =  0  
corresponds to  a  half-cycle of the u m otion.
4. Besides the  cen tral  periodic orbit, S + , there  are  o th e r  periodic orb its  correspond­
ing to tori w ith  rational period ratio. These  occur when (a(e , / ,  vo, pVo) -  z ) / z  
is a  ra t ional  fraction m / l .  We name the  to ru s  and  its periodic orbits  by this 
rational fraction m / l .  T h e  periodic o rb its  o f  the  m ap show up as intersection 
points of th e  spirals on the  SOS (see Fig. 6.5).
5. As energy decreases, th e  winding ra te  a(e,  f ; v o , p VQ) a round  the center S+ in­
creases, and  each rational torus moves o u tw ard  from 5 + .
6.4 A  m odel o f  th e  half-m ap
In this section, we present a  model Ham iltonian which genera tes  a "twist m ap". 
This  twist m ap is a  s im ple model of the half-map, and  we use th is  tw ist m ap to illustrate 
the  sequence o f  bifurcations o f  closed orbits. We will show in the  next section th a t  the 
bifurcations of closed o rb its  in the crossed field system  fall in to  the  sam e sequence as the
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bifurcations in the  model. Hence the model Ham iltonian provides an in terp re ta tion  of our 
calculations on the  crossed-field system.
6 .4 .1  A m o d e l H a m ilto n ia n
We consider a  model in which a  particle moves periodically on a single coordinate  
q( t ), with an associated  canonical m om entum  p(t) ,  so phase space  is the two-dimensional 
plane (q , p ). We w an t  a  model having the  following four properties: ( 1 ) the  flow in phase- 
space is s teady  and  area-preserving, so it is governed by a  t im e-independent Hamiltonian; 
(2) the  center (q =  0 , p  =  0) is a  fixed point, and there  a re  no o th e r  fixed points; (3) points 
nearby move in a  closed curve abound the center with average angu la r  velocity u>0; (4) more 
d istan t points move a round  with a  lower average angu la r  velocity. At a later point we will 
add a fifth p roper ty :  one of the  closed curves defines an  o u te r  boundary  to the flow.
A H am iltonian genera ting  such a  flow is
H  =  (-U.-Q/ a ) e ~ al (6 .8 )
where I  =  (p2 +  q2 ) /4 t t  is the  classical action. We m ay use /  and 6  =  arc ta n (q fp )  as 
canonical variables, and  then
1  = 0 , /  =  const;  (6-9)
6  =  w0 e - a / , 0 (t) = 0 o + u ot e - a l . (6 . 1 0 )
This is a  con tinuous version of a ‘‘tw ist m ap” - the  flow has the properties listed
above. Obviously all th e  o rb its  are  periodic, and any  o rb i t  t h a t  goes through some point
<7o returns repeated ly  to  t h a t  point (see Fig. 6 .6 ).
In this model, we use the  words ‘‘closed o rb it” to  refer to  a  “closed orb it  a t  qo with
closure time T th is  is an o rb it  th a t  s ta r ts  a t  some location qo which is not a t  the center,
and later, a t  t =  T ,  re tu rn s  to  th a t  same point. Let us now fix T , and regard u;q as a
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slower
fastei
Figure 6 .6 : T he  m otions described by the model H am iltonian  are  c ircular rotations in the 
(q. p) phase space.
variable pa ram ete r .  W e will speak  of "‘bifurcations of closed o rb i ts " .  By this we mean th a t  
for some fixed q0. and som e fixed T ,  as we vary the  p a ra m e te r  ljq. there  may be a creation 
or a  sp li t t ing  of a ‘‘closed orb it  a t  qo with closure tim e T ~ . For exam ple, if T  is fixed much 
less than  2 ~/ui0, then  th e re  is no closed orbit moving a round  th e  cen te r  having such a  short 
period. However, for t h a t  fixed T ,  we can increase u;0 until it exceeds 2 ~ / T ,  and then such 
a closed o rb it  will ap p e a r .
This  looks like a  com pletely  trivial problem. In fact, however, such closed orbits  
ap p e a r  in groups of four  in an orderly  sequence. A fter  we d isp lay  this behavior, we will 
show th a t  p lanar closed o rb i ts  in the  crossed-field system  a p p e a r  in th e  same way.
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6 .4 .2  N o rm a l s e q u e n c e  o f  b ifu r c a t io n s  o f  c lo sed  o r b its  o f  t h e  m o d e l H a m il­
to n ia n
We consider the  set of initial conditions  (<7 =  qQlp =  a n y th in g ) .  T h is  corresponds to 
a  vertical line in the  (q , p ) plane, which we call T(0). Suppose  we allow the  points on th a t  
line to  evolve under H am il to n ia n ’s equa tions  (6-9), (6.10) until t =  T .  T h e  line evolves into 
a  curve which we call r(u.'oT’). If th e  evolved curve r(u,’ojT) in te rsec ts  th e  original line r (0 ) ,  
then  the  intersection poin t is th e  final point o f  a  “closed o rb it  w ith  c losure  t im e T ” .
If we fix T  and  vary u^o, then  th e  evolved curve changes in som e  way; it m ay de­
velop new o r  additional in te rsec tions  with  th e  original line. T hese  a re  th e  above-mentioned 
"b ifu rca tions  of closed o rb its  o f  c losure t im e T ~ .
We need to  know how th e  curve  changes when u.'0 changes a t  fixed T . To unders tand  
this, we only have to look a t  Eq. (6.10) and note  th a t  uo and  t a p p e a r  to g e th e r  as a  product.  
T h u s  to  learn how the  curve changes with u,’o a t  fixed t, we only  have to  ask, how does it 
evolve with t a t  fixed ^ 0 ? T h is  is shown in Fig. 6.7 for ^ 0  =  0.5, a = —0.2. qo =  1.
Every point moves clockwise on a  circle, with points f a r th e r  from  the  origin moving 
m ore slowly. Points a t  p =  ± 0 0  do  no t move a t  all. Therefore, for sm all t, points on the 
lower half o f  the line sweep to  th e  left, and  poin ts  on the  u p p e r  h a lf  o f  th e  line sweep to  the 
right. It follows th a t  there  is j u s t  one in tersection of the  final cu rve  w ith  the  initial line, 
and it lies in the lower-half-plane (L H P ) .  A t small T , there  is a lw ays one  o rb it  th a t  moves 
slightly to  the  right o f  <70 =  1 a n d  then  re tu rns. We call it Co- T h e  zero in the  subscript 
m eans th a t  this orb it  does n o t  pass th rough  the  center q =  0 .
As t increases (see Fig. 6 .7). the  curve T(u;ot) evolves until even tua lly  the  “nose” of 
the  curve is tangent to  the  vertical line. A new closed o rb it  has a p p eared  which we name 
C’i: th is  o rb it  moves to the  left and  then  re turns, passing back and  fo rth  th rough  the  center 
q =  0  once.
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of the  vertical line a t  different t im es t with u,*o =  0.5, a =  —0.'2. We 
label the curves by the  time.
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As t continues to  increase, the  “nose” passes th ro u g h  the  vertical line. T h e  one 
closed o rb it  has split in to  two. One moves up and one moves down the vertical line, and we 
call the  resulting o rb its  C f  and Cj*"6 (b s tands  for “before, for reasons we will see below). 
We may call th is  sequence of events a  tangen t b ifurcation .
As t continues  to  increase, the  final point o f  C * b moves downward. To unders tand  
w ha t  happens next, consider the point (q = q0, p  =  0). T h is  is the  point on the  initial line 
which is closest to  the  origin, so this point moves a ro u n d  the  origin with the  highest angu la r  
frequency,
lji =  u,-Qe x p ( - a q l / 4 - ) .
W hen t =  t h a t  po in t has returned to  itself, and  we have a  periodic o rb it .  We can
also see th a t  the  final po in t of C * 6 has moved down so t h a t  it coincides with this periodic 
o rb it ,  and the  formerly closed orbit C f b has evolved in to  a  periodic orb it .  We m ay now 
call it P\.  T h e  subscrip t  m eans th a t  th is  periodic o rb it  has gone around the  center (q =  0) 
once.
At th is  point, the  evolved curve V[2~u!0 / u x )  is again  tangen t to  the  original line 
qo =  1 a t  p =  0. As t continues to increase, th e  p a r t  in the  LHP moves to the  left and  
the  p a r t  in th e  upper  ha lf  plane (UHP) moves to  th e  right. It follows th a t  the  point of 
intersection with T(0 ) moves down, and two new intersection points appear , one in the  
U H P and one in th e  LHP. T he  original in tersection poin t is the  continuation o f  C * b, it 
is still closed b u t  not periodic, and we call it C ^ a (a representing  “a fte r” ). T h e  tw o  new 
intersection points  are  periodic orbits: they both  lie on the  sam e  circle, and  the  sam e s tra ig h t  
line, i.e. they  are  reflections of each o ther  th rough  the  p =  0 axis. T he  creation o f  these 
two orb its  may be called a  “pitchfork” bifurcation.
Reiterating  the  sequence of events, a  closed o rb i t  C \  appears  which splits in to  two 
C f  and C * b. C f  persis ts  as  a  closed orbit. C j*"6 becomes periodic (and we call it P i ) ,  then
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tangent bifurcation
pitchfork bifurcation
Figure 6 .S: T h e  norm al sequence of bifurcations: a  tan g e n t  bifurcation is followed by a 
pitchfork bifurcation. In th e  t runca ted  sequence, the  tan g e n t  bifurcation is no t present.
it splits  off two periodic o rb its  P t+ and P f . a fte r  which it is again closed b u t  not periodic 
Four closed q rb its  survive, two o f  which a re  periodic ( P + . P f ) .  and  two o f  which 
are  not ( C ' r , C l+a). A p ictu re  is given in Fig. 6 .8 .
6 .4 .3  T h e  b ifu r ca tio n  seq u e n c es  o f  lo n g er  tr a je c to r ie s
If we i te ra te  the  vertical line for a  longer t im e, the  curve r(u ;00  curls a round  the  
center a  second time- A n o th e r  sequence o f  b ifurcations occurs and c rea te s  closed orbits . 
C 2 —*■ ( C 2  . C 2 b), C 2 b —> Pi  —> (P2 , C 2 a , P2 ). These o rb its  pass back and  forth  th e  center 
twice ( P 2 executes two full circles around the  center) .
I l l
Normal sequence
+ b
Truncated sequence
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Figure 6.9: T h e  i te ra t ions  o f  the  vertical line a t  different t im e  t with  u;o =  0.5, b =  0.2. 
We label the  curves by the  i te ra tion  tim e. T h e  dashed line is th e  forced boundary  and the 
particle  is only allowed to  move in the  inner region.
6 .4 .4  T ru n c a te d  s e q u e n c e  o f  b ifu rca tio n s  o f  c lo se d  o r b its  o f  th e  m o d el 
H a m ilto n ia n
To u nde rs tand  the  observed ^ trunca ted  sequence” o f  b ifu rcations  of closed orbits, 
we add  one m ore e lem ent to  ou r  model: an ou ter  boundary . Suppose  the  allowed region of 
phase space is bounded  by a  circle (see the  dashed circle in Fig. 6 .9), and  the  radius of this 
circle is too  small to  include th e  o rb it  C \ .  T hen  bifurcation sequence s t a r t s  from an existing 
closed o rb it  C * b. As energy increases, C * b first evolves in to  a  periodic orb it ,  then splits 
in to  two periodic o rb its  and  a  closed o rb it  by the pitchfork bifurcation  already  discussed.
T he  result is t h a t  th ree  closed o rb its  are c rea ted  in an  o rder ly  sequence of events:
1 1 2
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C'fa, P f  and P f .  T he  closed orbit C f  is missing. This  event o f  a  pitchfork bifurcation 
w ithout a  nearby tangen t bifurcation we m ay call the  " trunca ted  sequence of bifurcations 
of closed orbits  in the  model system ” .
6 .4 .5  B ifu r c a tio n  seq u en ce  o f c lo se d  o rb its  a t fixed  t  and  v a ry in g  lv0
We have discussed above the bifurcation sequences of the closed orb its  a t  fixed u?o and 
varying I .  Since L and are interchangeable in (6.10), fixing t  and varying is equivalent 
to fixing u-'o and varying t .  Therefore, the  bifurcation sequences we discussed above also 
happen as we fix t  and vary T he  pitchfork bifurcation for the closed orbits  which pass 
the origin back and  forth n times happens when >  2~ / T  and u;n =  u,'oe~aqo/4~ =  2~ n / T .  
where u;n is the winding rate  of the  point (q = qQ.p=:  0 ).
6 .4 .6  L ocal b ifu rca tio n s  v s .  reg ion a l seq u e n c es  o f  b ifu rca tio n s
M athem atica l  bifurcation theory is focused on "local” properties  of bifurcations. 
Tiie theorem s describe what happens within an a rb itra ri ly  small neighborhood of a  point 
in phase space in an arbitrarily  small region of pa ram ete r  space. From this perspective, 
the above described tangent bifurcation and  pitchfork bifurcation are  independent events 
which have no relationship to  each other. Indeed, from the m athem atica l  perspective the 
pitchfork bifurcation is considered exceptional ("non-generic” ).
A physicist’s perspective is different. We see th a t  for logical reasons we find a tangent 
bifurcation and a  pitchfork bifurcation in a  logical sequence, but no t within an arbitrarily 
small neighborhood. Accordingly, to distinguish this behavior from the local properties 
of each bifurcation, we will call the pair o f  bifurcations a  regional sequence. Implicit in 
this discussion is the  view th a t  in system s o f  interest in physics, this connected pair of 
bifurcations will commonly be found.
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On a  larger scale in p a ram ete r  space, one regional bifurcation sequence m ay be 
connected with an o th e r ;  we call these "large-scale connec t ionsr . If one were ever to  work 
o u t  the  whole family o f  closed o rb its  and their  b ifurcations  in all o f  phase space  a n d / o r  all 
of p a ra m e te r  space, we would have a  “global” p icture.
In the  crossed-field sys tem , we will exam ine several regional sequences o f  bifurcations, 
and  a  few large-scale connections.
6.5 L ocal b ifurcations and reg ion al seq u en ces o f  b ifurcations  
in crossed  field  sy stem
Now we re tu rn  to the  crossed-field system , and  we show th a t  w hat we learned  a bou t  
the  model also applies to  o u r  real system .
From  the  above, we see th a t  bo th  the  "no rm a l” and  " t ru n c a te d ” b ifu rcation  se­
quences have periodic o rb its  involved, t h a t  is to say, th is  m eans t h a t  the  b ifurcation sequence 
includes the  passage o f  a  rational to rus  th rough  th e  line o f  initial conditions. Therefore, 
in this section, we first give a  review o f  the  evolution of ra t iona l  tori; then we discuss the  
bifurcations o f  the  closed o rb its .  In this section, we focus on local b ifurcations and  regional 
sequences o f  bifurcations.
6 .5 .1  C r e a tio n  a n d  e v o lu t io n  o f  ra tio n a l to r i
In Fig. 6.10, we show the evolution of the  ra t iona l  to ru s  ‘2 /3  on b o th  ( u , p u) and 
( v . p v) surfaces. O n th e  ( u ,p v) plane, the  winding ra tio  decreases with increasing d istance  
from the  cen te r  S + , and  as energy decreases, the  w inding ra t io  a round  the  cen te r  S + in­
creases. It follows th a t  as energy decreases, the  ra t ional  to ru s  ‘2 /3  moves o u tw a rd .  At some 
critical energy, it  becomes tan g e n t  to  the  p v axis. (See curve  2 in (a).) Th is  ind ica tes  th a t
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Figure 6.10: T he  2 /3  ra t ional  to rus  in ( v ,p v) an d  ( u , p u ) p lanes a t  different energies. 
In (a), from inner  to ou te r  (curve 1 to curve 4), energy decreases  and  the  energies are  
70cm - 1 . 95 .3cm - 1 ,1 6 0 c m -1 and  212cm - 1 ; in (b), from o u te r  to  inner  (curve 2 to  curve 5), 
energy decreases and  the  energies are  95.3cm - 1 . 160cm - 1 , 2 1 2 c m - 1  and  230cm - 1 .
one of th e  m em bers  on th is  ra t ional  to rus  passes th rough  th e  origin and  becomes a  periodic 
orb it  closed a t  th e  origin. We call the  energy a t  which the  ra t iona l  to ru s  m / n  is tangen t  to  
the  p v axis. W hen energy continues to decrease, the  ra t ional  to ru s  2 /3  continues to
expand so th a t  it crosses the  p v axis, and  two different periodic closed o rb its  are c rea ted . 
As energy fu rthe r  decreases, a t  some critical energy, it  touches th e  classical boundary  in the  
( t ' . P i - )  plane, and then it d isappears  from this plane. We call th e  critical energy a t  which 
rational to ru s  m / n  d isappears  from this plane, E ~ ^ n . To see w h a t  is happen ing  there, it is 
b e t te r  to  look a t  the  o th e r  SOS ( u ,p u).
O n the  ( n ,p u) plane, th e  winding ratio increases with increasing d istance  from the  
center S_  and as energy increases, the  winding ratio  a round  th e  cen te r  S_  decreases. W hen 
energy is higher than  E y 3, th e  rational torus 2 /3  does no t  a p p e a r  on the  (u . p u) surface. 
At E  = E y 3, it appears  a t  th e  boundary . After th a t ,  as energy  decreases, it moves tow ard  
the cen te r  S _ .  T h e  tw o crossings of the  rational to ru s  on th e  p u axis indicate again t h a t  
two m em bers  o f  the  periodic family 2 /3  are closed a t  the  orig in . A t E  = ^2/3-  the  rational 
to rus  2 /3  becomes tangen t  to  the  pu axis, and two periodic closed m em bers merge to one
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periodic closed m em ber. As energy  goes below E  =  E y y  the  ra t iona l  to rus  moves away 
from the  pu axis and tow ard th e  cen te r  S _ . (See curve 5 in (b).) Finally  it d isappears a t  
the cen ter  S - .
Based on the  evolution o f  the  rational to ru s  ‘2 /3 ,  we can re i te ra te  the  evolution of 
a general ra t ional  to rus  m / n .  A t some high energy, ra t iona l  to ru s  m / n  is created a t  S+.  
and as energy decreases, it moves away from S + . At E  — E * / n , it becomes tangen t to  the  
pv axis and one periodic closed o rb it  is created: a t  t h a t  po in t  it a lso becomes visible in the 
o ther  SOS. As energy continues to  decrease, this rat ional  to ru s  crosses th e  m om entum  axes 
on either SOS, and  two m em bers  of the periodic family m / n  a re  closed a t  the origin. At 
E  =  E " ^ n , the  ra tional to ru s  becomes tangen t to  p u ax is  and  two periodic closed m embers 
merge to one periodic closed m em ber. As energy fu r th e r  decreases, th e  rational to rus  moves 
away from the  pu axis and  tow ard  S _ :  it has then  d isappeared  from th e  (u. pv) plane. Finally 
this rat ional  to ru s  is ann ih ila ted  a t  S _ .  Later we will use th e  nam e o f  the  rational tori ( m /n )  
to  name a closed family such as where the  family n am e  (‘2, 3) is related to the winding 
ratio (2 /3 )  of th e  periodic m em bers  in the family.
6 .5 .2  T h e  s e q u e n c e  o f  th e  b ifu rca tio n  p a t te r n s  o f  c lo se d  o rb its
T h e  evolution of the  ra t iona l  torus shows th a t  th e  b ifu rcations  o f  the  periodic closed 
orbits  m / n  happen  a t  E * ^ n and  In this section, we show  th a t  both bifurcation
sequences i llus tra ted  by model Hamiltonian happen  in a  crossed-field system: we have 
observed som e normal sequences by ite rating  the  p v axis  in the  { v , p v) plane near E * ^ n and 
we have observed some t ru n c a te d  sequences by i te ra t in g  the  p u axis in the ( u ,p u) plane
near E m/„-
•  “ n o r m a l” b ifu r c a t io n  s e q u e n c e s
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The '2/3 bifurcation is observed in the  six th  i te ra te  of the half-map in the  (pv , v) plane. 
T he  s ta r t in g  points lie on the  pv axis. Fig. 6.5 shows th a t  E ^ 3  =  —9 5 c m - 1 . We 
i te ra te  the  p v axis on the u =  0 surface over th e  energy range —5 0 c m -1 to  — 105cm -1 
to  observe the  ‘2 /3  “normal" bifurcation sequence. The result is shown in Fig. 6 . 1 1 . 
W hen energy is below 60 .5cm - 1 , th e  s ix th  i te ration  does not touch the  m om en tum  
axis. A t the  energy E  =  60 .5cm - 1 , it is tan g e n t  to  the pv axis and one closed o rb it  
C 2,3 is c rea ted  (see (a)). As we con tinue  to  decrease the energy, the  six th  iteration  
crosses the  pv axis, and the  closed o rb i t  C 2 ,3 splits  into two closed o rb its  C 3 3  and  C 3 3  
(see (b )) .  This sequence of events is the  ta n g e n t  bifurcation defined in section 6.4.2. 
Then  the  closed orbit C 3 3  moves tow ard  the  origin and becomes a  periodic o rb it  P 2 .3 
a t  the  critical energy {E ^ 3  =  —9 5 .3 c m - 1 ) of the  ‘2 /3  rational to rus . As th e  energy 
passes and  goes below the E y 3. th e  closed o rb it  C T 3 evolves into closed o rb it  C 3 3 
and two periodic orbits  ( P ^ 3, P2~3 ) a re  c rea ted .  T he  creation of these two periodic 
o rb its  is the  “pitchfork bifurcation" defined in section 6.4.2.
Fig. 6.12 shows the  normal bifurcation sequence of the (5,7) family of o rb its ,  which 
appears  on the  seventh i te ra te  o f  th e  half-m ap near E ^ ~  =  — 135cm - 1 . Since it is 
an odd num ber  iteration, the  periodic o rb its  involved in this bifurcation sequence are 
periodic o rb its  of the half Poincare  m ap  and  each of them  is half of a  periodic o rb it  
of the  dynam ical system.
These bifurcation sequences are  the  “no rm al” bifurcation sequence in which the  closed 
orb its  a re  crea ted  in a group o f  four: C ~ n , C + an . P^.n  an<  ^ Pm.n■ Here ( m ,n )  m eans 
th a t  periodic members have a  rational winding ratio  m / n .
•  “T r u n c a te d ” b ifu rc a tio n  s e q u e n c e
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Figure 6.11: T h e  s ix th  i te ra t ion  of the  bold vertical a rrow  line w ith  ex ternal fields B  =  6 T  
and E  =  1000VycTn a t  various energies: (a) E  =  —50, —55, —60.5(cm~*) from  1 to  3; 
(b) E  =  —65, —70, —7 5 (c7n _1) from 4 lo G; (c) E  =  — 9 5 .3 (cm - 1 ) labeled 7; (d) E  =  
— 100, — 105 (cm - 1 ) from 8  to  9.
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Figure 6 .1‘2: T h e  seventh iteration of the  bold vertical arrow line with  ex ternal fields B  =  6 T  
and E  — 1000V / c m  a t  various energies: E  =  —95, —101.5, —110, —135, —145(cm_I) from 1 
to 5
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Figure 6.13: T h e  fourth ite ration  of th e  bold vertical arrow line with ex te rnal  fields B  =  6 T  
and E  =  1000V'/cm a t  various energies: E  = —220, —212, —2 0 0 ( c m ~ I) from 1 to  3.
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T he tru n ca ted  ‘2 /3  b ifurcation sequence is observed by the fourth i te ra te  o f  the  half­
m ap on the  (u , p u) plane. P -^  —21 2 cm - 1 ; i.e. as we go to  energy lower than
E~j3. P 2.3  is destroyed . Therefore  we s t a r t  from below and increase E  to  observe the 
creation o f  the  closed orbits . Fig. 6.13 shows the  fourth  iteration of the  m om entum  
axis. C urve  1 co rresponds  to E  — —2 2 0 c m - 1 . It crosses the m om entum  axis once, but 
in con tra s t  to curve  1 in Fig. 6.11, it does  not curve back and cross the  m om entum  
axis a second t im e. Hence there is one closed o rb it  C ^ 3 and this closed o rb i t  moves 
toward the  origin as energy increases. A t ^  ~  ^ 2 /3 ’ becomes a  periodic orb it  
P-z,3 . T hen  the  periodic o rb it  bifurcates into one closed orbit C 2 3  and tw o  periodic 
orbits  ( P ^ ,  P-2 3 ) as energy goes above ^2/3" In this truncated  bifurcation sequence, 
a  group of th ree  closed o rb its  C 2 3 , and  P 2- 3  a re  created in an  orderly  sequence.
Fig. 6.14 gives a n o th e r  example o f  th e  " t ru n c a te d "  bifurcation sequence. Th is  se­
quence involves th e  3 /5  rational to rus  and  shows th e  same p a tte rn  as Fig. 6.13.
Hence we observe t h a t  both  "normal" and  " tru n c a te d "  bifurcation sequences appear  
in the  crossed field sy s tem . T he  "normal" bifurcation sequence involves the  b ifurcation 
of a periodic closed o rb i t  a t  and the " t ru n c a te d "  bifurcation sequence involves the
bifurcation o f  a  periodic closed o rb it  a t
6.6 Som e large sca le  con n ection s o f  regional b ifurcations
In the  local a n d  regional bifurcations, we observed the  creation of the  closed o rb its  
C '  , Pm.n'  Pm,n• Now we ask w ha t happens  a fte r  they  are c rea ted . To answ er this 
question, we stud ied  th e  evolution of the closed o rb its  a fte r  their creation and  found th a t  
one closed o rb it  c rea ted  in one regional bifurcation sequence may evolve and g e t  involved 
in ano ther  regional bifurcation sequence. Hence the  regional bifurcation sequences are
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Figure 6.14: T h e  th ird  i te ra t ion  o f  the  bold vertical arrow  line with  ex te rnal  fields B  =  6 T  
and E  =  1000VVCTn a t  various energies: E  — —'210. —‘200. —1S6. — 170(cm - 1 ) from 1 to  4.
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connected with each o ther . We call a  bifurcation sequence which includes more than one 
regional bifurcation sequences a  large scale connection of regional bifurcations. We found 
th a t  som e of th e  large scale connections are related to  the  sym m etry  of the  regularized 
H am iltonian. In this section, we first review the sym m etries  of the  regularized Hamiltonian, 
then present som e of the  large scale connections we observed.
6 .6 .1  T h e  s y m m e tr y  p r o p e r tie s  o f  th e  r eg u la r ize d  tw o -d im e n s io n a l H a m il­
to n ia n
T he  H am iltonian in (6.1) is invariant with regard to  three sy m m etry  operations 
(<7 U<7v. T a u. T a v) where cru, <x„ and T  opera tions  a re  defined as:
•  <j u. a reflection with respect to  v axis, t h a t  is, (u, v , p u, p v , t )  —k ( — u. v. —pu,Pi...f):
•  <?v. a reflection with respect to  u axis, t h a t  is. { u , v . p u, p v, t )  —>■ (u. — v, p u, — pv. t):
•  T .  a t im e reversal, th a t  is, (u . v , p u, p v, t )  —¥ ( u , v. —pu, —pv- — 0 -  
Therefore, th ree  sym m etrical opera tions  are:
•  a ua v . a  com bination of reflection with respect to  v axis and reflection with respect to 
u axis, t h a t  is, (u. u, pu, p v , t) —*■ (—u, — v, — pu , —p v,
•  T a u is a  com bination  of tim e reversal and  reflection with respect to  v axis, t h a t  is. 
(u, v , p u, p v, t )  -)• ( - u ,  v, p u, - p v, —t);
•  T a v is a  com bination of tim e reversal and reflection with respect to  u axis, th a t  is, 
(u, u, Ptti Pv, t) -»  ( u , - v ,  - p u, p v, - t ) .
Therefore  a  closed o rb it  which does not have any sy m m e try  m ust have th ree  siblings which 
result from these three  sym m etry  operations.
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Figure 6.15: W e show large scale connections  o f  two normal regional bifurcation sequences 
and one t ru n c a te d  regional bifurcation sequence. T h e  central norm al sequence is connected 
to the  left norm al sequence by accidenta l connection and is connected  to  the  t ru n c a te d  
sequence by sym m etry . T he  o rb its  involved in th e  large scale connection by sy m m etry  are  
shown in Fig. 6.17.
6 .6 .2  S o m e  o f  th e  large  sca le  c o n n e c t io n s  o f  reg io n a l b ifu r c a t io n s
In Fig. 6.15, we show the  large scale connections of three regional bifurcation se­
quences. W hen  we follow the  o rb its  in th e  (2, 3) family to  lower energies, we find th a t  P ^ 3 
is connected to  a  t runca ted  sequence o f  b ifurcations. A different closed o rb i t  is involved in 
this bifurcation, so we now need to  add  a n o th e r  label to  the closed o rb its :  we call them  
C ;+ 2 3 and C + “2 3 . In these two regional bifurcation sequences the  periodic o rb its  a re  all 
related by sym m etry . We can call th is  a  "connection by sy m m e try " .  We show the  o rb its  
involved in th is  connection in Fig. 6.17. F u r the rm ore  in Fig. 6.16, we show a  whole unit 
of connections by sym m etry  and label periodic o rb its  by sym m etry  o p e ra to r  and  periodic
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Figure 6.16: We show a  un it  of  sym m etry-re la ted  large scale connections. All of th e  periodic 
closed o rb its  in the  th ree  normal sequences a re  connected  to  by sym m etry  opera tions  
and the closed and nonperiodic orbits  are  connected  to  anc  ^ by sym m etry
opera tions .
o rb it  Pjfy to explicitly ind ica te  the sym m etrical relations.
We also find th a t  C ^ 3 is connected to a n o th e r  norm al sequence of bifurcations. We 
call this “accidental connection” since none o f  the  tra jec to ries  in the  o ther  sequence is 
connected to  th e  t ra jec to rie s  in (2 ,3) sequence by th re e  sy m m e try  operations.
6 .7  T h e organ ization  o f  th e c losed  orb its
In this section, We classify the  closed o rb its  in to  families. Each family has a  family 
nam e and  each m em ber is named by a  given nam e plus its  family name.
•  Family and the  nam e of the family: we classify the  closed o rb its  which a re  involved 
in the  sam e regional sequence of bifurcations as  a  family. A m ong each family, there 
are  som e periodic m em bers and they have a  ra t ional  fraction winding ra t io  m / l .  We
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Figure 6.17: We show th e  orbits  which are  involved in th e  large scale connection by sy m ­
m etry  in Fig. 6.15. From  top to  b o t to m , energy  decreases, and  the  num ber beside each 
t ra jec to ry  is m inus the  energy in un its  o f  c m - 1 .
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Figure 6.18: T h e  5 /7  closed family.
use m / l  to  name the family. Fig. 6.18 shows th e  family (5. 7). This  classification only 
applies locally. The large scale connections of regional bifurcations tell us th a t  the 
closed o rb its  may evolve into a n o th e r  family.
•  Given nam es of the  family m em bers: we use P  to  label periodic closed orbits  and 
C  to  label nonperiodic closed orb its .  T hen  we use a and b to distinguish the closed 
o rb its  which are created  a t  different times. For example, C' +6 and C +a means th a t  
the  closed orbit is created before o r  a f te r  the  pitchfork bifurcation. Also we use -F and 
— to distinguish the closed orb its  c rea ted  a t  the  sam e time. For example, C ~  and 
C'+b are  created  a t  the  same time, + / — indicate  bigger and smaller winding ratios 
respectively. But for the periodic o rb it  P + and  P ~ , they  have the  sam e  winding ratio,
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then + / — indicate  t h a t  the  m om en tum  o f th e  periodic o rb i t  a t  the  origin is positive 
/n eg a t iv e .  T he  closed o rb it  first c rea ted  is labeled as C .  T hen  we use su b sc r ip t  (m,n) 
to n o ta te  the  family nam e.
6.8 su m m ary
In th is  chap ter ,  we s tud ied  th e  local and regional sequence  o f  the b ifu rcations  o f  the 
closed o rb its  and  c rea ted  a  model H am iltonian  to  in te rp re t  it. We also p resen ted  som e of 
the large scale connections of the  regional sequences. We classified the  closed o rb its  into 
different families according to  the  regional bifurcation sequences. The family m em bers  are  
born in a  regional bifurcation sequence d raw n in Fig. 6 .8 . We used th e  ra t ional  winding 
ratio  of th e  periodic m em ber  as the  family nam e and  assigned each m em ber a  given name.
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C hapter 7
S u m m ary  and op en  p rob lem s
We have in te rp re ted  th e  m easured absorption spec trum  o f  th e  hydrogen atom in 
crossed electric and m agnetic  fields in the  following respects:
•  T he  large scale s t ru c tu re  in the  absorption spectrum :
We modified closed o rb it  theory  from two-dimensions to th ree-d im ensions and we 
applied it to  ca lcu la te  the  absorp tion  spectrum  of the crossed field sys tem . We also 
developed a  co m p u ta t io n a l  m ethod -  Chirped-Fourier-T ransform . This  com puta tional 
m ethod  allows us to  e x tr a c t  the  closed orbits  from an unsealed sp e c tru m . We proved 
th a t  the  large scale s t ru c tu re  in the  absorption spec trum  is corre la ted  with short 
closed orbits .
•  T he  con tinuum  abso rp tion :
T he  lower envelope o f  th e  absorp tion  spectrum  is called c on tinuum  absorp tion . We 
provided a  q u a n t i ta t iv e  model to calculate bo th  the  th resho ld  and th e  intensity of 
continuum  absorp tion .
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•  T h e  regular quasidicrete  s ta tes :
We applied EB K  quan tization  theory  to  q u an tize  th ree  d im ensional tori and proved 
th a t  the  regular quasidiscrete s ta te s  correspond  to a p p rop r ia te ly  quantized  regular 
tori.
In add it ion , we carried o u t  a theoretical s tu d y  o f  the  b ifurcation p a t te rn s  of the  planar 
closed o rb its .  We found an ordered sequence o f  b ifurcation p a t te rn s .
W h a t  we have done  is only one s tep  to w ard  u n d e rs tand ing  th e  crossed field system. 
Following are  som e of the  remaining problem s o f  fu tu re  research:
•  T h e  "p ro m p t"  and  "delayed” signals:
T he  m easu rem en ts  done by Bielefeld g ro u p  in G erm an y  d istinguishes the  long-lived 
and short-lived s ta te s .  The s ta te s  with lifetime less than  1 2 0 n s  belong to  the  "p rom p t” 
signal and  the  s ta te s  with lifetime g rea te r  th a n  1 2 0 n s  belong to  th e  “delayed” signal. 
We have not in te rp re ted  them  yet in this thesis.
•  T h e  frac ta l  s t ru c tu re s  of the  lifetimes:
O u r  calculated  lifetimes of the  electrons as  a function o f  th e  ejection angles show 
fractal s t ru c tu re s .  T he  unders tand ing  of th e  fractal s t r u c tu re  m ay provide a  way to 
predict th e  lifetimes of the s ta te s ,  then the  m easured “p r o m p t” and  “delayed” signals 
may be unders tood .
•  T he  bifurcation p a tte rn s  of the  spatia l  closed orbits:
To visualize the  creation of the  spatia l  closed o rb its ,  we shou ld  reduce the  dimension of 
the  spa tia l  closed orbits . One possible way is to  find an  a p p ro x im a te  conservation law. 
C u sh m an  and  Sadovskii [36], and  Milczewski and  Uzer [38] have m ade  som e progress in 
finding th e  approx im ate  conservation laws, bu t those  conservation  laws have not been 
used to  help locate  the  closed orbits . In add it ion , Rakovic a n d  C hu  [37] discovered an
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integrable Hamiltonian system  which is similar to the  hydrogenic crossed-field system , 
bu t which possesses a  full set o f  conservation laws. T h is  is a  s tim ulating discovery, 
bu t since the  hydrogen a tom  undergoes chaotic  ionization, it is unclear how helpful 
this new integrable model can be.
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A p p en d ix  A
A n o th er  ap p lica tion  o f  T h e  
C hirped-F ourier-T ransform
As was s ta te d  earlier, for an  a to m  in crossed fields, s p e c t r a  can be m easured by 
th e  scaled-variables m ethod. W hen it is possible, scaled-variable spectroscopy  is a m ore 
effective way o f  ex trac t ing  recurrences th a n  th e  C hirped-Fourie r-T ransfo rm . However, for 
m ost system s, scaled-variable spectroscopy  is impossible. We p resen t here a  recurrence 
sp e c tru m  for a  model coupled-oscillator sy s tem , calculated by using th e  Chirped-Fourier-  
T ransform .
T h e  H am iltonian is sim ilar to  t h a t  o f  the  Henon-Heiles sy s tem , b u t  with unequal 
force-constan ts .
H — ^ (P i  T  P2 "b U)\ (H  T  ^2*72) T  A<72(<?i +  P9 2 ) (-A1)
with u/’i =  1.3, u>2 — 0.7, A =  —0.1, 77 =  0.1. T h e  q u a n tu m  energy s p e c t ru m  calculated by- 
Don N'oid [2 1 ] with a  30 x 30 (900 functions) harm onic  oscillator basis se t  is shown in Fig.
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Figure A .l :  Energy sp e c tru m  of the  model H am iltonian (A .l ) .  Units a re  not defined for 
this model.
A .l .  T he  form ula  for th e  q u a n tu m  density  o f  s ta te s  is:
We apply the  C h irped-Fourie r-T ransform  defined by Eq. (3.60) to  this dens ity  of s ta te s
where a  is a  p a ram ete r .
We eva lua te  \ p ( T : a ) | 2 vs. T  with o  ranging from 0 to  1 .1  in s teps  o f  0.1. T he  results 
are shown in Fig. A .2(B ). We notice t h a t  the  peak a t  T’/2 t t  =  1.5 is very significant in Fig.
A .2(0.0)— (0.4). In Fig. A .2(0.5), (0.6), (0.9),(1.1) we see sharp , well-resolved peaks a t 
T / 2 ~  =  1 .48 ,5 .95 ,7 .40 ,8 .99  and  10.56 respectively. From a  numerical search for periodic 
orbits, we identify these  peaks with various orb its  of the  system . For exam ple, the  peak 
labeled b co rresponds  to  th e  periodic o rb it  b. T he  period of this o rb it  is nearly  c o n s ta n t  over 
the  whole energy range, so we can e x t r a c t  it by o rd ina ry  Fourier-Transform  (Fig. A .2(0.0)).
In c o n tra s t ,  the  peak a  a t  T / 2 tt =  0.75 corresponding  to  periodic o rb it  a  is very 
weak. T h e  peaks labeled c, d , e, f  correspond to  the  periodic o rb it  c. d . e, f shown right 
below the  recurrence  s p e c t ra  in F ig .14. T he  theoretical a  values for the  periodic o rb its  are
P(T) j  e-i[T(E-Eo)+a{E-E0)2]p(£ jd £
(A .2)
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(A)
(0 9 )
(0 8 )
(0  7)
(0  4 )
(0 3 )
(0 2 )
too) :
' 2  0  ' 4  0  6  0  t /2 x  0 0  *°
(B)
i
Ii
F igure  A. 2: (A) C hirped-Fourier-T ransform  of q u a n tu m  energy spec trum  given in Fig. A .l .  
From bo ttom  up, we in pu t  th e  a lp h a  values from 0.0 to  1.1 in s teps  of 0.1. a, b, c, d , e, f 
label the peaks which co rrespond  to  periodic o rb its  a, b, c, d, e, f which are  shown in (B). 
a i ( i= 2 ,4 ,6 , l l ,1 3 )  labels th e  peak  which corresponds to the  ith re tu rn  of the  periodic orbit 
a: bi(i=2.3,4) labels the  peak  which corresponds to  the  ith re tu rn  of the  periodic orbit b.
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0.03. 0.07, 0.55, 0.64, 0.87, 1.02 sequentially. These values are consis ten t  with the  values 
shown in Fig. A .2 .(0.1),(0 .5),(0 .6), (0.9) and  (1.1) within ± 8 %.
In addition, the sh o r t  and  wide peaks a2, a4, a 6 , a l l ,  a l 3  a re  second, fourth , sixth, 
eleventh and th ir teen th  repetitions of the  periodic orb it  a  and peaks b2, b.3, b4 are  second, 
th ird  and fourth repetit ions  o f  periodic o rb i t  b.
In cases like this, the  m ethod o f  scaled-variable spectroscopy is impossible. We see 
th a t  the  C F T  ex tra c ts  s trong , narrow, isolated peaks where the o rd in a ry  Fourier transform 
gives no signal. Therefore  we expect t h a t  the C F T  will be a  valuable tool for the  s tudy  of 
periodic orbits  and recurrences.
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A p p en d ix  B
C losed  orb it th eo ry
In th is  appendix , we derive th e  form ula for the  abso rp t ion  spec trum  of hydrogen 
a to m s  in crossed electric and  m agnetic  fields and discuss th e  im plem enta tion  of the  closed 
o rb it  theory.
Since th is  derivation closely follows the  m ethod  used in [l], we only provide the  m ain  
form ula which are  used and different from [l] to  avoid dup lica tion .
B . l  T h e derivation  o f  th e  closed  orb it th eory  o f  th e  crossed  
field  sy stem
T h e  observed abso rp tion  sp e c t ru m  (ra te  of ab so rp t ion  of photons o r  ra te  of pro­
duc tion  of excited a to m s  o r  ions) is p roportiona l  to the  oscilla tor s treng th  density  D f ( E ) .  
therefore , we focus on the  de riva tion  o f  the  oscillator s t r e n g th  density. It has been shown 
by Du and Delos [1] t h a t  th e  o sc il la to r-s treng th  density  can be expressed as
D f ( E )  =  _ 2 ( E ~  EA i m  < TpiD\G+ \Dxl\ >  . (B . l )
7T
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We have
D f { E )  =  - - E /  ~ — } I m  < * t D \G+r +  G*et\Dipi > ,  (B.2 )
7T
where G j tr and G*et have the  sam e  physical meaning as t h a t  in [1].
Tw o approx im ations  have been made: (1) In the inner  region ( r  <  50ao), effects of 
ex ternal fields are negligible, and  the  waves a re  taken as pure Coulom b waves; (2) In the  
ou ter  region (r  >  50ao) , th e  wavelength is sho r t  com pared  to  the  range over which the  
potential energy changes an d  a  semiclassical approxim ation  is applied to  the  wave function. 
Based on the  first app rox im ation , we can write down G ^ ir im m ediately:
G t r {q,q': E  =  0 ) =  Gtiq .q ' - .  E  =  0 ) =  £  Y’,;, (9'. 6 ' )g?(r,  r ') Ytm. (0. 6 ) (B.3)
/ .m
with gf ( r .  r') =  —2 Wi t h the asym pto tic  approx im ation  for the  o u t ­
going Hankel function which is given by
~  \ f ^ ; e x p [ i ( z  -  -  Jj-)],  ^ oc
we obtain
G + r (q,q'; E  =  0) ~  V ^ / r 3 / 4 £  (0', *')V}m ( 0 , 6 )
lm v /r
(B-4)
The re tu rn ing  Green function  G*et is go tten  by following five steps:
1 . In the  inner region, th e  d irec t Green function produces an outgoing  wave and the  
ou tgoing  waves a re  given by
=  J  G + r ( q ,q ' : E ) D ( q ' ) ^ ( q ' ) d q '  (B.5)
with G j ir given by Eq. (B.4) and D(q')i^i{q')  the sam e  as Eq. (4.3) in [l]b.
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2. In the  o u te r  region, according to  the  semiclassical a p p rox im ation , the  wave function 
is given by
(B.6)
j
where
(B.9)
(B.7)
(B.8)
Here q° represents  points on a  spherical surface centered on the  origin with radius 
Tout where both  approx im ations  are  applicable. Sj ( q ) .  A j ( q )  are  the  classical action 
function and the  classical am plitude  function respectively, and  fj3 is the  Maslov index 
which describes the  additional phase shifts of the  wave caused  by the  singular points 
on the  tra jec to ries . T he  algorithm  to calculate these q uan ti t ie s  will be given in section
3. In the inner region, according to the  first approx im ation , the  re tu rn ing  wave is pro­
portional to  a  zero-energy C oulom b scattering wave:
where Ok, Ok d eno te  the  spherical polar angles of h, and  0 . 0 , r  d eno te  the  spherical 
coord inates o f  r.  Jo,tTlc is the  incoming pa rt  o f  a  Bessel function. Using a partial wave
B.2.
(B.10)
with
0c,inc(rT 0, <P) =  2«/o,inc(yr(l -  cosQ kC osO  -  s in O k s in 9 c o s { < t>  -  O k ) ) ), (B.ll)
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expansion, i^c ( r , 9 , 4 > )  can be expressed as:
t£c (r,0,<j>) =  4 7 r / y / 2 y ^  4>k)Yim (0 , 4>)J2i + i { y / 8 r ) / y / r
l ,m
=  4 7 r / V 2 ^ ( - l ) , r ^ ( e ret, o rc()V/m (0.<?)J2/+ i (v /87)/vA: (B.12)
l ,m
where we have used 6 ^ = tt — dret.<t>k =  ~  4- 4>ret-
4 . On  the re turn ing  surface  ( r  =  r ret), bo th  Eq. (B.6) and  Eq. (B.10) a re  applicable. 
^ e m , , r e« (0  =  # et( r ) ,  henee N j  is de te rm ined .
T h e  re turn ing  point of a  closed o rb it  on the  re turn ing  surface is defined by ( r ret,0j[et 
From Eq. (B.6) the  corresponding  semiclassical re tu rn ing  wave is given by:
N oting th a t  0^ =  tt — dret*<?k =  ~  +  <Pret> the  re turn ing  function given by equations 
(B.10) and  (B. 11) can be simplified as:
I p r e t  (  T ' r e t ) —  j > A ) . « » i c ( \ / 8 r r e j )
C om paring  this to th e  semiclassical re tu rn ing  wave function given by (B.13), we find 
th a t  N j  m ust be
Nj  =  i l , 4 j ( ^ et)exp [z-(sJ(tJr e f ) / /i -  f j j ~/ 2) }
^ 0 , inc\ \ /^^rct)
Inserting N j  into (B.10) with th e  Coulom b wave function given by the  partial-wave 
expansion (B. 12), we get:
a i T n Y lT n { 0 , 4 > ) J 2 i + i { V % r ) 4 > o u t { r o '■ ^  o u t  '■ Qo u t  )/\/r
l ,m
=  |  J 2  a lmYlm (0, <f>) J 2 l+ ' ^ f ^-G+ir{q>ouUq', E ) D { q ' ) M < i ,)dq'  (B.14)
l ,m  '
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where we have used Eq. (B .5). a /m is given by
a/m =  : ^ re4 T y i m ( g r e t , O r e t ) e ,'(^ (tre,)/ft- ^ ,r/2)
V  2  «/O. i nc  ( v  o r )
5. According to  the  rela tion between re tu rn ing  waves and the r e tu rn in g  G re e n 's  function:
tfretfa) =  j  G?et{q,q' ;E)D(q') i i?i(q')dq',  (B.15)
we can read o u t  G*et from  Eq. (B.14):
/  f  f-»\ x   ^ j j  \ s *  / n f  j . f \  ^ 2 /2 + 1  ( )  1/ 2 / 1+  1 ( n / S t )
G r c M - . q ’-.E) =  2 -   ^ 7 ------->/,m , (*,<*>)-------------------
l\l'2TrL\ 7712
(B.16)
with
_  . - q 9 / 4 _ 3 / 2 „ - 3 / 4  A j W r e t )  ^ - i 3 / 4 z - ^ lN/ S r ou t  „ i (  ;  ( ,.r s t i -  ^  )
" °Ut J o . i n c i V S ^ )
X ( - l ) ' ,+,aVi;ini( ^ et, o Jref)V/3m2( ^ uf.<>ittf) (B.17)
From Eq. (B .‘2) with th e  fo rm ulas  for G j ir in Eq. (B.3) and  G'^e< in Eq. (B.16). the 
oscillator s tre n g th  density  is given as a  function of energy by a  s m o o th  background  plus a 
sum  of oscillatory co n tr ib u tio n s  from the  closed orbits:
D f ( E )  =  D f o ( E )  +  ^ C ^ E J s i n A j f E )  (B-18>
j
T h e  sm o o th  term  is the  sa m e  as Eq. (5.10) in [l]b. In the  osc il la to ry  te rm , th e  phase is 
given by
A  j ^ S j i E y h - ^ n j ,  (B.19)
and  the  am p litude  is gi%ren by
Cj = ( E -  E 0 2 9/ V r - 3/ 4r r- l/ ‘1-4J ( ^ ) y * ( ^ rc(. 0 JrJ j / ( C c  * L t )  (B.20)
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with
y(0,<p) =  £ ( - l ) , l / ( n , / , / 1)6/ l .mr , i m ( * , 0 ) .
l \ m
B.2 T he im p lem en ta tion  o f closed orbit th eory
To calculate th e  abso rp tion  spectrum  from the closed o rb it  theory, we need to search 
for the  closed orbits  and  calculate  th e  classical quantities  associated  with each closed orbit. 
Since in KS coord ina tes , Coulom b singularity is eliminated, we can launch tra jec to ries  a t  
the origin and  search for tra jec to ries  which re turn  to  the  origin la te r .  To calculate the 
classical am plitude, we can  in teg ra te  the closed orb it  with two o f  its neighbors until the 
closed orbit re tu rns  to  th e  origin.
•  T he  initiation o f  th e  tra jec to ries  a t  the origin in KS space
In the C artes ian  coord ina te  space, the singularity  a t  the  origin prevents us from 
s ta r t in g  the t ra je c to ry  a t  the  origin. However, in the  region r  < 50a 0 ~  lOOao, the 
ex ternal fields a re  negligible and  the tra jectories go ou tw ard s  radially. T he  tra jectories  
launched a t  the  origin along th e  direction defined by polar  angle 0  and azim uthal 
angle <p are  th e  s am e  as the  tra jec to ries  radially outgoing  along th e  sam e direction on 
a sphere  centered a t  the  origin with radius rout < 50ao. Therefore, we can find the 
initial conditions on the  sphere  for tra jectories which s t a r t  a t  the  origin, then calculate 
the  corresponding  initial conditions in KS space from them . We set r ou( =  0 in the 
initial conditions in the  KS space  to find th e  initial conditions  in the  KS space a t  the 
origin. T he  H am ilton ian  in th e  3-D physical space in th e  region r  <  50ao ~  lOOao is:
H  = p2/ 2 -  I / r out. 
f o r  I I  % 0, we have p  =  f  =  \ / 2 / r out.
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W hen we launch tra jec to ries  a t  rout from t =  0 along the  direction defined by (6 , 6 ). 
the  initial conditions in 3-D physical space are  given by:
if - >  0
else
,2 _
and
X = r out sin 6  cos 6 , (B.21)
y  = rout sin 6  sin 6 , (B.22)
X = rout cos 6 , (B.23)
X = \ J *2-1  Tout s *n ^ cosd>, (B.24)
y = \ j 2 / r outs\n 0 s in  0. (B.25)
i  = \ / 2 / r out cos 6 . (B-26)
itiai conditions  for uQ and  u'a (q =  1. 2. 3 .4 )  from:
>  +  x)
x u i  -h y u 4 
. U2 =  , . « 3 =
r  +  :
y u i  -  xu.j 
r  +  x
^ ( r -
x u 2 -F yu3 
x), Ui = ,U4 
r  — x
y
r — z
/
:1 “ 2 (u i  x +  u2x +  n3y) (B.21)
■2 = 2( —u2x +  U!X -(- u 4 y) (B.28)
4  = 2 ( - u 3 z  -  u4x 4- u \y ) (B.29)
4 = 2 (u4z  -  u3x +  u 2 y) (B.30)
T he  solution with conditions of u 4  =  0 and  u\  =  0 is
^ 1  =  \ / T'out cos(0 /2 ) ,  u[ =  2 \ / 2 cos(6 / 2 ).
u 2 =  y /rout sin (6 / 2 ) cos <p, u '2 =  2 \ /2 s in (0 /2 )  cos (p.
^ 3  =  y/rout s in (6 / 2 ) sin 6 , u3  =  2 \ /2  s in (0 /2 )  sin o.
u 4 =  0. u\  =  0.
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Now let rout =  0, from Eq. (*2.12) we ob ta in  the  initial conditions a t  the  origin in the 
KS space:
u i =  u2 = 113 = 1 1 4 =  0,
Pi =  2 \ /2 c o s (0 /2 ) ,
p 2 =  2 \ /2 s in (0 /2 )  cos<p,
p3 =  2 \ /2 s in (0 /2 )  sin 6 ,
p4 =  0. (B.31)
•  S tra tegy  to  search for closed o rb its
We use (B.31) to  launch the  t ra jec to r ie s  with 6  from 0° to 90°, o  from 0° to  360° and 
find the  rest of the  closed o rb its  using reflection th rough  the xy plane (for every orbit 
beginning a t  (0 .6 ), there  is a n o th e r  beginning a t  (~ — 6 , 6 )). We vary 6  w ith  stepsize
0.09° and 6  with stepsize 0.36°. T h e  stepsizes of 9  and 0 are de te rm ined  by numerical 
experim ents  and are ju s t  small enough to  isolate closed orbits  in different boxes.
Since we a re  seeking relatively s h o r t  closed orbits , we in tegrate  the  equa tions  of mo­
tion up to  a m aximum  tim e 10TC. where Tc is the  electron cyclotron tim e. Tc =  
(2 ~ m ec / B e ) .  Seeking closed o rb its  includes th ree  steps:
1. For the  defined grid o f  (6 out t , Oout.j)- we in teg ra te  the equa tions  o f  m otion  until 
u 1 comes back to  zero. At t h a t  point, we record 0 out ^ , 6 Ou t , j - and r,y =  u \  +  u\  +  
u§ -b We continue the  in tegra tion  until u t  again re tu rns  to  zero and  record 
the  sam e information. T h is  is repea ted  until I =  10TC.
*2. We com pare  r tJ with its e ight nearest neighbors r I+aiJ+f,, (a. 6 =  1,0 , —1). If r,j 
is less than  all o f  its  neighbors, we in te rp re t  it as  a local m in im um , and search 
its vicinity for a  closed o rb it .
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3. YVe use th e  Powell hybrid m ethod [39] to seek a  local zero of the  nonlinear 
equa tions  u?(0 OU[, o oxlt) =  0 and  U3 (0 out, <?0ut) =  0 w ith in  the  box defined by the 
neighbors o f  a  local m in im um . If we find such a  so lu tion  and  u4  is also zero (to 
som e tolerance) a t  t h a t  po in t, th is local zero gives us a  closed o rb it .
A fter we find th e  closed orb its ,  we are ready to  ca lcu la te  the  spec tra l  oscillations 
caused by closed orb its .  We need to  evaluate classical ac tion , am plitude ,  and Maslov 
index corresponding  to  each closed orb it .
•  T he  classical ac tion  in rescaled coord ina te  space 
T he  classical ac tion  is defined as:
=  J  pr d x  +  p yd y  +  p zdz = J (pr x  +  p yy  ~  p z z )d t .
Since the  KS t ra n s fo rm a t io n  defined in chap ter  2 is a  canonical po in t- transfo rm ation . 
we m ay prove th a t
Sj{q) = j  Pi~^ds = J (Piui +Piu 2 +P 3 U3
S u b s t i tu t in g  eq u a tio n s  o f  m otion into this expression, we have
5 j(9 )  =  J\P2 +  (2 “ 2 P3 -  2u 3 p 2 ) u 2 ]ds.  (B.32)
Therefore, in o rder  to  eva lua te  the  classical action co rre la ted  w ith  a  closed o rb it ,  we 
only need to  in te g ra te  the  q u a n t i ty  in the  bracket a long  th e  closed o rb it .
•  Classical am p litude  and  recurrence am plitude
T he  classical a m p li tu d e  is defined as the  square  root o f  th e  ra t io  o f  initial and final 
Jacob ians
= 0 ,< 7 ° )
A M  = \ • ( B ' 3 3 )
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T he initial Jacob ian  can be calculated by evaluating the  expression:
d { x , y ,  z)
j (0 '  9 o U t l  ® o u t )  -- |t= 0
9 ( t ^  @outl O o u t )  
d { x , y , z )  d ( r ,  9, 0 ) 
d(r,  0 , <p) d ( t , @OUt T Oout)
U= 0
=  r 2 sin 0
d ( r ,  0 ,  6 )  
d ( t , $ o u t  * O o u t )
| t=0
which is
J ( 0 ,  9 ou t ,  4>out) =  r 2 sin 6
r {dr/d0out)t ,o^ (9r/d<pout)t.e0,
0  (d 0 / d 0 o i l t ) t . o o„ t ( d 0 / d 0 o u t ) t .eo
0 {do/d0out)t.*<,ut (d o / d o out)t.e0
Since we s ta r t  the  tra jec to ries  radially outgoing.
9 0 1 _ d o \ _ 0 —  |f = 0 _ — |t = o _ 0 .
so the evaluation o f  the  initial Jacobians  is
t=o
J  sc  (Oi @out i O o u t ) — T'out s in  9 o u t  o u t  -
We have showed th a t
o u t  —*
r o u t
so finally, the  initial Jacob ian  is simplified as
<^sc(0l ^ou(i O o u t )    @OXlt
For the  final Jacob ian , we may write it in term s o f  the  coord inates  in R.t
d ( x , y ,  z) d ( u i , u 2, u3l u4) d (s .  0 out. o out) ,
J  ( t -re t  • @ o u t  • O o u t )  — d(u i ,  u2, “ 4 ) d ( s , 9 out, O o u t )  d ( t . 0 out. o out)
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Here, we take the  d e te rm in a n t  of th e  product o f  m atr ices. Using the  KS transfo rm a­
tion from ( x , y , r )  to  ( u lt 112, 1 13 , 114), the  first m a tr ix  is given by
d { x , y , z )  
d ( u l . u 2 , u 3 , U4 )
2 u 2  2 u \  — 2  U 4  — 2 u 3
2 u 3  2 U4  2 u \  2 u 2  (B.35)
2 u i  — 2 u 2  — 2 u 3  2 u 4
For a closed o rb it ,  since it is radially incoming, we have the  following relations a t
t =  trei :
u i Pi  , • TOO n— =  (i =  1, 2 ,3 ,4 )u p
with u 2 =  uf +  u \  -F -I- u \  and  p 2 =  p 2  +  p \  +  p 2  +  p \ .
W ith  these relations, th e  first m a tr ix  can be expressed as
d ( u i , u 2 , 1 1 3 , u4) 
T he  second m atr ix  is
d ( u i ,  u 2, U3 , 1 1 4 ) 
$out, Qout)
2 * P 2 ‘2 - P i  pr i - 2 ^ P 4 - 2 £ P 3
= 2 £ P 3 2 f P i 2  pP2
2 * P i - 2 * P 2 - 2 ^ P 3 2 p P 4
(B.36)
t = t r
9 m  f Ou 1 t - 3m  \
ds ' t )80ut J-S.Oout 'dOout '*•
du-1 t d u ■} \ I du-? \
d s  ' d dou t  '  S ’0OU‘ ' dOouc '  s ' out
( a l L  )s,®out ( s e w
du3
ds
(B.37)
•S — 5rcr
d u t  I d m  \ ( dit4  •>
d s  'd B o u t  ' s ' 0 o u :  ' d d o u i ' s 'Bc
Through  running th ree  t ra jec to r ie s  (one closed o rb it ,  and tw o neighboring tra jec tories)  
together, we m ay get th e  d a t a  for neighboring t ra jec to r ie s  a t  the  sam e time. Hence 
this m atrix  can be eva lua ted  by tak ing  finite differences.
Because | j  =  the  th ird  m a tr ix  is simplified as:
d ( s ,  9OXLt i 0 o u t)  1
d ( t ,  0oilt, 4>out)\t=trct 4 r ret 
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If we combine all o f  them  to g e th e r ,  the  final Jacobian is given by
J ( t r e t  t & out'.  *Poul)
2r,1 / 2r e t
P r e t
P2 P i - P a - P 3
P 3 P 4 P i P i
P i ~ P 2 - P 3 P a
t =  tre  t
duii \ ( om 1
d s  V 99OUI / 3'Gout  v OG>out '* •
d U2
a* v aet
du3 ( duj ,  
d s
du.4
d s
( do Li
( a ^ w  )s’e<™>
(B.39)
t — t ret
where we have used u — s j r rrt .
After inserting (B .35).(B .40) into (B.34), we have
A(t r e t » @out ? Q o u t ' )  —
coe / .
d'Ui
d s
- P 3
du2
d s
Pi d u i
d s
P a
3 ua
d s
t — t r e t
d u  l \ (  d m \ .
dSout ) S , O o t i t V C#OouC } s.e ,
9 u2 \ /  d u ? ) j
d 6 o u z ) s , O o u t  ^'^Ooui ) s.6,
d l l i \ /  du-t, \  a
d Q o u t ) s ,Oouf  ^ C^Oout ) s , 6 ,
d x i4 
d Q o ^ t ) s.Oouf
(  d u A 
'  d O o u t  •)s ,0 ,
- 1 / 2
(3.40)
with coef .  =  '2 I / 4 r ^ r rel/ 4 p^ 2 s in 1/ 2 # ^ , .
From (3.3), the  recurrence a m p li tu d e  is related to the  semiclassical am p litude  by
Cj = (E  — E £ ) 2 9 / V ^ r " u3/ 4 r ^ 4 A J ( ^ e ( ) y * ( ^ ( : M ^ e t ) y ( ^ u t , d > 2 t i t ) .  ( B . 4 1 )
T he  product r ~^ / 4 r j . ^  is cancelled by the  product r ^ 4 r r e L/ 4 in .4(trC(. 6 out, o 0 ut). which 
allows us to take  the  limit r out =  r re( —>■ 0 .
As rout = rret —> 0, we have following relations:
p ret = 2 v /2 ,  u ' = p ,  ( i =  1 ,2. 3, 4)
S ubst itu ting  them  into A (qret, 8 out, <JW)< we get
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r o u / 4 r l i ?  M t r ' t ,  O o u t .  d o u l )
=  4 s in l / 2 0,o u t
P2 Pi  ~ P a  ~ P Z
Pz  P a P i P2
Pi  ~ P 2  ~ P z  P a
5m ( 5m \ / 5m \
d s  '  d 0 o u t / J -Oou» v a o o u t
( d u 2 ) ^ I 8 uZ- |  .
'  / s » C > o u C  V  d O n u l
du?
d s
d s
k 3#out
5m C d“3 ) . ( du2 \
6 s  '  6 0 Ou t  ’ s,<:)ou‘ '  9 6 / . . .1  ' s '
(  J h i S — ){90ouc)s-• Oout (
dOout ’
6 ua \ 
d O o u c
- 1 / 2
(B.42)
Eq. (B.41) and  Eq. (B.42) together  give the  recurrence am p litude  a t  th e  origin for a 
closed orb it .
•  Maslov index fij
T he Maslov index is calculated by counting  caustics  and  foci where the  Jacob ian  goes 
to  zero and .4 (7 ) goes to infinity. As the  t ra je c to ry  passes th rough  e ithe r  of a  caustic  
or a focus, the  Maslov index increases by 1. T w o m ethods  can be used to find the 
caustic  and  foci. One of them m onitors  the  sign of J ( t .  6 out. o out) a long the  tra jec tories . 
Every t im e a  t ra jec to ry  passes th rough  a  caustic  or focus, the  sign o f  J { t .9 out. o oxlt) 
changes. We use th is  method in ou r  calculation. T he  Jacobian  J ( t .  6 out, o out) along 
the  tra jec to ries  can be w ritten  as :
j .  e ; d ( z ,  y, z )  d [ u u  u 2 , u3, u4) d ( s ,  0o u t , <po u t )
out, ( p o u t  d ( u i , u 2 , u 3, u4) d ( s ,Q out, 4>out) d( t ,&out,<pout}
Here, we take  the  de te rm inan t  o f  the  p roduct  o f  m atrices.
T he  sam e as in section 3.2.4, su b s t i tu t in g  in KS transfo rm ation  for (x ,y ,  z), the first 
m atr ix  is given by
d ( x ,  y ,  z )
d { u  1 , u2, u3, u4)
2  u 2 2  ui —2  U4 —2 u3
2  u3 2  U4 2  U, 2  u 2
2 ui — 2  u 2 - 2  u 3 2  U4
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T he second m atr ix  is
d ( u u  u 2 . u 3 , u 4 )
^ ( 5 , Ooutl *?out)
T he th ird  m atr ix  is simplified as
ds
( dm \
■Oout
dujdu? ( dui \ / 0W2 \
ds V Meut l s^out V aoouc isjout
d“3 C 3i±j_\ .
95 < 5dou7'5,<^ out '  3<i>oucout
6^4  / (9ti4 \ / du* \
d s  • d d o u t  ' S ' G c u t  '  d O o u i  '  S ' ^ out
(B.44)
d  $ out l $  Out) _ 1
0 {t. ^ou(? 0ou<) |f=trcE 4 r
So the Jacob ian  along the tra jectories is given by
(B.45)
J  (/ . 0'out * ®out) —
3U]
ds
1
P2 Pi Pa ~P3
ds
4 r P3 Pa P i P2 dun,
ds
Pi - P 2 - P 3 Pa t du*
ds
/ d u \  \  f  d u \  \
'  d & o u t ' s ^ O U t  \ d O o u t  '  s '&'O
dU2
O o u t
*QUt
( u  \ / du? \
'  d O o u t  ^ 'O o u t  V d O o u t  ' 5* ^ o u :
d u .4 dU4
(B.46)
There are  two ways to  evaluate the  partial derivatives in the  second m atrix:
1. Run three  tra jec tories  (one closed orbit , and  two neighbors) together and get
the  d a ta  for the  neighbor tra jec tories  a t  th e  sam e  tim e. Then we evaluate  the
partial  derivatives by taking finite differences.
This m ethod is s tra igh t  forward and easy to  im plem ent. However, it is valid only 
if the  neighbor trajectories  are well-focused, t h a t  is. they  remain close to  each 
o ther .
2. Derive linear equations  for g|-u' -, 5 ^ 3 7 1  5«w" Wl1^ * =  ^ 2 . 3 , 4  from the
Ham iltonian equations  of motion. We initialize g^ - , from (B.
31), and in teg ra te  the  linear equations for g f ^ - ,  
a t  any tim e s.oO out J
dut 8 P< J * -  to  find ^
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This  m ethod  needs more work since we m ust derive and  c o m p u te  tiie linear 
equa tions  for , 5^ 7 . f e^ t . 5 ^ 7  • b u t  it gives ac cu ra te  values o f  the  partial 
derivatives.
Now we derive th e  linear equa tions  for gf&j,
We apply  a t im e  derivative on the  p a rt ia l  derivatives to  o b ta in
d  8 u t 8 u ' t
d s  8 9 o u t ~  8 9 0u t ’
d  d u i 8 u \
d s  d O o u t 8<poti t
d  d p i d p ’i
d s  8 9 o u t 8 9 0 u t '
d  d p i 8 ? i
d s  8<t>out 8 o o u t
ve with respect to  s
u[ and p \  depend  on u l . p l with i  =  1 .2 .3 .4 .  the  partia l  derivatives of u't . p \  can be 
w ritten  as
8 v \  _  8 v !x d u j  d u ' j  O p j
f i f t  . f i n  f i f t8 9 out d u . j  8 9 out d p j  d B out
8 u[  _  d u J d u z d Pj \
f i n  f is h  __ - f i n  • f i s h . .  -8 (p o u t j  8 l l j  8 <fiout ^ P j  8 0 0 Ut
dp'i _  v -  f dp[ dp'j dp j
. f i n  f i f td0out “  d u j  89out dp j  8 9 0ut 
S f i  _  +  (B.48)
« ^  ^ )l/  / ) /n  . r ) n  • f i / h  . _ .■ 8 u.j d o 0ut dpj  8 <?out
with i . j  =  l ,  2, 3. 4.
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Hence the  linear equa tions  for g f ^ - ,  g f ^ j ,  g § ^  are  given by:
d_
ds
(  dui 
d& out
d u 2
d&o
du? 
d&QU i
du*  
dOout
d p  i 
BOout
d p?
d&out
dp3  
d&out
^p^
\  d & o u t
d ( u \ ,u '2, u'3, u'4, p \, p 2, p'3, p'4) 
d { u x,U2, u3, U4, P l , p 2 • P3 i P*t)
dm 
’3 & out
d u -2 
d&out
d u ? 
dQout
31x4 
d^out
dpi 
d0Ouc
dp ?
d & out
dp3 
36ou£
3 P< \  360ut
d_
ds
dOout
d u ? 
ddour
du?
d<Pout
d m
dOout
d p t
dOout
8 p?d<^ ouf
d p s
d O o u t
V ^ 21-  \  d<J>ouC
\
u'4 ,p[,p'2 ,p'3 ,p'4)
d { u x, u 2, U3, u4, p i , p 2, p 3, p 4)
dui 
d O o u t
du^
dOour
du? 
dOout
du4 
dOouf
dpi
d O o u t
d p ?
d<t>out
dp3 
dOout
,dp<\  d<!>out
From the  Hamiltonian differential equa tions , the partial  derivatives  o f  u '.  p\
bv:
d u \
duj
d u \
&Pl
d u '
=  0  
=  1
3u , =  ~ 8 u 3 U 1
gg2- =  0d p  1
5u',
dU2
du,
#P2
du^
dU2
du^
dp?
=  0
=  0
—8 u3u 2 
1
d u \
d u ?
d u \
£>P3
d u
=  0
=  0
=  - 4 u 2 -  8u§
d p 3 =  0
d u \
dU4
d u \
dpA
dui,
du*
du!,
d p 4
0
0
—8 U3 U4 
0
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dp'
Pi : r p -  =  8c -  48f u 2u x +  1 6 / u 3u4 -  8 (u 2P3 -  u 3 p2)
d u 2
dp\
d u 3
dp[
d u A
d u x
d p 2
d u 2
d p  2
d u 3
d p 2
du .4
d p 3
d u 3
dp 3
d u A
- 1 6 ( u 2 +  “ 3 W  -  6 4 u 2( u |  +  tz2) -  16(u2 4- u \ ) { u \  4- u 2) 
=  - 8 f u 2 -  1 6 / ( u 2 4- u\ )  — 8 p3ui  — 6 4 u i u 2u 2
=  - 1 6 / u 2u3 4- 1 6 / u 4u i  4- 8 p2ui — 6 4 u l u3u2 
=  —16 f  u2 u4 — 16 f  u 3  Ui — 64u 1 u4 ( U2 4“ u%)
d p , n  d p ,  n  d p i  d p i
= 0  -r ± =  8 u 3 u l r^- 1 =  - 8 u2 Ui 7:  =  0
d p  1 d p 2 d p 3  o p 4
p 2 : =  - 8 f u 2 -  16f ( u \  4 - ul) -  8p3 ux -  6 4 u !u 2“2
=  8c -  32 f u i u 2 -  1 6 / ( u 2ui -  u3 uA) — 16p3u2 -  S{u 2 p 3  — u3 p2) 
- 1 6 ( u 2 4- u \ ) u 2 -  6 4 u \ ( u 2i +  u2) -  1 6 ( ^ 2  4- “ i K ^ i  +  u Vi 
=  1 6 / ( u 2u4 -  u i ^ 3) -  8 p 3 u3  +  8 p 2 u 2 -  Q 4 u 2 u 3 ( u \  +  u \ )
=  - 1 6 / u i u 4 4- 16f u 3u 2 — 8p3u4 — 64u2iz4iz2
M  =  0  M  =  8 , 3 « 2 M  =  _ 4 „ ’ -  8 « ?  ^ = 0d p  i dp 2 d p 3  opA
dp'r, 2p3  : 77- ^  =  1 6 /u 4ui -  I 6 f u 2 u 3  +  Sp2ui  - 6 4 uyu3u
d u  1
P3  2 2=  l 6 f u Au 2 — I 6 f u i u 3  4- 8 p2 u 2 — Sp 3 u 3  — 64u2u3(ui 4- u4)
d u 2
8c 4- 32f u 3 uA -  16f { u 2 u\  -  u3 uA) 4- 16p2u3 -  8 (u 2 p 3  -  u 3 p2) 
- 1 6 ( u 2 4- u \ ) u 2 — 64u§(u2 4- u \ )  -  16(^2 4- u.\){u\  4- u 2)
8f u 2 4- 1 6 / u 2 4- 1 6 / u |  4- 8p2u4 — 64u3u4u2
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/
P a '■
From (B.
M  = o f t i  =  4 .* +  8 ^  ^  =  - 8«2«3 § £ » o
dpi  d p i  d p i  dp*
=  16/ u 3 u i  -  16/ t * 2t*4 -  6 4 ( u |  +  u l ) u i u 4
du  1
— I 6 /U 3 U 2  — 16/7*1*14 — S p i u 4 — 647*27*4 t*2
8 f u2 +  1 6 /7 * 3  +  I 6 / U 4  +  8 p 2 7*4 -  64 7*3 7 * 4  t*2 
8 f +  3 2 /U 3 U4 -  16/(t*2t*i -  ^ 4 ^ 3 ) -  S{u2p i  -  u3 p2) 
- 16( 7*2 +  u l ) u2 -  64 u 2(7*2 +  7*1) -  16 ( t i |  +  u 3) ( U I +  7*4)
d u 2
djU
d u 3
dp\
d u 4
d p \  _ d p \  d p \  d p \
77-1  =  0  -£-*■ =  87*37*4 ^ —  =  8t*2 7*4 —  =  0
d p \  d p 2 d p 3  d p 4
31), the  initial values of g g ^ ,  g f ^ -  are
dui
d 0 out
dui
d<t>0ut
dpi
dOout
dp i
dOout
dp.4
eWou*
dpi
d<f>out
dp i
d<?out
dp: 
d<f>Q 
dp 4
d<?0ut
=  0,
=  0 .
=  — v / 2 s 7 7 l ( 0 o u / / 2 ) ,
=  \Z2cos(8ov.t /'2)cosoout.
o
— — =  \ / 2 cos{6 out/ 2 ) s i n 0 out. 
dOout
=  0.
=  0 ,
=  - 2 v ^ ? 7 'n (0 ou,/2)s777Ootjt.
0
=  2 \ / 2 cos{0 OXit/ 2 )cosoout.
c) }>out
=  0. (B.51)
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A p p en d ix  C
T h e d er iva tion  o f th e  b ou n d ary  
b etw een  b o u n d  and free m o tio n s in
an e lectr ic  field
Here we derive th e  fo rm ula  for th e  boundary between b ound  an d  free m otions in an 
electric field. Since th e  pure  electric  field system is cylindrically sy m m etr ic  with respect to  
the  electric field d irec tion , we can find the  boundary  between b ound  an d  free m otions in two 
steps: we first find th e  b o u n d a ry  between bound and free m otions  in the  xy plane, where the  
positive x d irection  is th e  electric field direction. T he  b o u n d a ry  is a  line. T h en  we ro ta te  
th e  line with respect to  the  x axis to  ob ta in  the boundary  betw een bound and  free m otions 
in the  xyz space. T h e  b o u n d a ry  becomes a  surface -  a  cone with  x axis as sym m etric  axis. 
T h e  cone is the  b o u n d a ry  between bound  and m ixture  secto rs  in th e  crossed fields.
T h e  2-dim ensional H am ilton ian  o f  the hydrogen a to m  in e lectric  field is given by:
P 2 1 h  =  t - -  + F i
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Transform ing  to semiclassical coord ina tes  which are defined as
x
y uv. (C-l)
we ob ta in  the  regularized Hamiltonian:
2 =  P“ -  (u 2 +  v 2 ) E + ^ ( u 4 - v 4). (C.2)
This  Ham iltonian can be separa ted  in to  two parts :
u 2 E + j u 4 =  E u , (C.3)
(C.4)
with E u -f- E v =  2. T h e  u motions are  bound and  the v m otions can  be bound or free. The 
poten tia l energy U(v)  along the  v d irection  is:
It has a  local m axim um  Umax =  E 2 / { 2 F )  a t  u =  ± \ / —E / F .  If E v > UmaI. the tra jectory  
escapes. O therw ise, it is bound. T herefore  the  escaping boundary  is determ ined  by
From transfo rm ation  (C . l ) ,  the  u axis corresponds  to the  positive x axis, and v axis cor­
responds to the negative x axis. Therefore , launching the  t r a je c to ry  a t  the  origin with 
az im uthal  angle o  in th e  (x, y) plane is equivalent to launching th e  t ra jec to ry  in the  (u . u) 
along o / 2  (see Fig. C . l ) .
A t the  origin, the  Hamiltonian in (C.2) is simplified to
E v = E 2 /  (2 F ) . (C.5)
2  . 2 
P u + P Z
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v(-x)
u(x)
Figure C . l :  T he  tran sfo rm ation  from (x . y ) to  ( u , v )  p rojects  the whole x y  p lane to  half of 
the  {u.v )  plane. T he  tra jec to ry  launched a t  the  origin with azim uthal angle 6  in (x . y ) is 
equivalent to the  t ra je c to ry  launched in (u , u) along 6 /2 .
If we launch the  t ra je c to ry  along 6  in (x .y )  space, o r 6 / 2  in (u . v) space, we have
pv =  2 sin(<?/2 ).
and from (C.4), E v is given by
E v  =  Pr/2 =  ‘2 s i n 2 ( <p/ 2) .
Inserting E v into (C.5), the  escaping b o u n d a ry  is:
6 C =  2 s i n ~ l ( — E / 2 \ / F ) .
We now ro ta te  the  boundary  defined by 6 C =  2 s i n ~ l ( — E / 2 y / F )  abou t x axis by 27r, and 
we obtain  a  cone with the  negative x axis as  th e  sy m m etry  axis. T he  angle between the  ray 
on the  cone and the  positive x axis is 6 C =  2 s i n ~ l ( — E / 2 y / F )  (see Fig. C.2). Th is  cone is 
the  boundary  between bound and free sec to rs  in a  pure electric field, and we take  it to  be 
a boundary  between bound and mixed sec to rs  in crossed fields.
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yFigure C .‘2: T he  boundary  of th e  escaping  tra jec to ries  in a  pure electric field is a  cone with 
the negative x  axis as sy m m e try  axis. T h e  angle between the rav on the  cone and  the 
positive x  axis is <pc-
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A p p en d ix  D
P ro o fs  o f  th e  re la tion  (6 .4) an d  th e  
tw o  th eorem s
We use the  ex istence and  uniqueness theo rem  for differential e q u a t io n s  [35] to  prove 
Eq. (6.4)
M . ( z 0 : e . f )  = — M + (  — z0\ e. / ) .
Proof:
Uniqueness theorem  for differential equa tion :  If a  collection o f  differentia l equa tions
Z =
f d Z i / d t  N / i  ( t , Z i ,  Z 2, ■
d Z 2/ d t
=
f 2( t , Z i ,  z 2. .. . , Z n)
 ^ d Z n/ d t  j  ^ f n ( t ,  Z i ,  Z 2, . . ,Zn)  j
=  f( ' .Z) (D .l )
is defined in a  con tinuous dom ain  and  th e  first derivatives d f ( t , Z ) / d Z  ex ist  and  are  
bounded , then  the re  exists a  unique solution Z ( t ,Z o )  for a  given se t  o f  initial condi-
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t i o n s ,
Z ( t 0) = =  Zo. (D.2)
\ ^ /
Therefore, if two collections o f  functions Z j ( f )  and Z 2 (t) satisfy the  sam e  collection 
o f  differential equa tions  and Z i(0 )  =  Z2(0), then  Zi(£) =  Z 2 (f).
•  From Uniqueness theorem , we can prove t h a t  if the  differential equa tions  have the 
sy m m e try
f ( ( , - Z )  =  - f ( / , Z )  (D.3)
and there  are two solutions, Z i ( f ,  Zo) with Z i(fo )  =  Zo and  Z 2 { t ,  —Zo) w ith  Z 2 (fo) =  
- Z 0. then  Z ^ U Z o )  =  - Z 2( U - Z 0). (This  is proved in theorem  1)
•  Now we prove Eq. (6.4) A/_(c0. c . / )  =  —M + (  — z0 . e . f )  by proving th a t  the  pair of 
m aps A/+ . A/_ a re  a  special case o f  theorem  1.
T h e  differential equa tions  are the  equations  o f  m otion of the  reduced '2-D Ham iltonian:
/  . \  
u
Z  = =  f(UZ) (D.4)
with
Pu
\  Pv /
U =  P u  -  - j - J 5 l ' ( u 2  +  y2)
i  =  P v  +  +  v 2)
Au/
2 / ,  1 / 2  2n
P u  =  ~ U  J U3 -  - 2  P u  ( U +  V )u;-3
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~ ^ J I U(Upv ~  UP“ ) “  i i j 4 U ^ 2 +  V
p v =  - V +  ~ ^ V 2  +  ^ ~ 2 P “ ( u2 +  u2)
1 3
- ^ J 2 V(“P" ~  VP*') ~  J f a A V ( u 2  +  L' 2 ) 2
where all the  differentiations are  with respect to th e  fictitious tim e s  defined in chap ter
2. This  collection of differential equations has the  sy m m e try  defined by Eq. (D.3). 
According to  theorem  1. we have
Z(s, Zo) = —Z(s, —Zo) (D.5)
W riting th is  o u t  explicitly, they are:
u ( s : u 0 , p Uo, v o .p ^ )  =  - u ( s ; - u Q, - p Uo, - v 0, - p „ 0) (D.6)
pu(s; uQ. p uo, v0 , p VQ) = —pu{ s ; - u 0 , - p Uo, - v 0 . - p VQ) (D.7)
v(s:  u0. Puq' t?o?Pvq) =  ~ v ( s : - u 0, - p UQ- ~ v 0, -p<,0) (D.8)
Pu(s;«o,Pti<,^o,Pv0) =  ~Pv(s: - u 0 . -puo ,  - v 0, - p V0) (D.9)
Suppose we in itia te  tra jec to ries  on the  u =  0 surface  and  pick initial conditions in 
following way: we first se t  uo =  0 and pick u and  p v in th e  energetically allowed 
region:
(
Vq
-0 —
V Pvo
then ca lcu la te  pu via H am iltonian (6.1), which is q u a d ra t ic  in pu and  there  are  two 
solutions. O ne o f  the  solutions gives li >  0 and a n o th e r  one gives u <  0 (we will prove
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it in theorem 2). We pick t h a t  p u which gives it >  0, and  call it  p Uo. So we have
Zo =
t  o x
Vo 
Puo
V Pv°
which  gives us the  initial cond it ions  to  calculate tra jec to ries . We in teg ra te  the  equa­
tions to obtain  the  solution Z ( s ,  Zo), s topp ing  when u =  0 (it < 0) to  record ( t q ,p Vl) =  
z (s ,  Z0). This  final value is M + ( z q ) by definition.
Now we change the sign o f  Zo and  s t a r t  a t
(
- Z o  =
\- 0  
— t'o
~  P uq 
\  -Pvq )
T his  initial condition gives the  sam e value of the H am iltonian as Zo, bu t it changes 
the  sign of it. We in teg ra te  equa tions  to  find Z(s ,  — Zo). s to p p in g  when u =  0 (it >  0) 
to  record ( i ^ P t ^ )  =  z ( s , —Zo)  which is M - ( - zq) by definition. The' existence and 
uniqueness theorem  tells us
which implies
Hence
Z (s ,  —Z q) — —Z(s, Zq)
- L ' i
~Pu I
M - ( - z o )  =  -M + { z o )
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Q E D .
T heo rem  1: suppose the  differential equa tions  have the  sy m m etry
f ( t ,  - Z )  =  - f ( t . Z )  (D.10)
and  th e re  are  two solutions, Z i ( t . Z o )  with Z j(fo)  =  Zo and  Z 2 (t, — Zo) with Z 2 (<o) =
—  Z q ,  th en  Z i ( t ,  Zo) =  —  Z 2 (£, — Z o) -
Proof: A ccord ing  to the  uniqueness theo rem , in o rder  to  prove Z i (<, Zo) =  — Z 2 (f, —Zo), 
we only need to  prove th a t  Z 3 (f) =  —Z 2 (t, — Zo) obeys the  sam e differential equation  
and  in itia l condition as Z i ( l .Z o ) .
We are  given:
Z i  =  f { t , Z i )  ( D . l l )
Z i (0 ,  Zo) — Zo.
Z 2  =  f ( t , Z 2) (D.12)
Z 2 (0, — Zo) =  —Zo
We define Z 2 {t) =  — Z 2 { t , — Zo). T h e n ,  from Eq. (D.10). the  differential equation 
satisfied by Z 3 is
Z 3  =  - Z 2 =  - f ( t ,  Z 2) =  f ( t ,  - Z 2) =  f (t, Z3) (D.13)
and  Z 3 (<o) =  Zo. Therefore Z 3 ( t ,Z o )  and  Z i ( t ,Z o )  satisfy th e  sam e  collection of
differential equa tions  and the  sam e initial conditions, hence
Z 3 (t, Zo) =  —Z 2 (t, — Zo) =  Z i (t , Zo) (D.14)
Q E D .
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T heorem  2: For u =  0 and any energetically allowed (v0 , p Vo). we calculate  pu from 
Eq. (6.1). T h e re  are  two solutions: one of them  gives u > 0 and a n o th e r  one gives 
<  0 .
Proof: Set u =  0, v =  v0  and pv =  pVo in Ham iltonian (6.1). then we ob ta in :
1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 /  a  1 6 2 n
2 Pu 4 u 2 VcPu +  2 Pv° 2 V° 2ui3  V° +  32a;4 U°
T h is  equa tion  has two solutions for p u
V 3  f —
P'“  = 4 ^ ±
where
with
A  =  b — 4ac
a = 1/2.
b =
1 2 1 2 /  4 1 6 2
C -  2 Pv° ~  2 V° "  2 Z ^ L’0 +  3 a 7 L'° "
Since (uo ,pv.0) are  energetically allowed, pu m ust  be real, and therefore A  > 0.
Now we notice th a t
u3 r ~
” =  Pu± ~  = ± V A '
so, for u =  0 and any allowed (u0,Pt,0) , the  calculated pu+ gives u > 0 and pu_ gives 
it <  0 .
Q E D .
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A p p en d ix  E
A lgorith m s and im p lem en ta tio n s
T his  research work involves lots o f  scientific c o m p u ta t io n  and  software im plem en­
ta t ions .  E xcep t for som e commercial so ftw are  tools, such as M athem atica .  M aple, xvgr, 
e tc .  we developed the  program s to  find the  closed o rb i ts  as well as to calculate various 
pa ra m e te rs .  Some were downloaded from Internet;  som e were developed by ourselves. O f 
course, we also need to develop som e shell sc rip ts  to  glue them  together  to finish o u r  re­
search work. In this chap ter ,  we will list som e of them , including their  purposes, interfaces, 
and  a lgo r ithm s. All of ou r  p rogram s are  developed in F o r tra n  77. double precision and  run 
in SunO S SPA RC s ta tion  2.
E .l  P rogram s from  Our G roup and In tern et
T h e  advantage  o f  downloading p rogram s from th e  In te rnet  is obvious. It is very 
fast, an d  in some cases, the  program s a re  well tes ted . W h a t  we need to do is to  under­
s tan d  th e ir  functions and their  interfaces. T h e  location to  search for program s we used 
the  m ost is g o p h e r : / /a rc h iv e s .m a th .u tk .e d u :7 0 / l l / s o f tw a r e /m u l t i -p la t f o rm /S L A T E C . We 
learned from our  research th a t  a good use o f  those public resources is very im p o r ta n t  to  our
164
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research.
E .1 .1  In te g r a tio n  p ro g ra m  for d ifferen tia l e q u a t io n s  from  o u r  gro u p
• Purpose:
This su b ro u tin e  in tegra tes  a  system  of N  first o rder  non-linear o rd ina ry  differential 
equations  o f  form D Y / D t  =  F.
•  Interface
D P O D R T (F ,N ,Y ,T ,T O U T ,R E L E R R .A B S E R R ,IF L A G , W O R K ,IW O R K , G .R E R O O T .A E R O O T
-  F — A function to  evaluate  derivatives D Y / D T  = F .
-  N — N u m b er  of equa tions  to  be in tegrated .
-  Y — Solution vector a t  t im e T .
-  T  — In p u t,  T  is th e  in tegration  s ta r t in g  time: o u tp u t .  T  is th e  real integration
s to p  tim e.
-  T O U T  — Specified in tegration  s to p  time. However, in teg ra tion  m ay s top  before 
T O U T .
-  R E L E R R  — Relative e rro r  tolerances for local e rro r  tes t .
-  A B S E R R  — Absolute  e rro r  tolerances for local e r ro r  tes t .
-  IFLA G  -  Indicates s ta tu s  of in tegration.
-  W O R K ,IW O R K  -  Internal working places.
-  G — An inpu t function of T ,  Y. Whenever G  =  0 is satisfied, the  subroutine 
stops.
-  R E R O O T  — Relative e rro r  tolerances for accepting  the  root.
-  A E R O O T  — A bsolu te  e rro r  tolerances for accepting  th e  root.
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E .1 .2  T h e  ro o t fin d in g  p ro g ra m  for a sy s te m  o f  n o n lin ea r  e q u a tio n s
•  P u rp ose
T his  sub rou tine  finds th e  solution o f  a  system  of N  nonlinear functions with A' vari­
ables by the Powell hybrid m ethod.
•  Interface
H Y B R D 1 (F ,N ,X ,F V E C .T O L ,IN F O . WA,IWA)
— F — Subrou tine  to  calculate  those function values.
— N — T h e  num ber o f  functions and  variables.
— X — An a rray  of length N. O n inpu t  X  contains an initial e s t im a te  o f  the solution 
vector. On o u tp u t  A' contains the  final e s t im a te  of the  solution vector.
— F V E C  — An o u tp u t  a rray  of length N which con ta ins  the  function values a t  the  
solution of A'.
— T O L  — An inpu t value to  te rm ina te  the  program  when the relative error between 
X and th e  solution is less th an  tol.
— INFO — T h e  te rm ina tion  s ta tu s .
— YVA — A work a r ra y  of length Iwa.
— IWA — a  positive integer not less than  ( N ( 3 N  4- 13))/2 .
E .1 .3  A  n o n lin e a r  fu n c tio n  m in im iz a tio n  p ro g ra m
• P u rp ose
T his  sub rou tine  minimizes the  sum  of the squares o f  M nonlinear functions in N 
variables based on a  modified Levenberg-M arquard t a lgorithm .
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• Interface
DNLS1E (FCN, IO PT , M, N, X, F V E C , T O L , N P R IN T . INFO, IW. VVA. LVVA)
-  FC N  — T he  sum of the  squares  o f  M nonlinear functions.
-  IO P T  — An input variable which specifies how the  Jacobian will be calculated.
-  M — T he  num ber of the  functions.
-  N — T he  num ber of the  variables.
-  X — An a rray  of length N. O n inpu t,  X conta ins  an initial es tim ate  o f  the  solution 
vector. On ou tp u t.  X contains th e  final e s tim a te  of the  solution vector.
-  F V E C  — An ou tpu t  array  o f  length  M which contains the functions evaluated
a t  the  o u tp u t  X.
-  T O L  — A non-negative inpu t variable. T erm ination  occurs when the  a lgorithm  
es tim a tes  e ither  tha t  the  relative e rro r  in the  sum  o f squares is a t  m ost T O L  or 
t h a t  the  relative error between X and  the  solution is a t  most TO L.
-  N P R IN T  — An integer input variable th a t  enables controlled printing of ite rates  
if it is positive.
-  IN FO  — Termination s ta tu s .
-  IW  — An IN T E G E R  work a r ra y  o f  length N.
-  WA — A work array of length LWA.
-  LVVA — A positive integer inpu t  variable not less than  :V(A/ -f 5) -f M  for
I O P T  =  1 and 2 or N { N  +  5) -1- M  for I O P T  =  3..
E .1 .4  F ast-F ou rier-T ran sform  p ro g ra m
• P u rp ose
This sub rou tine  computes the  Fourier coefficients of a  complex periodic sequence.
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• Interface
SU B R O U T IN E  D C F F T F (N ,C ,W S A V E )
— N — T he  length o f  th e  com plex  sequence C.
— C  — A complex a rray  o f  length  N which contains the  sequence of d a ta  a t  inpu t  
and  the sequence of coefficients a t  o u tp u t .
— W SAV E — a  double  precision work a rray  which m u s t  be dimensioned a t  least 
4*N +15.
E .2  P rogram s d evelop ed  by m yself
T he  advantage  of developing p rog ram s by ourselves is the  flexibility. Sometimes, we 
c a n n o t  find the program  which we w an t  in the  public resources: som etim es, the  p rogram s in 
th e  In te rne t  can not fit ou r  special requirem ents . Then we have to  develop the program  by 
ourselves. Also, m ost program s in th e  In te rne t  are  in the  form o f  functions or subroutines . 
We need som e program s to com bine them  together  to  satisfy o u r  requirem ents. In this 
section , we list some of these p rogram s.
E .2 .1  G en era l tr a je c to r y  c a lc u la t io n  p rogram  1
•  P u rp ose
This  program  in tegrates  th e  differential equations  with initial conditions to find the  
tra jec to ries  as well as the  surfaces o f  section.
• Interface
SU B R O U T IN E  T R A J(T O .Y O .T P ,Y P ,T S T E P .IF L A G )
— TO — initial in tegration  tim e.
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— T P  — final in tegration tim e.
— YO — initial function values.
— YP — final function values.
— T S T E P  — the time s te p  for o u tp u t .
— IFLAG — the s ta tu s  o f  th e  in teg ra tion  te rm ina tion .
* 2 : overran the  t im e  limit.
* 4: local error p a ra m e te r  exceeded.
* 7: reached SOS.
* O ther:  error.
•  A lgorithm
T his  in tegration  s ta r ts  from th e  SOS (7 =  0. We first use a small s tep  to check w hether  
the  t ra jec to ry  leaves the  SO S. If so, we use a big s tep  to continue th e  in tegration , 
otherwise , we stop.
1. In itia te  TO, T S T E P ,  YO.
2. Set T  = TO. T P  M O  =  T S T E P / 100. V' =  V O , T O U T  B  = T  +  T P M O / 2 .
3. CALL D P O D R T (F ,N ,Y ,T ,T O U T B .R E L E R R .A B S E R R . IF L A G ,W O R K ,IW O R K . 
I, R E R O O T , A E R O O T ).
4. if ( I F L A G  2 ), give e r ro r  m essage, re tu rn .
5. while { I F L A G  =  2) do  
T O U T  =  T  +  T S T E P
CA LL D P O D R T (F ,N ,Y ,T .T O U T ,R E L E R R .A B S E R R .IF L A G .W O R K ,IW O R K ,G . 
R E R O O T ,A E R O O T )
print the  d a ta  to  a  file for t ra je c to ry  plot
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End do
6 . If ( I F L A G  =  7 and  \T -  T0 | >  T P M O )  do
o u tp u t  the  d a ta  to  files for t ra jec to ry  plot o r  SOS plot.
re tu rn
end if
7. O therw ise , give erro r  message, re tu rn .
E .2 .2  T r a je c to r y  c a lcu la tio n  p rogram  2
•  P u rp ose
This program  in tegrates  the differential equa tions  with the  initial conditions to  find 
the tra jec to ries  as well as the  surfaces of section. It o u tp u ts  the  t ra jec to ry  d a ta  a t 
t im e T O U T  and SOS d a ta  a t  G  =  0. T he  p rogram  s tops  after  it reaches the  SOS a 
specific num ber  of times.
• Interface
S U B R O U T IN E  PO IN TSO LV E(Q I.PI)
— QI — On the  inpu t,  they are the  initial coord ina tes ;  on the o u tp u t ,  they  are the  
final coord inates .
— PI — On the  inpu t,  they are  the  initial m om en ta :  on the o u tp u t ,  they  are  the  
final m om enta .
— NB — T he  num ber of times t h a t  the  t ra je c to ry  has intersected the surface G  =  0.
— NBS — T h e  num ber of times th a t  the  t ra je c to ry  should intersect th e  surface 
G  =  0.
• A lgorithm
T his  in tegra tion  is accomplished by calling su b ro u t in e  of  T R A .J(T O ,Y 0,T P ,Y P ,T ST E P ,IFL A G ).
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1 . Set TO =  0. K B  =  0.
2. Set the  first half of V'O equal to  Q l  and th e  second half o f  VO equal to P I .
3. call T R A J  (T O ,Y 0.T P ,Y P ,T ST E P ,IFL A G )
4. while ( I F L A G  =  7 and  N B  < K B S )  do 
Y 0 = Y P
T 0 = T P
call T R A J  (TO,Y0,TP, Y P ,T S T E P ,IF L A G ) 
end do
5. re tu rn
E .2 .3  S im u la tio n  p rogram
• P u rp ose
T his  program  calculates the  Poincare  surface o f  section by M onte Carlo sim ulation.
• Interface
Program  SLiRFACE includes following variables:
-  E — Energy.
-  F  — Electric field quantity .
-  B — M agnetic  field quantity .
-  N T  RA J — Total num ber of tra jec to ries  to  be ca lculated .
-  IT R A J  — T he  num ber of tra jec to ries  calculated .
-  NBS — Total num ber of tim es th a t  a  t ra jec to ry  should intersect the surface 
G  =  0.
-  NB — T he  num ber of times th a t  a t ra je c to ry  has in tersected  the surface G  =  0.
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-  u, v . p u, p v — T he  coord ina tes  an d  th e  m om en ta  variables in (u.v) space .
•  A lgorith m  T his  program  involves ran d o m  num ber genera to r .
1 . In p u t  E,  F, B ,  N B S ,  N T  R A J
2. Inpu t  the  simulation range for v and  pv .
3. Set I T  R A J  =  0
4. C a lcu la te  and  /  from E , F,  B .
5. W hile I T  R A J  < N T  R A J  do
— Set u =  0. A  =  — I.
— W hile A  < 0 do
G e n e ra te  v . p v from random  num ber  genera to r .
C a lcu la te  A  =  l.0/(16.0<->4)u6 — 2 .0(p2 /2 .0  +  u2 / ‘2.0 
+  I.0/(32.0u;-,)u6 +  / / ( 2.0u>3 ) r 4 -  2 / u )
— End do
— C alcu la te  pu by p u =  v 3 / (4.0l j2) 4- \ / A
— Set i t r a j  =  i t r a j  ■+■ I
— Call PO IN T SO L V E (u , v, p u, p v)
6 . End do
7. R etu rn
E .2 .4  C lo se d -o r b it  sea rch in g  p r o g r a m  1
• P u rp ose
T his  p rogram  finds the a p p ro x im a te  initial conditions for closed orbits .
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• Interface
T h e  program C L O S O R B IT -A P P R O X  includes following variables:
— E, F — Energy and electronic field.
— NBSMIN. N BSM AX — T he  minimum and m axim um  num ber of times t h a t  the 
closed o rb its  in tersect the  surface G  =  0.
— 0 m in , 9 m a x  — T h e  range o f  the  ou t-going  polar angle of the  trajectories.
— OmimQmax ~ T h e  range o f  the ou t-going  az im utha l  angle o f  the  tra jectories.
— i-max-. jmax  — T h e  m axim um  num ber o f  different initial polar and az im uthal an ­
gles.
— -1$, A o  — T he  step-lengths of the initial polar angle and  azim uthal angle.
•  A lgorithm
Basic idea: we s t a r t  the  tra jec to ries  with 0 from 0 to  ~ / 2  a t stepsize A 9  and o  from 0 
to 2 -  a t  stepsize A o .  At each grid (9out i , d out. j ). 've in tegra te  the equations o f  motion 
until the t ra je c to ry  hits the  surface G  =  uj =  0  N B S M I N  times, then we record 
9 o u t . i, d out, j , and  =  u\  -1- u\  +  u\  +  u\  w here  nb =  N B X f I X  which is the  num ber of 
tim es th a t  the  t ra je c to ry  in tersects the  surface. We continue the  integration until 
re tu rns  to  zero again  and record the sam e inform ation . R epeat the  sam e procedure 
until the  t ra je c to ry  in tersects  th e  surface ui =  0 NBSM AX times. Then we com pare  
/?Pj with its eight nearest neighbors R ^ a j +(), (a . b  =  1 ,0, —1). If R{ j  is less th an  all 
o f  its neighbors, we in terp re t  (9out,i-dout.i) 3 5  ari app rox im ate  initial condition for a 
closed orb it  with n 6- th  re turn .
1. Set 0JJIt'n — 0, 0 m a x  =  d m i n  ~  0? d r n a x  — 2a. I m a x  — 100,_/max 100.
A 9  (9 m a x  9 m in ) / i r n a x . A d  —  ( O m a x  d m i n ) / j m a x -
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2 . Do i from 0  to  ^max* ^ ou(,i — ^mm
•3. Do j from 0 to  jmax'  Qout,j — *Pmin “3" j ^ Q '
4. C alcu la te  the  initial values o f  ({/, P)  from (0OU(>1, 0 0 ut,j)^ where U  =  (u i ,  u-2 , U3 , u4).
P  =  ( P l - P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) -
5. Set NBS =  NBSMAX.
6 . Call PO IN TSO LV E(U .P ). N ote  t h a t  in PO IN TSO LV E. when t ra je c to ry  comes 
back to  the surface Ui =  0 ? if nb > i X B S M I N ,  we record R ”b =  \ J v \  +  u \  +  u \  +  a\ .
7. End do j .
S. End do  i.
9. Do nb from NBSMIN to NBSM AX
10. Do i from 0 to imai
1 1 . Do j  from 0 to  j max
12. C om pare  with /?"+OJ-+6, (a. b =  1 . 0 . - 1 ) and o u tp u t  0 out.i-Oout. j , nb  as an 
approx im ate  initial condition for a  closed orb it  to  a  file.
13. end do  j.
14. end do i.
15. end do nb.
E .2 .5  C lo sed -o r b it  sea rch in g  p ro g ra m  2
•  P u rp ose
This  program  finds the accura te  initial conditions for the  closed orbits .
•  Interface
closeorb it-accura te(0 ou(-i, 6 out,j)
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— ®out,i -  T he  a p p ro x im a te  initial polar angle of a  closed o rb it .
— &out.j ~ T he  a p p ro x im a te  initial az im uthal angle o f  a  closed orb it .
— nb -  T h e  num ber o f  t im es  which the  t ra jec to ry  passes th rough  the  surface G  =  0.
• A lgorithm
For each app rox im ate  initial (#oui,i, d w . j ;  n^)i we define two nonlinear equations 
u 2 (8 , 4>) =  0 , 113(6, <i>) =  0 in th e  a rea  with 0  €  [0 oti£.t- — A 8 , 6 otlt,i +  A0] and <p €
Wotit.j — A<?>, (pout,; +  A o] and  t ry  to  find the  solution by calling H Y B R D l.  If we find
such a  solution and  u4 is also zero ( to  some tolerance) a t  th a t  point, th is local zero 
gives us a  closed orb it .
1. Read the  ap p ro x im ate  initial (0Out,i* nb) f rom  a  d a t a  file.
•2. Set n =  2. N B S = n b . T O L  =  1.0D-12, LWA =  180.
3. Define x(n) and  se t  x ( l )  =  0Out.i-* ( ‘2) =  c w . j -
4. CALL H Y B R D 1 (F C N .N .X ,F V E C .T O L .IN F O .W A ,L W A ).
5. If I N F O  =  1, then  (0otlt,i =  .i =  -r('2)) gives the  a c cu ra te  initial condi­
tions for a  closed o rb it  with n6-th re tu rn .
6. Else E rro r  message.
7. Return
E.3 C losed-orbit p aram eter ca lcu lation  su b rou tin e
• Purpose
This program  in teg ra tes  a  closed o rb it  with two o f  i ts  neighbors to  calculate the 
classical action, classical am plitude ,  Maslov index a n d  retu rn  angles of the closed 
orbit.
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•  Interface
S U B R O U T IN E  C L O S E D O R B (0 i ,0 i ,0 2 ,p 2, 03,<h)
-  0i ,  Oi — The initial polar a n d  az im utha l  angles of a  closed o rb it .
-  02, 0 2  — The initial polar a n d  az im utha l  angles of a  neighbor o f  the  closed o rb it ,  
which has the sam e az im u tha l  angle  as the  closed orb it .
~  $3 ? Pa — The initial polar a n d  az im utha l  angles of a  neighbor o f  the  closed o rb it ,  
which has the sam e polar ang le  as the  closed orbit.
-  NB — T h e  num ber of t im es t h a t  th e  t ra je c to ry  has in tersec ted  the  surface G  =  0 .
-  NBS — The num ber of t im es  t h a t  the  t ra jec to ry  should in te rsec t  the  surface 
G  =  0. .
•  A lg o r ith m
This  calculations is accomplished by calling subrou tine  of T R A J(T O .Y O ,T P ,Y P .T S T E P .IF L A G ).
1. C a lcu la te  U, P  from 6 \, <p\ w ith  U =  ( u i . u2, U3 . u4) and P  — (p i. p2, P3 , P a ) -
2. Set Y'0(i) =  u, with i — I , ‘2. 3, 4, Y'0(z +  4) =  p, with i =  1 .2 . 3, 4.
3. C a lcu la te  U . P  from 0 2 ,O2 w ith  U  =  ( u 1; u2, u3, u4) and  P  =  (p i, p2, P3 , P-i)-
4. Set V'0(i + 9 )  =  with i =  1 ,2 . 3 ,4 ,  Y 0 ( i  4- 13) =  p, with i =  1 ,2. 3, 4.
5. C a lcu la te  U . P  from 6 3 , 0 3  w ith  U = ( t i i , u2, u3. u4) and P  =  (pi ,  P2 , P3 , P a ) -
6 . Set V'0(i +  18) =  u t with i  =  1 ,2 , 3, 4, Y '0 ( l-f  22) =  p, with i =  1.2, 3 ,4 .
7. Set Y'0(9) =  0, Y'0(18) =  0.
8. C a lcu la te  the initial Jaco b ian  from Y'O.
9. Set T S T E P  =  0.01.
10. Call T R A J(T 0 ,Y 0 ,T P ,Y P ,T S T E P ,IF L A G ) .
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11. C alcu la te  the closed-orbit p a ram ete rs .
12. R eturn
E.4 L east-square fit su broutin e
•  P u rp ose
This  program  fits the numerical d a t a  to  a  sm oo th  function.
•  I n te r fa c e
S ubrou tine  SM O O TH D A TA 1 includes following variables:
— G ( z ’) -  T he  numerical d a ta  for the  variable.
— Gmim G mai  -  T he  range o f  th e  variable.
— S I G  N  AL ( i )  -  T h e  numerical d a t a  for the  function value.
— M — T he  to ta l num ber of the  d a t a  se ts  (G{i ) .  S ! G . \ TAL( i ) ) .
— N' — T h e  num ber of the  unknown coefficients in the  fit function.
— X — An array  of length NT. O n input,  X contains an initial e s tim a te  o f  the 
unknown coefficients. On o u tp u t ,  X con ta ins  the  final e s t im a te  of the  unknown 
coefficients.
•  A lg o r ith m
We read the  numerical d a t a  se ts  of (variable, function) from a d a t a  file, then  call 
sub rou tine  D N L S lE  to  fit the d a t a  se ts  to  a  sm oo th  function.
1. Set Grain, Gmar
2. set 1 =  1
3. Read G( i ) ,  S I G N  AL{ i )  from a  d a t a  file
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4. W hile G{i)  < Gm, n Read G{i ) ,  S I G N A L ( i )  from a  d a ta  file
5. W hile G ( i ) <  G max do
6. Set i =  i +  1
7. Read G{i ) .  S I G N A L ( i )  from a d a t a  file 
•S. End do
9. Set M  =  i , N  =  9
10. Set A'(f) with (z =  1 , . . . ,9 )  to  e s t im a ted  values.
11. Set I O P T  =  1, L W A  = N { M  +  5) +  M ,  N P R I N T  =  0, T O L  =  1.0 x 10“ 8
12. Define F C N  =  5 l£ £ i( s i0 n a /( i )  -  f { G { i ) ) ) 2 where f { h )  =  X { i ) h ' ~ l .
13. Call D N L S lE (F C N ,IO P T .M ,N ,X ,F V E C ,T O L ,N P R IN T ,IN F O ,IW ,W A .L W A )
14. If I N F O  =  1, o u tp u t  A'(i) with (i  =  1 , . . . .A ')
15. O therw ise, give e r ro r  message
16. End
E .5 T heoretica l absorption  sp ectru m  calcu lation  program
• Purpose
This program  calcu la tes  the theoretical absorp tion  spectrum .
•  Interface
Program  S P E C T R U M  includes the  following variables::
-  E  -  Energy.
-  E min, E max -  T h e  energy range o f  the  spec trum .
-  ipoint  -  T he  to ta l  d a ta  points of the  sp ec tru m  in the  energy range [ f mrai £ mar]-
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-  A j ( E )  -  T h e  classical am plitude  o f  the  j th  closed o rb it  as the  function of E.
— S j ( E )  -  T h e  classical action of the  j th  closed o rb i t  as the  function o f  E.
— H j ( E)  -  T h e  Maslov index of the  j th  closed o rb i t  as th e  function o f  E.
~  N T  R A J  -  Total num ber of the closed o rb its  included in the  spec trum  calculation.
-  D f R e. D f i m  ~ T he  real, im aginary  p a r t  of the  sp e c tru m
•  A lg o r ith m
We first call sub rou tine  SM OO TH DATA1 to find th e  A ( E ) ,  S ( E ) .  p { E )  for each closed 
orb it ,  then  ca lcu la te  the  spectrum .
1. Set N T  R A J  =  20. i =  1. h =  1.120901
2. While i <  N T  R A J  do
3. O pen  th e  file for the  classical am plitude  for th e  ith  closed o rb it
4. Call S M O O T H D A T 1
5. O pen  th e  file for the  classical action for th e  i th  closed orbit
6. Call SM O O T H D A T A  1
7. O pen  the  file for the  Maslov index for th e  ith  closed o rb it
8. Call S M O O T H  DATA 1
9. End do
10. Set ^rnini ^rnari IpOlTltS, N E — ( f m a i  ^ m m ) / ipOlTltS
11 . 1 =  0
12. W hile i <  i po in t s  do
13. Set E  = Emin +  A E ,  D f p e = 0, D f i m =  0
14. j  = 1
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15. While j  < N T R A J  do
-  D f Re = D f Re -1- A j [ E ) c o s { S j ( E ) / h  + Hj ( E ) tt/2)
-  D f t m  =  D f i m +  A j ( E ) s i n { S j ( E ) / h  + Hj (E) i r /2)
- j = j + 1
16. End do  j
17. O u tp u t  E .  s j D f \ e +  D f f m to  the  spec trum  d a ta  file
1 8 . i =  i +  1
19. End do  i
2 0 . re tu rn
E .6 L ifetim e ca lcu la tion  program
• P u rp ose
This program  calculates th e  lifetimes of the  tra jec to ries  in th e  escape and m ixture  
sectors.
•  Interface
Subrou tine  L IF E T IM E  includes following variables:
— E  -  Energy.
— F  -  Electric  field.
— B  -  M agnetic  field.
— 6min , 0 max ~ T h e  range  o f  the  po lar  angle for the  t ra jec to r ie s  in th e  escape and 
m ix tu re  region.
— O’. q’ -  T h e  ou tgo ing  po lar  and  az im uthal angles of a  t ra je c to ry  in ( x ' . y ' . z 1) 
space.
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— N  B S  -  T he  to ta l  num ber o f  tim es t h a t  a  tra jec to ry  crosses the surface G  =  0.
— n$ -  T he  num ber  of the  tra jec to ries  with the sam e O' and different o'  ■
• A lgorithm
We call the sub rou tine  PO IN T SO L V E  to calculate the  lifetimes of the  tra jectories.
1. Set E.  F, B
2 . Set Ojnaj. =  7T -  2 a r c s i n ( E  /  ( 2 \ / F ) ) , 0min =  0
3. Set A 0  = t t /180 , 0'  =  0min
4. Whiie O' < 0max do
5. Set n 0  =  A0 / (2 s i n 0 ' ) ,  i0  =  0
6 . While I© <  Hq do
— Set o'  =  (2tt/ n 0 ) i 0
— C alcu la te  the  initial coord ina tes  U  =  (ui T uo. U3 , u-i) and initial m om enta  
P  =  ( P l , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) -
— Call PO IN T SO L V E  (U .P)
— Record O', o' ,  T
— Set i =  i,j +  1
7. End do i#
8 . Set 0' =  0' +  A0
9. End do O'
10. End
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E .7 C ontinuum  calcu lation  program
• P u rp ose
This  program  calculates the  continuum  ab so rp t io n .
•  Interface
P rog ram  C O N T IN U U M  includes following variables:
-  A e  ~ T h e  s tep-leng th  of E.
-  Tcr^ -  T h e  critical lifetime.
-  Dfcont -  T h e  calculated  continuum .
-  E m m • Emax ~ T he  energy range of the  c o n tin u u m  abso rp t ion  to be calculated .
• A lgorithm
We read the  ou tgoing  angles and lifetimes of th e  t ra jec to r ie s  from a d a t a  file, then 
include the  tra jec to ries  with lifetime T  < T ^ t  to  ca lcu la te  the  continuum  abso rp tion .
1. Set Tcru =  25, E min, E max, A E
2. Set E  — E min
3. W hile E  < E max do
— O pen the  file which record the  lifetimes o f  the  tra jec to ries  a t  E
— Read d a ta
— C alcu la te  the  continuum  absorp tion  D f cont with  T  < Tent-
— Record E ,  D f cont
— E =  E  + A E
4. End do
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5. Return
E .8 M easured  ab sorp tion  sp ectru m  con vo lu tion  program
•  P u rp ose
This  program  convolu tes  the  m easured abso rp tion  s p e c tru m  to  obtain  the large scale 
s tru c tu re s  in the  a b so rp t ion  spec trum .
•  Interface
S ubrou tine  IN T -S P E C T R A  includes following variables:
-  Emin,  E mar -  T h e  energy range.
-  i point s  -  T h e  to ta l  num ber of d a ta  poin ts  in th e  convoluted spectrum .
-  DJi m -  T h e  convolu ted  spectra .
-  E( i ) ,  S I G N  A L { i )  -  T h e  d a t a  sets
-  n m a x  -  T h e  to ta l  num ber o f  the  d a ta  sets.
-  S -  T he  w id th  o f  the  G aussian  function.
• A lgorithm
We replace each d a t a  point in the  m easured  a b so rp t ion  spec trum  with a Gaussian  
function. Then th e  sum  o f  the  con tr ibu tions  from all o f  the G aussian functions a t  E  
gives the  convoluted spec trum  a t  E.
1. Set E min , E-max
2 . Read E { i ) , S I G N A L { i )  from d a ta  file with Emin < E ( i )  < E max
3 .  N E  —  ( E m a x  E m i n ) / tI T T I G X
4. j  =  1
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5. While j  < ipoint s  do 
G. E  = Emm  +  & E ,  D f tnt =  o
7. i =  1
S. While i < n m a x  do
-  D f int = D f i nt +  S I G N A L S )  ■ exp[—( E( i )  -  E ) 2 / ( 2 .0 6 2)]
— Set i =  i +  1 
9. End do i
10. O u tp u t  d a ta  E,  D f i nt in to  the  convoluted sp ec tru m  d a ta  file
11. Set j  =  j  + I
12. End do j
13. R eturn
E .9 C hirped-Fourier-T ransform  program
• P u rp ose
T his  program  carries ou t the  Chirped-Fourier-T ransform  to  e x tra c t  the closed o rb its  
from the  m easured absorp tion  spec trum .
•  Interface
T h e  P rogram  F O U R IE R -C H IR P  includes the  following variables:
-  E m m ,  E m a x  ~ T h e  energy range.
-  Tmm, Tmax  ~ T h e  range of th e  time.
-  A T  -  T he  s tep length  of th e  time.
-  F rc -  T h e  real p a r t  of the  Fourier spectra .
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-  F /m -  The imaginary p a r t  of the  Fourier spectra .
-  E{i ) ,  S I G N A L ( i )  -  T he  m easured d a ta  sets.
-  n m a x  -  The to ta l num ber of th e  d a ta  sets.
-  a,  3 . y  -  The param eters  in the  Chirped-Fourier-Transform .
A lgorithm
We read the d a ta  sets from the file, then  do  the C hirped-Fourier-Transform .
1. Set Emint E max 
'2. E avg — (E max ~F Emin) /2
3. Set T min, Tmax,  a .  3 . 7
4. Read E( i ) ,  S I G N A L { i )  from d a t a  file with E mm <  £"(0 <  Emax
5. Set T  =  T m,n
6. While T  < T max do
7. Set i =  I, Ffte =  0. F[m =  0
S. While i < n m a x  do
-  Set h =  T ( E { i )  -  E avg) 1.120901 -1- a ( E { i )  -  E a v g ) 2 +  3{E{ i )  -  E a v g ) 3
-  ERe = Fre 4- S I G N A L ( i )  ■ cos[h(E( i )  -  E ( i  -  1))] • exp[— r( E( i )  -  E a_g)}
-  Fim =  Fim +  S I G N A L ( i )  ■ s i n[ h ( E( i )  -  E ( i  -  1))] • exp[— ; ( E( i )  -  E avg)]
-  Set 1 =  i 1 
9. End do i
10. O u tp u t  d a ta  T,  y j Fj |e -F F f m
11. T  = T  + A T
12. End do T
13. End
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E .10 T h e  eq u al step len g th  tim e ser ies calcu lation  program
• P u rp ose
This p ro g ra m  calcu la tes  the tim e series o f  x ( t ) .  y ( t ) ,  z ( t ) ,  px {t) . py(t) , pz [t) of a  regu la r  
tra jec to ry .
• Interface
T he P ro g ra m  O R B IT 3 D  includes following variables:
-  E . F .  B  -  energy, electric field, m agnetic  field.
-  X B S  -  T h e  num ber  of times th a t  th e  t r a je c to ry  should pass th rough  the  su rface  
G  =  0. which is equal to the  to ta l  n u m b e r  o f  the  d a t a  sets (t . x ).
-  nb -  T h e  num ber  of times t h a t  the  t r a je c to ry  has passed th rough th e  su rface  
G  =  0.
-  u , . p t -  T h e  coord inates  and m om en ta .
-  x r -  T h e  x  coord inate  a t  th e  crossing between the  stab le  periodic orb it  and  th e  
x  axis.
-  6 , 0  -  T h e  ejection angles of the  regu lar  t ra jec to ry .
-  A T  -  T h e  tim e steplength .
• A lgorith m
We o b ta in  th e  equal s tep  time series by calling  the  sub rou tine  PO IN T SO L V E  
and defin ing th e  surface  as G  = T / ( 2 ~ ) — A T  ■ nb =  0. T he  time s tep  is A T  in th e  
unit of 2tt.
1. Set E . F, B
2. S e t  x r , 6 , 0
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3. C a lcu la te  u ,,  p, with i =  (1. 2. 3 ,4)  from x =  x r . y  =  0, x =  0, 6 . o
4. Set A  B S  =  130000
5. Set A T  =  0.01
6. C a lcu la te  x . y.  z,  px , p y , p : from u,. p (
7. O u tp u t  (0, x) to  the  file (orbit-x.d) for th e  t im e series of x; o u tp u t  (0, y)  to  the  
file (orbit-y .d), o u tp u t  (0, z) to  the  file (o rb it-z .d ):  o u tp u t  (0 ,px ) to  the  file (orbit-  
px .d). o u tp u t  ( 0 ,p y) to  the  file (orbit-pv); o u tp u t  (0 ,p-)  to the  file (orb it-p=).
8. Call POINTSOLVE(tXi,U2i u3 i u4,Pl,P2:P3:P4)
(This  su b ro u t in e  pauses a t  G  =  0, ca lcu la tes  x , y.  z.  pr , py , p z from U{.pt , then  
o u tp u ts  ( T / 2 ~ ,  x ) .  (T/ ' 2~. y ) .  {T / 2~.  z) ,  ( T / ' I x .  pr ). (T/ '2~.  p y). (T/ '2~,  p ; ) to  the  
correspond ing  t im e  series d a t a  files.)
9. End
E . l l  T oru s’s fu n dam en ta l frequencies calcu lation  program  1
•  P u r p o s e
This p rogram  ca lcu la tes  the Fourier T ransform  o f  x ( T ) ,  y (T ),  z ( T )  by the  Fast-Fourier- 
Transform  m ethod  for identifying the a p p ro x im a te  locations of  the  fundam en ta l  fre­
quencies.
•  In te r fa c e
The P ro g ra m  F R E Q U E N C Y -F F T  includes following variables:
— A" -  T h e  to ta l  num ber  o f  d a t a  sets in a  d a t a  file.
— K , a ( i )  -  T h e  p a ram ete rs  in the  W indow  function B.
— A T  -  T h e  t im e step-Iength.
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— T  -  T h e  m axim um  tim e T .
— u t , p t -  T h e  coord ina tes  and m om enta .
— x r -  T h e  x coord ina te  a t  the  crossing point between th e  s tab le  periodic orbit 
and  th e  x  axis.
— 0, <p -  T h e  ejection angles of th e  regular tra jec to ry .
— B B ( i )  -  T h e  values of the  window function.
— C O E { i )  -  T h e  in p u t  complex d a ta .
— S Q T M l  -  T h e  unit of the  imaginary num ber.
•  A lgorith m
We m ultip ly  the  signal by a  window function B.  then call the  Fast-Fourier-Transform  
su b ro u tin e  D C F F T F .
1. S e tup  all pa ram ete rs
2. C a lcu la te  the  window function values B B ( i ) .
3. Read d a ta  ( 7 \ x )  from the o rb it  d a ta  file (orbit-x.d)
4. O u tp u t  d a t a  (7 \  x • B B ( i ) )  to  the  d a ta  file (orbit-xb.d)
5. C O E ( i ) = C M P L X (x • B B ( i ) ,  0)
6. Call D C F F T F (N .C O E .W S A V E )
7. Set j  =  0
8. W hile j  <  A' do
9. Rc  =  R E A L ( C O E { j ) / N )
10. I m  =  R E A L { C O E { J ) / N S Q T M \ )
11. xx  =  y / R e 2 +  I m 2, 6  = a r c t a n ( f m / R e )
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1 2 . O u tp u t  j / { 2 - T ) , x x . 8  to  the  file (ou tpu t-x .d )
13. Set j  =  j  + 1
14. End do
15. Read d a ta  (T, y) from the  d a ta  file (orbit-y.d)
16. O u tp u t  d a ta  (T,  x  ■ B B { i ) )  to  the  d a ta  file (orbit-yb.d)
17. C O E ( i )  =  C M P L X ( y  ■ B B ( t ) , Q )
18. Call D C F F T F (N ,C O E ,W S A V E )
19. Set j  =  0
20. W hile j  < 'V do
21. Re  = R E A L  ( CO E ( j )  /  ;V)
22. I m  =  R E A L ( C O E ( J ) / X S Q T M l )
23. y y  =  \ / R e 2 +  / m 2. 8  =  a r c t a n ( I r n / R e )
24. O u tp u t  j / { 2 ~ T ) .  yy .  8  to  the  file (output-y .d)
25. Set j  =  j  +  1
26. End do
27. Read d a ta  (T, z) from th e  d a ta  file (orbit-z.d)
28. O u tp u t  d a ta  (T, z ■ B B ( i ) )  to  the  d a t a  file (orbit-zb.d)
29. C O E { i )  = C M P L X ( z  ■ B B ( i ), 0)
30. Call D C F F T F (N ,C O E ,W S A V E )
31. Set 7  =  0
32. While j  < N  do
33. Re  =  R E A L { C O E { j ) / .V )
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34. I m  =  R E  A L ( C O  E { J )  /  N  S Q T Af 1)
35. z z  =  \ / R e 2  +  I m 2, 0 =  a r c t a n ( I m / R e )
36. O u tp u t  j / ( 2 i r T ) ,  z z ,  9 to the  file (o u tp u t-z .d )
37. Set j  =  j  +  1 
3S. End do
39. End
E.12 T oru s’s fu n dam en tal freq u en cies ca lcu lation  program  2
• P u rp ose
This p rog ram  ca lcu la tes  the  Fourier t ran sfo rm  d a t a  near one fundam enta l frequency.
•  I n te r fa c e
The su b ro u t in e  S F O U R E l( f f )  includes following variables:
-  / /  -  T h e  a p p ro x im a te  location of the  fu n d a m e n ta l  frequency.
-  f mtn. f max  ~ T h e  frequency range of th e  F ourie r  transform .
-  E ( i ) . S I G N A L ( i )  -  T he  inpu t d a t a  sets.
-  Ffte, Eim -  T h e  real and im aginary  p a r ts  o f  th e  Fourier transform .
-  A /  -  T h e  s tep leng th  of the frequency.
-  n m a x  -  T h e  num ber  of the d a ta  sets.
• A lgorithm
We ob ta in  th e  Fourier Transform  d a t a  in th e  range  [ / /  — 0 . 0 0 1 , / /  +  0.001] in two 
steps: we first ca lcu la te  the  Fourier t ran sfo rm  d a t a  in the  range [ / /  — 0.01, / /  +  0.01] 
and u p d a te  ff to  the  frequency of th e  local m ax im u m  in th is  range: then  ca lcu la te
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the  Fourier transform  d a t a  in the range [ / /  — 0 . 0 0 1 , / /  +  0.001]. This program uses 
Q uadra tu re-Fourier-T ransform .
1. Set / mm = / / -  0.01, f max =  / /  + 0 .0 1 .  A / =  0.0001
2. Read the  d a t a  {E{ i ) ,  S I G N A L ( i ) )  from the d a ta  file
3. Set /  =  f mm
4. While ( /  <  f max) do
5. Set FRe =  0, F / m =  0, s igna l max =  0.0 
6- FRe =  U = r S r G N A L ( i ) c o s ( f ■ E( i ) )
"■ Fim =  E ™ “ x  S l G N A L ( i ) s i n { f  • £ 7 ( 0 )
S- r r  = \fFL + 'v™
9. If (s i gna l max < F F ) ,  Set / /  =  / .  s igna l max =  F F
10. /  =  /  +  A /
11. End do f
12. Set / mm = / / -  0.001. / m«  =  / /  +  0.001. A /  =  0.00001
13. /  =  / mm
14. While ( /  <  f max) do
15. Set FRc =  0, F / m =  0
16- FRe =  S I G N  A L ( i ) c o s ( f  • E ( i) )
17. F /m =  £ ? = “  S I G N A L ( i ) s i n ( f  - E{t ) )
r r  =  \ / F n= +  ^
19. O u tp u t  ( / ,  F F )  to  the  file
20. /  =  /  +  A /
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‘21. End do f 
'22. Return
E .13 T orus’s fu ndam ental frequencies calcu lation  program  3
• P u rpose
This program  calcu la tes  the  Fourier transform  d a ta  near th ree  fundam en ta l  frequen­
cies.
•  Interface
T he  Program  F R E Q U E N C Y -3  includes following variables:
-  f i - h - h  ~ T h re e  fundam enta l frequency.
-  f imin,  f imax ~ T h e  approx im ate  range for f x
-  hmi n - . hmax  ~ T h e  approx im ate  range for / 2
-  f zmin'  f zmax ~ T h e  approx im ate  range for / 3
• A lgorithm
This program  first calls F R E Q U E N C Y -F F T  to find the approx im ate  locations of the  
three  fundam enta l  frequencies / i , / 2, / 3 , then calls S F O U R E l th ree  tim es to find the  
accu ra te  accu ra te  fundam en ta l  frequencies.
1. Call F R E Q U E N C Y -F F T  to find the  approxim ate  locations of th ree  fundam enta l 
frequencies f i ,  f 2, h -  
‘2. Call S F O U R E l ( / t )
3. Call S F O U R E l ( / 2)
4. Call S F O U R E l ( / 3)
5. return
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E .14 T orus’s action  variables ca lcu la tion  program
• P u rp ose
This p rogram  calculates am plitudes  and phases o f  the  harm onics in the  Fourier series 
of x { T ) , y ( T ) , z ( T ) , p : ( T ) , p y( T ) , p ; [ T ) .
•  Interface
T he P rog ram  A C TIO N -3D  includes following variables:
-  W C ( i )  — T h e  param eters  in the  shape  function.
-  SQ T M 1 — T h e  unit complex num ber.
-  f i  — F undam en ta l  frequencies.
-  i ^ ( n . j )  -  T h e  n th  harmonic.
-  n f  -  T he  to ta l  num ber of the  harm onics.
-  UTV'(i) -  T h e  values of the  window function.
-  S (/‘) — T h e  action variables of a  regular to rus .
• A lgorithm
YVe first call sub rou tine  SM OO TH DATA1 to  fit th e  d a t a  files f requency-l.d , frequency-
2.d, frequency-3.d with G aussian functions x ( l ) exp[—x ( 2 ) ( E ( i )  — x (3 ) )2] to  find the 
fundam en ta l  frequencies which are  given by ar(3); th en  find all the  harm onics /  =  
fci/i +  '^2 / 2  +  £3 / 3  with |&i| <  8. |/.'2| <  5, | £3 ! <  3. Finally we call the  sub rou tine  
D C F F T F  to ca lcu la te  the  am plitude  and th e  phase a t  each of the  harm onics in the 
Fourier series o f  x ( T ) , y { T ) , z { T ) , px { T) , py( T ) , p z { T ) .
1. O pen d a ta  file fundam en ta l- l .d
2. Call S M O O T H D A T A 1 to  find f x
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3. O pen  d a t a  file fu n d am e n ta l- ‘2.d
4. Call S M O O T H D A T A 1 to  find f 2
5. O pen  d a ta  file fundam enta l-3 .d
6 . Call S M O O T  HD ATA 1 to find / 3
7. Set n f = l
S. Do k t from —8  to  8 , k 2 from —5 to  5, k 3 from —3 to  3 
9. / /  =  k i f i  k 2f 2 +  ^ 3 / 3
1 0 . If f f  >  0
11. u ( n f ,  1) =  / /
12. u; (n f .  2) =
13. ~-(n/ .  3) =  k 2
14. u ; ( n / ,4 )  =
15. n f  =  n f  +  1
16. End if
17. End do £2 ,^ :3
IS. So r t  the  harm onics  lo in ascending order
19. C a lcu la te  the  w indow  functions W W ( i )
20. F F T  on x{T)  ■ W W { i )
21. C a lcu la te  the  am p litu d es  and phases o f  harm onics  in x ( T )
22. F F T  on y { T ) ■ W W ( i )
23. ca lcu la te  the am p litu d es  and  phases o f  the  harm onics  in y{T)
24. R epea t the  s am e  procedure  for z ( T ) . px { T ) , py{ T ) , p z{T)
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‘25. Calculate actions 5 (1 ) ,  5 (2 ) ,  5 (3 ) .
‘26. O u tp u t  actions 5 (1 ) ,  5 (2 ) ,  5 (3 )  to  a  file. 
'27. Return
E.15 Sim ple sh ell scrip ts
• Purpose
This shell program  au to m a te s  th e  action calculation p rocedure  which includes the 
time series calculation, fundam en ta l  frequency ca lcu la tion  and action calculation.
•  In ter fa c e
Program  RU NCM D
•  A lg o r ith m
1. # ! /b i n / s h
2. For o  in 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80
3. Do
4. Echo S <? | O R B IT 3
5. F R E Q U E N C Y -F F T
6. FR E Q U E N C Y -3
7. A C TION-3D
8. Done
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